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ABSTRACT 
Three in-process surface roughness prediction (ISRP) systems using linear multiple 
regression, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy nets algorisms, respectively, were developed to allow the 
prediction of real time surface roughness of a work piece on a turning operation. The surface 
roughness is predicted from feed rate, spindle speed, depth of cut. and machining vibration 
that is detected and collected by an accelerometer. 
A multiple regression based ISRP system was developed and examined. Feed rate, 
spindle speed, depth of cut and vibration average amplitude were employed as independent 
variables to predict surface roughness of the work piece in a turning operation in a real time 
fashion. Two groups of data were collected for two cutters with nose radii of 0.016 and 0.031 
inches, respective. A total of 162 training data sets and 54 testing data sets for each cutter 
were applied to train and test the system. This ISRP system reached a prediction accuracy of 
averagely 92.78% in predicting the in-process surface roughness. 
The fuzzy logic modeling methodology was practiced to develop another ISRP 
system. Expert's experiences and experimental observations were the major sources to the 
generation of the fuzzy rule bank. By applying the fuzzy logic algorism, this system reached 
an average prediction accuracy of 89.06%. 
A Fuzzy-Nets-based in-process surface roughness prediction (FISRP) system was 
developed as the third to predict surface roughness in a turning operation in a real time on­
line fashion. The input variables of the FISRP system were machining parameters, such as 
feed rate, spindle speed, depth of cut. and average vibration amplitude per revolution. Fuzzy 
nets theory has been implemented to use experimental data in developing this FISRP system 
for real time prediction. The fuzzy nets theory consists of a five-step learning mechanism of 
developing knowledge base for predicting surface roughness on-line in real time. This FISRP 
system was developed and tested via experiments, and has been tested to have an average 
accuracy of 95.70%. 
The Fuzzy-nets-based In-process Surface Roughness Prediction System was 
considered the best among the three tested systems. This conclusion relies on not only the 
best average prediction accuracy achieved, but also the self-learning ability of the fuzzy nets 
algorism. 
In conclusion, the developed in-process surface roughness prediction system is 
capable to predict the in-process surface roughness of the work piece in a turning operation 
from feed rate, spindle speed, depth of cut and average vibration amplitude. With the 
developed Fuzzy-nets-based In-process Surface Roughness Prediction System, the prediction 
can reach an average accuracy of 95.70%. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Product quality and productivity are of the greatest importance on a manufacturing 
floor. Lack of either makes manufacturing meaningless. Pursuing these two goals, thus. 
drives all routine work in a manufacturing company . Both goals are wanted all the time. 
However, improving quality often results in a reduction of productivity, and vice v ersa. 
Exceptions to this conflict, which lead to the increase of both, are what a manufacturing 
company dreams for. 
Through the use of advanced technologies available today, this study has developed 
three systems that were able to predict the surface roughness of a work piece while it was 
being machined in a turning operation. This made it possible not only to sav e measuring time 
but also to measure the entire surface, which is impossible by using the traditional measuring 
method. While saving time means increasing productivity, measuring the entire surface raises 
the issue of quality assurance. This chapter is intended to provide a comprehensive 
introduction to the study. The development of the models and testing results will be 
demonstrated at the rest of the dissertation. 
1.1. Role of Turning Operation in Manufacturing 
Manufacturing is defined as an industrial activity to convert raw materials into 
products (Kalpakjian. 1995: Ostwald & Mumoz. 1997). Manufacturing activity contributes 
20-30% of the value of all goods and services produced in an industrial nation and thus is 
considered the backbone of an industrial nation (Kalpakjian. 1995). Most consumer goods 
come from the manufacturing industry. 
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Material removing, which is one of the major activities in manufacturing, is a process 
used to convert raw materials into products. Since unwanted material is often removed in the 
form of chips, the process is also known as a chip-type machining process. Metal is the major 
work material in the manufacturing industry. The United States spends about S60 billion 
annually in metal removing (DeGarmo, Black, & Kohser, 1997). 
Metal removing involves the use of machine tools. Turning, the oldest machining tool 
invented in 1700, remains the major machine tool type in manufacturing, no matter how-
abundantly and how quickly the modern machine tools were developed (Sandvik. 1996). 
According to the U. S. Census Bureau (1997), the turning machine tool, lathe, ranked second 
in the shipment values of different machine tools in the decade of 1988-1997 (Figure l-l ). A 
combination of grinding and polishing machines ranked first. In these years, lathes always 
comprised about 40% of the total shipment values of the selected machine tools (Table 1-1 ). 
• Boring machines 
700 Q Drilling machines 
? • Gear Cutting machines 
| 600 • Grinding & Polishing machines 
@ Lathe 
• Milling machines 
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
Figure 1-1. Values of shipments of machine tool products in the last decade. (U. S. 
Census Bureau, 1997) 
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Table 1-1. Percentages that the lathe had over other machine tools in shipment values in the 
last decade. 
Year 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
% 38.85 37.86 38.05 39.13 34.04 40.71 45.16 42.20 41.25 38.21 
In a turning operation, the work piece rotates while the cutter remains stationary. 
Since the work piece is spinning while being cut. the cutting track is circular. This makes the 
basic shape of the turned products cylindrical. The cylinder is a very basic part shape in most 
products, and in fact most cylindrical parts are produced from turning operations. This 
establishes the importance of turning operations in the manufacturing industry. As a single-
point cutting style, the turning operation produces better surface quality of the work piece 
compared to other machining operations (DeGarmo. Black. & Kohser. 1997). A single-point 
cutting process means the work piece is cut at a single tool tip. Once the tool tip is fed into 
the work piece, it does not come out until it finishes the cutting process. The stable 
continuation of the cutting process makes the surface smoother. 
1.2. Existing Problems with Turning Operation in Manufacturing 
Since cylindrical parts are often moving parts, the surface quality of cylindrical parts 
is important. Some cylindrical parts, such as bearings, axes, or shafts, even take the surface 
quality as their functional features. This demands that the surface quality of cylindrical parts 
be assured. 
The present method to assure surface quality is to measure the surface roughness of 
the product with a surface gauge. The most widely used surface gauge in manufacturing is 
the stylus profiler. As a traditional surface gauge, the stylus profiler is widely accepted, and 
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measurement with it establishes a reference point for other types of surface gauges. A stylus 
profiler has a stylus housed in a hanging-out arm. While measuring, the stylus goes along the 
product surface for a certain distance. The up and down movement is recorded as data in a 
device and calculated. The calculating method depends on what the output is desired. 
Roughness average (Ra) is the most frequently used method, which, given a profile of surface 
texture, is the ratio of the sum of the absolute peak and valley areas against the centerline of 
the profile over the length that these peaks exist. In addition to stylus profilers. optical-t\ pe 
surface gauges are also applied in manufacturing. These measuring means can be a laser 
beam, optical transmission, or electronic beam scanning. 
Although stylus profilers provide a reliable measurement of surface roughness. the> 
have limitations in their applications, such as listed below: 
1. A stationary environment is required for the measuring activity; 
2. A direct contact with the measured surface is required: 
3. Time has to be reserved for the measurement. 
The first two limitations do not allow a stylus profiler to be applied to measure a moving 
surface of a work piece in a turning operation. The third limitation requires time for the 
measurement, which reduces productivity. 
The optical technique also has limitations in its application. Its major limitation is that 
a clear space is needed around the cutting area to allow the traveling of light. This is almost 
impossible in a cutting process because chips and coolant are not avoidable around the 
cutting area. Therefore, all these existing measuring methods cannot be applied in the in-
process surface roughness measurement, that is. measuring surface roughness while it is 
formed. 
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Because the measurement cannot be conducted until the cutting process is done, 
defects cannot be detected when or predicted before they happen. This means following 
problems will occur: 
1. The defect cannot be prevented. Yet. time, labor, and material have to be spent 
continuously after a defect happens in the cutting process. 
2. The measured results are not the current surface quality information, or. in other 
words, they do not come out the moment the defect occurs. 
3. Because only a few places, instead of the entire surface, are measured, there is 
still a chance that defects exist. 
As a result of these limitations, waste of productivity time, labor, and material arc 
unavoidable. Furthermore, no real-time surface roughness information is available, which is 
needed in the modern manufacturing process. 
1.3. Resolutions for the Problem 
To solve the problem, another type of measurement is needed. This type of measuring 
method obtains the surface roughness information while the surface is being formed. For this 
purpose, no direct contact with the measured surface should exist while measuring. Instead, 
the measuring should be indirect, which means it comes from a change of parameters, such 
as the distance between the surface and a sensor, cutting force, or machining vibration. 
Because no contact with the surface is needed, this measurement is called non-contact 
measurement. 
Research has been done to achieve non-contact measuring on a machined surface. 
Attempts included the use of optical, electromagnetic, and acoustic technologies. Optical 
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approaches have limitations as discussed. Acoustic and electromagnetic signals, similar to 
the case of optical technology, need a stable medium to allow the signals to travel. This 
means that the space the signals travel through has to consist of the same components all the 
time. This, as in the case of the optical signals, is not practical in a machining environment 
because chips and coolant move from time to time. 
Surface roughness, or surface irregularities, of a work piece have been shown to bo 
associated with machining vibration (Zhang & Kappor. 1991; Rakhit. Osman. & Sankar. 
1973; Jang et al.. 1996). Machining vibration is common to any machine tools. The vibration 
energy comes from the machine motor and is regulated by the machine structure, the 
machining setup, dynamic interactions of the tool tip and the material, and the non-
homogeneous distribution of micro-hardness of the work piece. Tsai. Chen, and Lou ( 1999) 
predicted surface roughness of a milled work piece from vibration signals in a milling 
machine. The prediction accuracy was found to be between 96-99% of the real measured 
surface roughness. This implied that predicting surface roughness of a machined work piece 
through the analysis of the machining vibration signal is possible. However, the milling 
operations are different from turning operations in machine structure, machining setup, and 
cutting style. Vibration signals in a turning operation thus are expected to be different from 
those in a milling operation. Therefore, the use of machining vibration signals to predict the 
surface roughness of a machined work piece in a turning operation needs to be studied. 
1.4. Objectives of the Study 
The goal of this study is to develop a system that is able to predict the surface 
roughness of a turned work piece by analyzing machining vibration signals from an 
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accelerometer. along with other machining parameters, such as feed rate, spindle speed, and 
depth of cut. Because the system is expected to recognize the surface roughness while the 
work piece is still in process, the author refers to the system as an In-process Surface 
Roughness Prediction (ISRP) system. 
To predict surface roughness, the ISRP system needs a method to establish the 
relationship of the surface roughness with its predictors, which are vibration, feed rate, 
spindle speed, and depth of cut in this study. The process to establish the relationship will be 
challenging because three types of methods will be conducted for the relationship to compare 
their prediction accuracy. These three types of methods are multiple regression, fuzzy logic, 
and fuzzy nets. Upon comparison, the best method to establish the relationship will be 
suggested as the method for the ISRP system. In addition, two types of cutters will be 
employed to estimate the effect of cutters on prediction accuracy. 
1.5. Impact of the Study 
This study pioneers in applying fuzzy logic and fuzzy nets technologies to predict in-
process surface roughness of a machined work piece in a turning operation from machining 
parameters and vibration signals that are probed by an accelerometer. The study provides 
experiences for turning operations in converting analog vibration signals to digital, analyzing 
vibration signals, and developing system models. These contributions are expected to lead to 
the development of a more universal, and thus more practical, system that is able to handle 
various cutting conditions in turning operations. 
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1.6. Limitations of the Study 
Due to the research conditions, this study has limitations as listed below: 
( 1 ) The working machine is an Enterprise 1550 lathe, made by Mysore Kirloskar. Inc. in 
Karnataka. India. It is an old machine without any documentation for reference. No 
machining feature data are available for this machine either. Limited by the 
unavailability, the accuracy of the machine was not verified. Therefore, machining 
accuracy is not guaranteed. 
(2) Because of the age of the machine and lack of maintenance for a period of time, the 
machine rigidity is a concern. Also a concern is that the machine is not tied onto the 
ground at all. These conditions may result in different vibration patterns. Due to the 
research conditions, these concerns were not verified. 
(3) Machining parameters and work materials of this study are limited to a certain range. 
No information is available at this time regarding how the system is applied in 
machining conditions other than those that are performed in this study. 
1.7. Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is arranged in three parts. The first part includes the first three 
chapters, in which background information of the study and methodologies employed in the 
study are presented and discussed. The second part consists of the successive three chapters. 
Each chapter is an article for publication. These articles present findings in the study as well 
as how the study was conducted. The three articles are arranged in the order they were 
submitted. In these three articles, the author uses a name Luke H. Huang instead of Hanming 
Huang for the authorship. The third part is the chapter of conclusion, which compares and 
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summarizes the findings in the three articles. Following is a list of what each chapter 
addresses: 
Chapter 1 is the present chapter, which prov ides background information of this 
study, the objectives of the study and the organization of this dissertation. 
Chapter 2 reviews the past research works in respect to the measurement of surface 
roughness, turning operation and the modeling of surface roughness recognition, sensor 
techniques, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy nets. The goal of the review is to understand the existing 
research and clarify the research trends in these areas. 
Chapter 3 introduces the methodologies applied in this study, which include 
experimental design, detection of vibration, detection of spindle rotation, conversion of 
analog signal to digital signal, multiple regression analysis, fuzzy logic, fuzzy nets, 
determination of recognition accuracy, and comparison of model accuracy. 
Chapter 4 is a submitted article that discusses the development of a multiple-
regression-based. in-process surface roughness prediction system. 
Chapter 5 is a submitted article that discusses the development of a fuzzy-logic-
based. in-process surface roughness prediction system. 
Chapter 6 is a submitted article that discusses the development of a fuzzy-nets-based, 
in-process surface roughness prediction system. 
Chapter 7 compares findings in the development of the three models. Then, the 
chapter concludes the whole study and states its limitations of the study and makes 
suggestions for further study. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The development of the In-process Surface Roughness Prediction (ISRP) system in a 
turning operation involves studies in turning operation, surface quality and its measurement, 
sensor techniques, multiple regression, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy nets. This chapter reviews past 
and current research progress in these fields. 
2.1. Turning Operation 
The turning machine is the oldest type of machine in the world, used by human 
beings for 300 years. Although many new machine types came in use. the turning machine is 
still the most commonly used type (Sandvik. 1996. Ostwald & Munoz. 1997). Turning is 
usually performed on a lathe. Cylindrical work is the most common work produced in a 
turning operation. In turning operations, the work piece rotates while being machined. The 
cutter in a turning operation is usually a single-point cutter, which means that the work piece 
is always cut by the same tool tip. These two features distinguish turning from other 
operations, such as milling and drilling, in which a multi-point cutter is commonly employed, 
and the cutter, instead of the work piece, rotates. In a single-point cutting process, the cutter 
touches the work piece consistently instead of periodically as it does in the multipoint cutting 
process. Therefore, the cutting force is theoretically constant. This minimizes vibration and 
hence is beneficial to produce a smooth machined surface. Figure 2-1 lists the ranges of 
surface roughness that are typically produced by various manufacturing processes 
(DeGarmo. Black. & Kohser. 1997). From this table, it is shown 
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Process 
Flame cutting 
Snagging 
Sawing 
Planing, shaping 
Drilling 
Chemical milling 
Elect. Discharge mach. 
Milling 
, Broaching 
j Reaming 
I Electron beam 
Laser 
Electrochemical 
Boring, turning 
; Barrel finishing 
Electrolytic grinding 
Roller burnishing 
Grinding 
Honing 
Electro-polishing 
Polishing 
Lapping 
Superfinishing 
Sand casting 
Hot rolling 
Forging 
Perm mold casting 
Investment casting 
Extruding 
j Cold rolling drawing 
| Die casting 
The range shown above are 
Higher or lower values mav 
50 25 12.5 6.3 
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Figure 2-1. Surface roughness (Ra) produced by common production methods (ANSI B46.1-
1978). 
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that surfaces produced from turning operations have one of the lowest surface roughness 
average (Ra) values among all mechanical cutting processes. A lower Ra means less surface 
irregularities. Thus, turning operations are of great importance in terms of high-quality 
finished surfaces. 
Because of its importance, the turning operation has received lots of attention in 
research concerning the pursuit of better surface quality on the work piece (Stango & 
Henderson. 1994; Grzesik. 1994: Gekonde & Subramanian. 1997: Munnoz-Escalona & 
Gassier. 1998). Machining conditions such as tool geometry, feed rate, cutting speed, 
hardness of the work material, etc. are factors that were found to interfere with the machined 
surface. Optimization of these conditions for a better finish surface was attempted (Munnoz-
Escalona & Gassier. 1998). 
While some people were trying to achieve better surface quality, others put their 
efforts into predicting the roughness of a machined surface based upon cutting conditions. 
Villa. Rossetto. and Levi (1983) developed a model for predicting the surface texture based 
on two assumptions. The first assumption is that the kinematics and geometric factors, rather 
than the dynamic, dominate surface texture generation. The second assumption is that the 
tool does not wear out. Hasegawa. Seireg. and Lindlberg (1976). and El-W'ardany et al. 
(1992) conducted another study on the effect of cutting parameters on surface roughness. 
They developed a mathematical model to build up relationships between the independent 
variables and surface roughness. In the beginning of the model developing process, spindle 
speed, feed rate, depth of cut. and tool nose radius were involved (Hasegawa. Seireg. & 
Lindlberg. 1976): 
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Ra = 624.2432 S -U 4349.pU 8129.q0.0335.-J-0 4680 ( 2 - 1 )  
where Ra — surface roughness average 
S — spindle speed 
F — feed rate 
D — depth of cut 
T — tool nose radius 
After eliminating less-effective variables, they decided the following model best fit 
the experimental data (Hasegawa. Seireg. & Lindlberg. 1976): 
This model describes the dependence of surface roughness on the major cutting 
parameters, such as cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut. and tool nose radius. Grzesik 
( 1994. 1996) developed another model for the generation of surface roughness in a single-
point cutting process. This model focused more on the influence of the formation of chips on 
the work surface. Grzesik concluded that surface finish is partially influenced by both plastic 
deformation of the material in the chip formation zone and sliding friction at the tool-chip 
interface. This implies that both the material homogeneity and the tribological kinetics play 
roles in the generation of surface texture. 
The above mathematical modeling shows that surface roughness is a dependent 
variable of cutting parameters and. thus, is predictable. However, all of the above modeling 
Ra * F 
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processes assumed that surface roughness is related only to the cutting parameters analyzed. 
This may not be true in a practical machining process. Expected and unexpected factors, such 
as vibration, tool wear, built-up-edge (BUE), accident collision, power supply changes, etc.. 
can affect machining status and. thus, influence the product surface texture (Juneja & 
Sekhon. 1987; Ostwald & Munoz. 1997). If no such factors are involved in the prediction 
models, an incorrect prediction of surface roughness may result. Therefore, parameters 
representing current machining status, such as vibration, tool wear. BUE. accident collision, 
power supply changes, etc.. should be involved in the prediction. In other words, the 
prediction should be based on both fixed machining parameters and the current machining 
status. 
Because some machining status characteristics, such as BUE. accident collision, 
power supply changes, etc.. are unexpected, it seems impossible to include them in an 
equation with other fixed machining parameters. Alternatively, the machining status should 
be detected. In this way. current machining status can be included dynamically in the model 
to predict surface roughness. This suggests the use of a sensor. Using a sensor in predicting 
surface roughness was a hot topic in the last decade. It will be reviewed in section 3 of this 
chapter. To recognize surface roughness, surface features and the way to measure these 
features have to be defined first. This will be reviewed in the next section. 
2.2. Surface Characterization and Measurement Techniques 
The machined surface is complex in terms of topography. This complexity is 
discussed in the Atlas of Machined Surfaces by Stout. Davis, and Sullivan (1990). in which 
topographical information in both graphs and analytical data from various analytical methods 
for 14 typical machined surfaces is made available. The topography of the machined surface 
is different from operation to operation. Even in the same operation, the surface topography 
still varies from case to case. This complexity of a surface makes the measurement of surface 
roughness difficult. Much effort was expended by a number of standardizing organizations 
and individual companies to measure surface roughness. It was not until 1947 that surface 
characteristics were defined, and measuring methods were standardized in the American 
National Standard (ANSI B46.1-1947). The latest version of the standard for measuring 
surface roughness is ANSI B46.1-1978. in which different surface features are defined. 
Several surface parameters, as well as their calculations, are also provided in the standard. 
These are: roughness average (Ra). root-mean-square roughness (Rq). maximum peak to 
valley roughness height (Rv or Rmax). and ten-point height (R,). Among them. R., is the most 
used and recognized. 
Ra is also known as the arithmetic average roughness value ( AA). or centcrline 
average (CLA). Given a profile of surface texture. Ra is the arithmetic average height of 
roughness irregularities measured from a centerline within the evaluation length (L). as is 
demonstrated in Figure 2-2 and Equation 2-3. 
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Figure 2-2. Illustration of Ra. 
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R 
L f>Kv (2-3) 
R;1 can be approximated by averaging the n absolute measured y values. This is 
illustrated in Equation 2-4 (ANSI B46.1-1978). 
Various methods for measuring surface roughness have been developed. They can be 
classified in different ways. Two categories are available, based on how the surface is 
measured, contact measurement and non-contact measurement (Lou. 1997). Contact 
measurement means there is a physical contact between the measuring device and the test 
surface. Non-contact measurement does not have any physical contact. To simplify the 
expressions in this dissertation, the author also classifies the measuring methods by the 
motion of the test surface. If the test surface is in a static status, it is a static method: 
otherwise, it is a dynamic method. 
A simple contact method is the Standard Test Surfaces method (Groover. 1996). To 
conduct this test, a person compares the test surface and the standard surfaces both visually 
and by the "fingernail test." which uses a fingernail to scratch the surface to feel the 
roughness. Then, the person decides which standard surface is the closest to the test surface. 
The known surface roughness of that standard surface is then the surface roughness of the 
test surface. This method is not very accurate, but is convenient. 
R^approx.) = (2-4) 
n 
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To obtain higher accuracy, instrumentai probing, instead of fingernail and subjectiv e 
judgment, must be applied. Stylus-type instruments, or stylus profilers, are used for this 
purpose. A stylus profiler (SP) is a device typically used for contact measurement. It has a 
tracer or pickup, incorporating a diamond stylus to detect the vertical motion when it moves 
over a surface. A transducer cooperating with the stylus generates electrical signals 
corresponding to the vertical motion (Figure 2-3). The electrical signals are then amplified, 
manipulated, and displayed. Stylus profilers are the most popular instruments of 
measurement, and are abundant in industry and research laboratories because of their speed, 
consistency, ease of interpretation, and relatively low cost. Stylus profilers are also used as a 
standard reference for most of the newly invented surface roughness measuring instruments 
or techniques (Mitsui. 1986). 
Optical microscopes and scanning electronic microscopes are also used in measuring 
surface roughness as non-contact, static measuring methods. They prov ide surface images for 
the measurement. However, compared to stylus profilers, these methods are not as 
convenient. 
Traversing direction 
Vertical 
motion of 
St\ lus head 
stylus 
4 Work part 
Figure 2-3. Operation of stylus profiler. 
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Nevertheless, these static-measuring methods obviously cannot be applied to in-
process measuring in a turning operation. While a work piece is spinning on a turning 
machine, it is not practical to measure its surface roughness by touching its surface with a 
stylus tracer, or by observing the surface with a microscope. Non-contact dynamic measuring 
methods should be applied instead. 
A non-contact measurement employs sensors to sense evidences or parameters related 
to surface roughness. The sensed evidences or parameters can be vibration, cutting force, 
motor current, sound, light reflection or sound reflection characteristics, etc. The evidence 
data are collected by a data acquisition system. A system model is needed to process the data 
and then predict the surface roughness. 
2.3. Application of Sensor Techniques 
A sensor is any one of various devices that reacts to changes in temperature. 
radiation, motion, or the like, by generating or transmitting signals that may be used to 
measure the change, or evidence, either qualitatively or quantitatively (World Book. Inc.. 
1999). Various types of sensors are available to sense evidence, such as light, sound, 
magnetism, force, acceleration, etc. Provided that both the evidence and the sensor are 
chosen properly, data associated with surface roughness can be obtained. 
In an effort to reduce the quality inspection time. Albrecht et al. (1985) employed an 
optical system with a charge integrating device to detect the tool path of an in-process in a 
milling operation. The optical system, which is mounted on the spindle and focused behind 
the cutter, successfully provided finished dimensional information to the control system, and 
the information was then used to adjust the feed rate to optimize the machining co:__.dons. 
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This research employed an adaptive control model using an optical sensor. Another example 
of using optical sensors in process control is the work done by Shiraishi and Sato ( 1990). 
They employed a rectangular He-Ne laser beam to monitor the surface image of the work 
surface as well as the position of the work piece. In this way. the surface roughness and the 
dimensions of the work piece were obtained simultaneously. Although both research efforts 
claimed good controlling results, optical sensing has limitations for being employed in 
machining monitoring. As outlined by Albrecht et al. (1985). optical sensors cannot adjust 
for the presence of chips and cutting fluid because they physically block the light. 
Unfortunately, chips and cutting fluid are hardly preventable in practice. This excludes the 
use of optical sensors in most machining processes. 
Attempts were also made to use electromagnetic sensors to monitor the machining 
process. The sensing principle is that an electromotive force is generated in a conductor when 
a magnetic tlux changes with time. The voltage generated in the sensor was related to the 
distance between the sensor and the work piece. Two sensors were mounted at opposite sides 
of the work piece to differentially detect the diameter of the work piece (Gomayel & 
Bregger. 1986). 
This type of electromagnetic sensor was also applied in the research of Jang et al. 
( 1996). They developed a model to recognize the work surface roughness by watching the 
displacement of the work surface in reference to the sensor. Although the electromagnetic 
sensor can detect minute displacements of the work surface, its application is restricted in 
ferrous work materials. Chips falling inbetween the sensor and the work piece also interfere 
with the recognition. 
Ultrasound is another technology attempted in measuring work piece dimensions in 
process. In Shawky and Elbestawi's study (1998). three ultrasonic sensors were mounted 
around the work piece to multi-probe the work surface. Cutting fluid was applied during the 
cutting process, serving not only as cutting fluid but also as a transmitting media for the 
ultrasound. Stimulated from the sensor, the ultrasound travels through the cutting fluid to the 
surface of the work piece, where it is reflected back to the sensor. The traveling time depends 
on the distance between the work piece and the sensor, as well as the medium (the cutting 
fluid). If the medium is stable, traveling time can serve as a stable indicator of distance 
between the work piece and the sensor, and thus the diameter of the work piece can be 
detected. However, the stability of the cutting fluid is questionable. The first question is the 
stability of the chemical composition of the fluid being recycled for a period of time. The 
second is the possibility that the gap between the work piece and sensor is always filled with 
cutting fluid. Besides these, chips present another potential factor interfering with the travel 
of the ultrasound. All these factors can be obstacles in the practical use of ultrasound. 
Cutting force drew another attention in monitoring surface texture. First of all. cuttin 
force is dependent on cutting conditions. In a study on the effect of tool wear on machining 
forces, crater wear was found to be the dominant wear pattern affecting the machining force; 
whereas land wear exerted minimal influence (Stem & Pellini. 1993). A built-up edge was 
correlated with the cutting force (Sukvittayawong & Inasaki. 1994). Magnitude of cutting 
forces was found to be significantly influenced not only by the process and tool-dependent 
parameters, but also by the material-dependent parameter (Joshi et al.. 1998). This influence 
was finally reflected on the surface roughness of the work piece. Therefore, a detection of 
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real cutting force can serve as a good indicator of the actual machining status and thus be 
useful in predicting the surface roughness of the work piece. 
Lots of work has been done on this focus. Fang and Yao's work (1997) is one 
example wherein a dynamometer was mounted at the tool stock to in-process detect the 3-D 
cutting forces at the cutter. By applying the neural network technique, they found that the 
force changes were closely associated with the tool wear progress. Similar findings were also 
obtained in other studies (Kim et al.. 1994; Isono & Tanaka. 1996; Jawahir et al.. 1998). 
Force information from a properly positioned dynamometer was shown to be a helpful key 
for predicting the machining performance. 
Vibration is another source to predict the surface roughness of a work piece being 
machined. Vibration exists throughout a cutting process. Both its components and causes of 
formation are complicated. However, two basic types of vibration have been identified: 
forced vibration and self-excited vibration (Kalpakjian. 1995). Forced vibration is caused by 
certain periodical forces existing in machine tools. These forces may come from gear drives, 
unbalanced machine-tool components, misalignment, motors and pumps, et al. Self-excited 
vibration, w hich is also known as "chatter." is caused by the interaction of the chip-removal 
process and the structure of the machine tool, which results in disturbances in the cutting 
zone. Chatter always indicates defects on the machined surface. Therefore, vibration, 
especially self-excited vibration, is associated with the machined surface roughness. The 
analysis of vibration signal can provide information on the surface roughness. This was also 
concluded by the research work of Rakhit. Osman, and Sankar (1973). and by Jang et al. 
(1996). 
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An accelerometer is a device used to detect vibration signais. Work has been done to 
use an accelerometer to collect vibration signals produced by a turning process (Fang. Yao. 
& Arndt. 1991; Yao, Fang. & Arndt. 1991). The vibration signals were analyzed to make 
quantitative relations with particular stages of groove wear in the cutter. It was found that 
vibration significantly reflected the formation of the groove wear, which immediately causcd 
deterioration on the surface of the work piece. Similar effort was also made by using 
vibration signals from an accelerometer to predict tool wear and tool life (Bonifacio & Diniz. 
1994; Fernandes Tavares Filho & Diniz. 1997). These researchers quantitatively related the 
tool wear to the vibration signals. However, they did not quantitatively model the relation 
between the machining conditions and the surface roughness of the work piece. In an attempt 
to create an in-process surface prediction system in a milling operation. Lou and Chen ( 1999) 
obtained in-process surface roughness information by processing vibration data collected 
with an accelerometer and some other machining parameters. Although this work 
successfully predicted surface roughness of a work piece, the operation conducted in the 
research was a milling operation. No modeling work for predicting surface roughness on a 
turning operation from machining parameters and vibration signals collected by an 
accelerometer has been established. 
Thus, research needs be done to predict surface roughness of the work piece in a 
turning operation from machining vibration signals and parameters. As has been explored by 
the above researchers, the vibration signal is complicated and effort is needed to enhance the 
analysis process. Intelligent technologies such as multiple regression, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy 
nets may be good tools in the analysis process. 
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2.4. Fuzzy Theory and Its Application 
The traditional Aristotelian logic defines a set with sharp boundaries. Each possible 
value of an input variable either is or is not a member of the set. These are called crispy set 
and crispy values. Although uncertainty is unavoidable in our everyday life, it is not 
acceptable in the tradition Aristotelian logic. Before the 1960s, the only theory that dealt with 
uncertainty was probability theory, which was restricted in calculating the probabilities of 
events. Since the 1960s, uncertainty started to be considered in logic inference 
(Zimmermann. 1992). In 1965. Zadeh published his article Fuzzy Set (Zadeh. 1965). which 
was. without any doubt, the pioneer work of fuzzy logic theory. Although people hesitated to 
use fuzzy logic in the beginning, worrying about being called a "vague decision maker." 
fuzzy logic soon was accepted theoretically and practically, first in east Asia and later 
worldwide. 
2.4.1. Fuzzy logic theory 
Fuzzy logic theory is developed from fuzzy set theory. Rather than being either a 
member or not a member of a set. an input value can have a degree of membership in a fuzzy 
set. which varies continuously from zero (not a member) to one (absolutely a member). This 
sets the boundary of a fuzzy set with a describing function, or membership function, instead 
of only endpoints as in the traditional logic. Then, a fuzzy set becomes a way of assigning an 
exact mathematical meaning to a subjective-sounding linguistic term. Or. in the reverse \\a>. 
a normal linguistic term can be defined with exact mathematical meaning by a fuzzy set. For 
instance, the term smooth for describing surface texture can be defined with a fuzzy set as 
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M(R , )  =  
1 Ra <30/uin 
80 - R .  30/.tin < Ru < 80/tin (2-5) 
50 
0 80/uin < Rtl 
where |.t( Ra) — membership function of smooth. 
Ra — surface roughness. 
This fuzzy set has an uncertain boundary from Ra = 30 jain to Ra = 80 (.tin. When Ra falls in 
this range, it is neither absolutely smooth nor absolutely not smooth. For example, w hen R., 
40 pin. Ra is 80% smooth. The fuzzy set algorithm, which can be found in several textbooks, 
is partially the same as and partially different from the traditional set (Zimmermann. 1996: 
Klir. 1997). 
While fuzzy set theory was being completed, fuzzy logic control was progressing and 
found lots of applications in areas, such as home electric appliances, automobiles, traffic 
control systems, photographic art. etc. (Zadeh & Kacprzvk. 1992: Wun. Chen. & Deng. 
1994). Fuzzy logic control relies on fuzzy inference. Like the traditional inference, fuzzy 
inference is also three-fold: antecedent, rule, and consequent. Its uniqueness is all three parts 
contain fuzzy values. Antecedent is the existing facts that trigger the inference. In a 
machining case, it can be high spindle speed and slow feed rate. Rule is the route that the 
inference follows. It basically takes the IF-TFIEN format. For instance, a rule can be "IF the 
spindle speed is high and the feed rate is slow. THEN the machine surface is smooth", or "IF 
HS (high speed) and SF (slow feed). THEN SS (smooth surface)". In this rule, the antecedent 
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is a combination of two antecedents. The consequent is the result of the rule, which is the 
smooth surface. 
The fuzzy inference is generally implemented in micro controller programs in a fuzzy 
logic control process. This part has three steps: fuzzification. reasoning, and defuzzyfication. 
Fuzzification turns crispy values from sampling process into membership values of 
corresponding linguistic variables to have them ready for fuzzy reasoning. Because of the 
fuzzy boundary of a fuzzy set. there is overlap among fuzzy sets. For example, a surface with 
Ra = 40 pin can be 80% very smooth and 20% medium smooth. Therefore, a crispy value can 
result in membership values of more than one linguistic variable after fuzzification. Because 
of this, an input data set of crispy values can produce a number of input data sets of fuzzy 
values, w hich become the antecedents of the reasoning process. 
Fuzzy reasoning is the core process that evaluates the fuzzy inputs with rules and then 
outputs corresponding fuzzy values as the results. Because there are a number of input data 
sets and each data set generates a sub-consequent, a fuzzy reasoning process includes not 
only procedures for applying fuzzy rules but also algorithms for determining the final 
consequent. Various algorithms were developed for fuzzy reasoning. Among them, the Min-
Max method is a commonly use method in fuzzy control and works well for many embedded 
control applications (Yang. 1994: Sibigtroth. 1999). This method separates the reasoning 
process into two steps. The first step is to find the smallest (Min) membership value of 
antecedents in each input data set and assign this membership value as the membership value 
of the sub-corresponding consequent fuzzy variable. The second step is to decide, among all 
sub-consequent variables, the sub-consequent variable with the highest (Max) membership 
value, which is the final consequent. 
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The involved fuzzy rules normally come from past experiences or expert experiences. 
The pool of all fuzzy rules in a control process is called the rule bank. A workable rule bank 
has to meet at least two requirements in a control system. First, rules cover all possible 
existing combinations of antecedents. This promises that any possible combination of 
antecedents can fit in a rule. The second is that the same antecedents result in the same 
consequents. This prevents conflicts, which occur when the same antecedents result in 
different consequents that confuse the system. 
De fuzzification does the reverse of fuzzy fication. It converts fuzzy values from fuzzy 
reasoning to crispy values. There are various algorithms for defuzification. The a-cut method 
set an acceptable membership value (a). It averages corresponding crispy values of only the 
fuzzy sub-consequents with a membership value higher than a (Sun. Wang. & I lou. 1992). 
The Centroid of Area (COA) Method (Chen. 1996) considers both membership values and 
corresponding actual values of each sub-consequent. The Centroid of Area (COA) is a 
commonly used method in defuzzyfication. 
The rule bank is crucial to a fuzzy control process. Rules in the rule bank must reflect 
reality. Expert experiences are a reasonable resource for making rules. However, they are 
past experiences and can be out dated. A good rule bank should be able to keep rules updated 
all the time. So. the alternative is to retract rules directly from reality so that the rules can 
both reflect reality and be continually updated. Fuzzy nets are designed for this purpose. 
2.4.2. Application of fuzzy logic 
Fuzzy logic has applications in monitoring machining performance. Machining is a 
complex process. Merritt (1965) suggested that machining operations are influenced by both 
the dynamics of the machine tool structure and the dynamics of the cutting process. The 
expression and analysis would not be complete until these two dynamic systems are fully 
understood. However, while the dynamics of the machine tool structure are being better 
understood, the theoretical and experimental method used to study the dynamics of the 
cutting process are still under consideration (Ehmann et al.. 1997). Under this circumstance, 
some data that relate to the machining performance are uncertain. This results in inaccuracy 
of using traditional modeling methods. Fuzzy logic is then applied as a tool to treat these 
types of uncertain inputs. Li and Elbestawi's work (1996) is an example. To recognize cuttin 
tool conditions. Li and Elbestawi used fuzzy logic along with neural networks and 
probability reasoning to model the recognition of tool conditions from force, vibration, and 
spindle motor power signals. It was able to recognize the tool condition with 80% accuracy, 
higher percentage than was obtained without use of fuzzy logic. 
Fang and Jawahir ( 1992) developed a fuzzy model to predict total machining 
performance in the finish turning process. The total machining performance (TMP) includes 
surface finish, tool-wear rate, dimensional accuracy, cutting power, and chip breakability. 
The model was built based on a knowledge pool relating past representative machining 
experiences and present understandings to the major factors influencing TMP. The model, 
which consists of a series of fuzzy-set models, was able to give quantitative assessments on 
TMP components from any sets of input conditions. Although this model performed well 
according to the author, it is not an on-line prediction model. 
The acceptance of fuzzy theory as an alternative control paradigm is growing. Its 
applied areas are quite broad. Considered by its chief proponents to complement classical 
logic and computing, fuzzy logic has been described as the mathematical tool that allows 
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developers to make applications more robust in facing uncertainty, which is the situation we 
often face when making a decision. The analysis of system reliability is such an example. 
This kind of analysis is commonly based on uncertain data and approximate system models, 
and thus uses subjective judgment (Bowles & Pelaez. 1995). Bowles and Pelaez (1995) 
successfully applied fuzzy logic to aid the analysis of system structure, the fault tree, the 
event tree, the reliability of variables systems, and the assessment of systems critically based 
on the severity of a failure and its probability of occurrence. Since this process uses fuzzy 
logic and fuzzy arithmetic, no accurate input data are necessary. Instead, linguistic variables 
are applicable. 
Fuzzy logic changed the traditional way to control temperature in rubber and plastic 
manufacturing (Wilkinson. 1995). Processing temperature was critical to rubber and plastic 
products, and thus precise temperature control was necessary. A fuzzy-logic-based control 
algorithm that approximated human reasoning was applied. This algorithm provided fine 
temperature control instead of simply ON/OFF as in the traditional control. 
Since fuzzy logic mimics the human ability to handle uncertainties in the inference 
process, it is considered to be one of the artificial intelligent (AI) techniques that can be 
applied to smart complex control (Bartos. 1997). Because of its thinking/inference capability, 
fuzzy logic is also embedded into computer chips to process programs more intelligent!) 
(Williams. 1993: Legg. 1994). Brubaker (1994) even foresees that fuzzy logic technology 
will have the same effect in the next twenty years that microprocessors have had in the past 
two decades. However, since fuzzy logic relies on experts' experiences for fuzzy rules, its 
rule bank cannot be updated until new experts' experiences are available. 
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2.4.3. Fuzzy nets theory 
Instead of employing expert's experiences for fuzzy rules, the fuzzy nets model 
automatically generates fuzzy rules from a set of input-output data (Wang & Mendel. 1992: 
Abe & Lan. 1995). These fuzzy rules fill in the fuzzy rule bank, which founds the knowledge 
base. Theoretically, fuzzy nets can automatically fill the fuzzy rule bank. When new input-
output data are applied, fuzzy nets can also update the fuzzy rule bank. These show that 
fuzzy nets have the ability of self-learning. 
Algorithms of founding a fuzzy rule bank from input-output data was pioneered by 
Zadeh ( 1971 ) by providing fundamental ideas in determining fuzzy rules from input-output 
data. Based on these ideas. Tong (1978) introduced a new way to describe a closed-loop 
fuzzy system by using only finite discrete fuzzy relations, in this closed-loop fuzzy system, 
fuzzy rules were generated and weighted from the input-output data. The above-mentioned 
pioneer work set the foundation for the further development of algorithms in generating 
fuzzy rules. In 1992. Kosko ( 1992) and Wang and Mendel (1992) found a fuzzy system was 
capable of approximating any continuous function on a compact domain to any degree of 
accuracy. Thereafter, various algorithms to extract fuzzy rules from input-output data were 
studied. 
Mathematical and statistical methods were employed to extract fuzzy rules from 
sampling input-output data. Dickerson and Kosko ( 1993) applied statistics in estimating 
fuzzy rules from input-output data. A graph of the estimated function w as covered w ith fuzzx 
patches in the input-output space. The local centroids and covariances of patch pattern w ere 
estimated with the neural quantizer system so that the matrix of al! random quantization 
vectors formed an ellipsoid around the centroid of a patch. This ellipsoid defined fuzzy rules. 
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which reflected the relationship of the independent and dependent variables of the function. 
Hall and Lande (1996) developed a method to extract rules from continuous numerical data. 
This method first set a decision tree by creating a discrete set of fuzzy output classes with a 
set of train data. Then, fuzzy rules were generated by exploiting the properties of the decision 
tree. 
Neural network was also applied to acquire fuzzy rules. Shimizu et al. used value 
comparator subnets to set new fuzzy structured neural networks. Value comparator subnets, 
which are composed of sigmoid function-units, add-units. and multiply-units. can 
approximate min-operation and max-operation. With a back-propagation algorithm, the 
neural networks can identify fuzzy rules, which use min-operation and trapezoid membership 
functions and center gravity method. The feasibility is examined using simple numerical 
data. 
Wang and Mendel (1992) proposed a five-step procedure to extract fuzzy rules from 
numerical input-output data. These five steps are: (1) divide the input and output spaces of 
the given numerical data into fuzzy regions; (2) generate fuzzy rules from the given data; (3 ) 
assign a degree for each of the generated rules for the purpose of resolv ing conflicts among 
the generated rules; (4) create a combined fuzzy rule base based on both the generated rules 
and linguistic rules of human experts; and (5) determine a mapping from input space to 
output space based on the combined fuzzy rule base using a defuzzifying procedure. 
Fuzzy rules generated from sampling data may conflict each other. While fuzzv rules 
are in the IF-THEN format, conflicting rules are those rules of which, the primes sets are the 
same but the conclusion sets are not. Kosko (1992) solved the conflict by counting the 
happening times of a rule. The more the rule happens, the more credit the rule has. The rule 
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that had the highest credibility was set the rule while other rules were disregarded. It is 
reasonable if all conflicting rules have a same membership value. If they do not. the number 
that a rule has does not necessary relate to the credibility of a rule, because membership 
value that counts for the credibility of the variable is not included. Chen (1996) proposed 
another approach in solving the conflicts. Instead of counting on the happening times. Chen 
counted on the product of membership values of variables involved to determine the 
credibility of the rule. 
2.4.4. Application of fuzzy nets 
Fuzzy nets are also called fuzzy neural network in other research papers. Applications 
of fuzzy nets or fuzzy neural network have been widely spread. Hsu & Fann ( 1996) 
developed an adaptive control system with self-learning ability. The system, by adopting on­
line scaling factors with varied cutting parameters, controlled the table feed to maintain a 
constant cutting force. A self-learning algorithm was also developed for this system to allow 
the fuzzy model to update its knowledge rule base so that the adaptive control could be more 
accurate and self-adjusting to a new environment. This system was implemented in a trial 
computer numerical control (CNC) machining center, which provided evidence of feasibility 
for the manufacturing industry. 
Inputting fuzzy values instead of exact numbers is an advantage of using fuzzy 
systems. He et al. (1998). developed a system to allow inputting fuzzy values such as big. 
short, and many to control the process parameter adjusters. In a traditional way. process 
parameters (pressure, speed, resin temperature, clamping force, holding time, mould 
temperature, injection holding pressure, back pressure, and cooling time) were adjusted 
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through feedback of defects (short shot, flash, sink-mark, flow-mark, weld line, cracking, and 
warpage) resulting from multiple test-runs. However, since there were too many inputs and 
outputs, it was difficult to set the optimal process parameters. By using fuzzy-neuro approach 
with a back-propagation algorithm, an optimal set of nine process parameters was easily 
obtained from the input of seven common defects encountered in the injection molding 
process and two other molding parameters (part flow length and flow thickness). 
Decision-making in a manufacturing process was made more accurate with fuzzy 
neural network (Maiyo. Wang. & Liu. 1999). The fuzzy neural network was constructed with 
five layers, and the sigmoid function was employed in the fuzzification and de fuzzification. 
Fuzzy rules were self-retracted from past knowledge and experiences in process planning. A 
Back-Propagation (BP) tuning algorithm was developed to fine tune the rule bank. With this 
setup, the developed system was able to correctly choose a manufacturing operation from 
several choices. 
Li. Dong, and Venuvinod (2000) developed a system with fuzzy neural network to 
monitor tool wear during a cutting process. A hybrid learning algorithm was developed to 
map the relationship between the frequency features of machining vibration and tool w ear. 
The developed method showed advantages, such as less computation, over a back-
propagation neural network. The experimental results demonstrated the success of applying 
the developed system in monitoring tool wear in a drilling process. 
Fuzzy neural network were also applied to non-manufacturing areas. Uerstorfer and 
Flollatz ( 1998) applied fuzzy neural network in manufacturing planning. Traditionally, in 
planning a small number of strategically important products, only one cost criterion w as 
considered because the cost criteria contradicted each other and thus made the analysis too 
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complicated to handle. By employing a fuzzy neural network in the analysis, multiple criteria 
could be taken into consideration and the plan was made more desirable. 
2.5. Summary of the Literature Review 
In-process surface roughness prediction is necessary to eliminate time lost in quality 
inspection and thus increase productivity. The use of an accelerometer is a proper way to 
accomplish the detection for the vibration signals associated with surface roughness 
information. Fuzzy logic and fuzzy net techniques are the right tools to analyze the vibration 
signals and to build a model to convert the vibration signal from the accelerometer to the 
surface roughness information. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
As mentioned in Chapter 1. the purpose of the study is to develop workable systems 
to predict in-process surface roughness via the use of accelerometers. The development 
process involves diverse research methods. The following sessions are intended to provide 
interpretations of these methods. 
3.1. Experimental Setup 
The hardware setup of the experiment is shown in Figure 3-1. On an Enterprise 1550 
lathe, which was made by Mysore Kirloskar. Inc. in Kamataka. India, two sensing systems 
were set. The acceleronieter (PCB356B08. PCB Piezotronics. Depew. NY) is secured at the 
tool holder below the insert. The vibration signals generated by a quartz piezo sensor are 
electronic voltages. They are amplified by a Mosfet semiconductor powered from the ICP 
signal conditioner (480E02. PCB Piezotronics. Depew. NY), and then, impose on the DC 
voltage level from the signal conditioner to a decoupling capacitor that removes the DC 
voltage level within the signal conditioner, leaving only the signal for output to the analog to 
digital converter (A/D board) (OMB-Daqbook/lOO. Omega Engineering. Inc.. Stamford. CT) 
for digital input into a computer (Pentium 120) which is dedicated to data process. 
Simultaneously, a proximity sensor (922AC08YI. Honeywell. Inc.. Minneapolis. MN). which 
sits over the chuck, counts the spindle rotation by detecting the holes on the chuck. The 
signal from the proximity sensor was also sent to a channel in the A/D converter. Wiring of 
the sensors and A/D converter is shown in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-1. Experimental setup. 
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Figure 3-2. Wiring chart. 
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The lathe was modified by adding a digital positioning device ( Wizard A171 -
10000/100. Anilam Electronic Corporation. Miami. FL). With the device, the position of the 
tool could be displayed digitally within ten-thousandths of an inch in both the axial and radial 
directions with reference to the zero point to which the operator sets. The work material was 
aluminum 6061T2. 1 inch diameter and 2 inches long. This work piece was held by the lathe 
chuck as shown in Figure 3-3. Before the data-collecting cut. each piece was conditioned b\ 
being cut to 0.98 inches in diameter. Vibration data were collected when the tool cuts to 1.25 
inches (measuring zone) from the chuck. Surface roughness was measured immediately after 
the work piece was cut. The measured length was 0.195 inches. Each piece was measured ten 
times randomly around the measuring zone as shown in Figure 3-3. 
1.5 in 
1.25 in 
-> i in 
r 
4)0.98 
Measuring 
zone 
Figure 3-3. Setup of the work piece and the measuring zone. 
3.2. Detection of Vibration 
Vibration is a rapid motion of a particle or of an elastic object about an equilibrium 
position. Detection of vibration is to measure the motion of a vibrating object. The 
instrument for the detection is called an accelerometer. The principle structure of an 
accelerometer is a spring-mass system, which is illustrated in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4. Illustration of the sensing principles of an accelerometer. 
With a force (F) applied, the mass (m) obtains acceleration («). The relation among 
them is given by Newton's law (Equation 3-1 ). If the mass is forced to move a distance and 
no friction exists. Hooke's law is also applied to relate the displacement (Ax) to the force ( F ) 
(Equation 3-2). 
F - m a  (3-1) 
F = kAx (3-2) 
where F — force in N 
m — mass in kg 
a — acceleration in m/s2 
Ax — the displacement of the mass in m 
k — the spring constant in N/m 
By combining Equations 3-1 and 3-2. Equation 3-3 results. 
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ma = kAx (3-3) 
When the spring-mass system is subjected to a vibration as described in Equation 3-4. 
the acceleration of the mass can be obtained as a second derivative of x(t) to t in liquation 
3-5: 
.v( / ) = .Y„ sin(<y t )  (3-4) 
u( t )  =-co~x n s i r \ (co  t )  (3-5) 
where t — time (s) 
x„ — the peak amplitude of the vibration (m) 
co —angular frequency of vibration (rad/s). oi=2ît f where fis the frequency of 
the applied vibration. 
By applying Equation 3-5 to Equation 3-3. another equation is derived, which 
describes the relationship of the applied vibration to the spring-mass system: 
mx a  ,  .  AY = co' sin(<y /) (_i-6) 
k  
Equation 3-6 recognizes that the mass vibration frequency is the same as that of the 
applied vibration, whereas the vibration's amplitude varies with the square of applied 
vibration frequency. However, this result does not take into consideration the natural 
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frequency of the spring-mass system, which is a characteristic of the system and can be 
expressed as 
The natural frequency of the spring-mass system makes a lot of difference to the 
actual Ax of the recognized one. The whole difference can be found in Process Control 
Instrumentation Technology- by Curtis Johnson (Johnson. 1997). Brieth. the frequency of the 
applied vibration has to be less than 1/2.5 of the natural frequency of the system in order to 
be responded to correspondingly by the mass, or in another words, with fidelity. 
There are several types of accelerometers. such as potentiometric. LVDT. variable 
reluctance, piezoelectric, etc. Generally, the natural frequencies of potentiometric. I. YD I . 
and variable reluctance accelerometers are less than 30Hz. 80Hz and 100 Hz. respectively 
(Johnson. 1997). Only the piezoelectric accelerometer has a higher natural frequency that 
may exceed 5kHz. Thomas et al.'s (1996) study showed the measured natural frequency 
range of the tool in the lathe they used was 2140 - 2550 kHz depending on the tool length 
when the tool is stationary. While in cutting, the range increased to 2330 - 3110 kHz. This 
implies that an accelerometer should have a natural frequency of at least 10s kHz to detect 
the tool vibration in a lathe. Therefore, the piezoelectric accelerometer is the only type of 
accelerometer for this purpose. The principle structure of a piezoelectric accelerometer is 
illustrated in Figure 3-5. 
(3-7) 
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Clip-type spring 
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Figure 3-5. Principle structure of a piezoelectric accelerometer. 
The piezoelectric crystal is a kind of crystal that generates a voltage across the crystal 
when stressed. The voltage is proportional to the force applied. When exposed to 
acceleration, the seismic mass stresses the crystal by a force (F=mt/). resulting in a voltage 
generated across the crystal. A measure of this voltage is then a measure of the acceleration. 
The voltage is picked up. amplified, and exported to an A/D converter. 
3.3. Détection of Spindle Rotation 
A proximity sensor was employed to detect the spindle rotation by monitoring the 
holes on the chuck. The principle structure of a proximity sensor is illustrated in Figure 3-6. 
The oscillator produces oscillating current through the coil, which in turn generates an 
oscillating magnetic field around the coil. If there is no ferrous object near the coil, the 
current is at its maximum amplitude. When a ferrous object is placed close to the coil as 
show n in Figure 3-6. Eddy current is produced because of the changing magnetic field. The 
Eddy current takes energy from the oscillating current in the coil so that the current 
amplitude in the coil decreases. This current decrease is sensed by an integrate circuit, which 
signals the trigger circuitry and activates the solid-state switching circuitry (Figure 3-7). 
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Figure 3-6. The principle structure of a proximity sensor. 
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Figure 3-7. Signal conditioning circuitry for a proximity sensor. 
Therefore, when a ferrous object moves close to the proximity sensor, the switch in 
the solid-state switching circuitry closes. When the object leaves, the switch opens. The 
switch action measures the closeness of a ferrous object to the proximity sensor. On the 
chuck of the lathe used in this study, there were six screw holes. A proximity sensor was 
mounted above the chuck close enough to sense the ferrous chuck. When a screw hole passes 
under the sensor, the switch inside the sensor opens and the output is zero voltage. 
Otherwise, the switch closes, which outputs a voltage. Square voltage pulses are generated 
in this way. Six peaks count for a spindle revolution (Figure 3-8). 
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S .000000. 
A revolution 
Figure 3-8. The six screw holes and the corresponding signals from the proximity sensor. 
3.4. Conversion of Analogue Signal to Digital Signal 
Signals obtained from the accelerometer and the proximity sensors are analog signals. 
An analog signal is a signal for which the value is continuously varying. To be acceptable b\ 
a computer, an analogue signal has to be converted to a digital signal, which has a certain 
value corresponding to a certain time. The analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion is a process of 
changing analog data into digital data. 
The simplest and fastest form of A/D converter is the flash-comparator network (Maas. 
1995). As shown in Figure 3-9. the converter employs voltage comparators arranged in 
parallel. A reference current is applied to a voltage divider to form a voltage ladder that 
provides different voltages to the comparators. These individual reference voltages are 
generated in a value with a difference of 1/(2"-1) of the whole reference voltage to each 
adjacent step. When an input voltage applies, it is compared to all individual reference 
voltages. Comparators with a reference voltage higher than the input generate a low voltage 
output (0) while those with a reference voltage lower than the input give a high voltage 
output ( 1 ). The combination of all output voltages, which is eventually turned into a digital 
signal, denotes the magnitude of the input voltage. 
V 
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Digital output Comp. 3 Binary 
counter 
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Figure 3-9. A schematic diagram of a flash-comparator A/D converter ( Maas. 1995). 
Obviously, the output digital values are neither continuous nor infinite in available 
values. The analogue input value has to be rounded to the nearest smaller available digital 
value. The more comparators (higher n value) the converter has. the more available values 
there are to replace the analogue input, and the higher is the resolution for converting. 
3.5. Process of Vibration Data 
As shown in Figure 3-1. an accelerometer and a proximity sensor were set to collect 
vibration signals and spindle spinning signals with the DaqView program (Omega 
Engineering. Inc.. Stamford. CT). The vibration signals were electrical voltages generated by 
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the accelerometer sensor. These voltages oscillated in response to machining vibration. The 
proximity sensor, which was a switch type sensor, opened the circuit when there was no 
ferrous material such as when a hole on the chuck got close to the sensor and remained 
closed in the rest of time. Therefore, a pulse signal was in response to a hole on the chuck. 
Since there were six holes on the chuck, six pulse signals indicated a revolution of the 
spindle (see Figure 3-10). Because these revolution signals were collected with the vibration 
signals simultaneously, these revolution signals labeled the vibration signal in each spindle 
revolution as shown in Figure 3-10. 
ii Vibration 
Voltage (v) 
~"t ( I I I I 
k data points in one revolution 
Figure 3-10. Signals from the accelerometer and the proximity sensor. 
By applying the revolution signals, the collected vibration signals were divided in 
length of a spindle revolution. The average voltage of vibration amplitude of each revolution 
was obtained as 
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V (3-8) 
where \\ is the average voltage of vibration amplitude of the ith revolution, v, is the jlh 
individual signal voltage, k is the number of signals in a revolution. Absolute values were 
taken for the differences between each voltage value and v,. The mean of these absolute 
values in a revolution was computed as the average vibration amplitude (V) in this study as 
shown below. 
3.6. Experimental Design in Data Collection 
The proposed work is to develop systems that predict surface roughness from 
vibration, feed rate, spindle speed, tool nose radius, and depth of cut. Taking the fuzzy logic 
and fuzzy nets processes into account, the experimental data must be collected in two sets: 
training data and testing data. The training data are employed to train the system to set up the 
rule bank while the testing data are used to test if the system setup is correct. 
In the training data, variables of spindle speed and depth of cut have three levels, 
respectively. Feed rate has six levels and the tool nose radius has two levels. The experiment 
is designed to obtain surface roughness and vibration data corresponding to all these 
parameters in a randomized process. However, because changing the tool will cause 
tremendous inconvenience, the experiment is blocked into two randomized sub-processes. 
(3-9) 
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Each sub-process is specified with a tool nose radius. Therefore, the experimental design is 
actually a randomized block design. The experimental design is shown in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. 
The numbers inside the table are randomized sampling orders that are obtained by using the 
computer software Microsoft Excel. The sampling process of the testing data is also 
randomized by the same method, as shown in Tables 3-3 and 3-4. 
Table 3-1. Randomized experimental design for collecting training data for the tool nose 
radius of 0.016 in. 
Feed 
(in/min) 
Depth: 0.010 in. Depth: 0.020 in. Depth: 0.030 in. 
630 840 1000 630 840 1000 630 840 1000 
rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm 
1.5 30 4 53 32 37 17 8 3 13 
2.4 12 48 16 11 51 9 29 23 10 
3.4 27 41 40 44 49 34 1 5 18 
4.4 20 28 47 36 38 53 42 21 6 
5.4 46 31 19 50 2 7 39 26 35 
6.7 45 43 22 33 14 25 54 24 15 
Table 3-2. Randomized experimental design for collecting training 
radius of 0.031 in. 
data for the tool 
Feed 
(in/min) 
Depth: 0.010 in. Depth: 0.020 in. Depth: 0.030 in. 
630 840 1000 630 840 1000 630 840 1000 
rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm rpm 
1.5 19 34 32 38 47 35 49 i 39 
2.4 4 21 26 23 53 29 27 8 7 
3.4 31 46 37 44 30 13 25 36 6 
4.4 9 43 17 12 33 15 54 51 11 
5.4 18 48 42 1 20 24 3 45 -) n 
6.7 50 40 5 16 14 28 41 10 52 
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Table 3-3. Randomized experimental design for collecting testing data for the tool nose 
radius of 0.016 in. 
Feed -
(in/min) 
Depth: 0.010 in. Depth: 0.020 in. Depth: 0.030 in. 
630 
rpm 
840 
rpm 
1000 
rpm 
630 
rpm 
840 
rpm 
1000 
rpm 
630 
rpm 
840 
rpm 
1000 
rpm 
O
 
c
i 
10 17 8 1 22 16 12 3 24 
3.8 6 13 21 26 20 9 15 18 11 
6.2 14 7 19 2 5 23 4 25 27 
Table 3-4. Randomized experimental design for collecting testing data for the tool 
radius of 0.031 in. 
Feed 
(in/min) 
Depth: 0.010 in. Depth: 0.020 in. Depth: 0.030 in. 
630 
rpm 
840 
rpm 
1000 
rpm 
630 
rpm 
840 
rpm 
1000 
rpm 
630 
rpm 
840 
rpm 
1000 
rpm 
1.2 19 1 5 23 6 17 8 7 n 
3.8 11 4 12 22 13 9 18 26 14 
6.2 21 24 27 10 25 15 20 3 16 
3.7. Data Organization 
Three approaches, multiple regression, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy nets, were adopted in 
the study. To compare model accuracy, the same data, which include training and testing 
data, were shared among the three approaches. Both the training and testing data had one 
data set for a tool with a tool nose radius of 0.016 inches (tool 0.016) and a data set for 
another tool with a tool nose radius of 0.031 inches (tool 0.031). The data structure is 
illustrated in Figure 3-11. 
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D - 3 levels: 0.010. 0.020. 0.030 in 
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R- dependent variable 
V- varying levels 
R- dependent variable 
Training 
Data 
Training 
Data 
Testing 
Data 
Testing 
Data 
Data of Tool 0.03 Data of Tool 0.016 
DATA FOR SYSTEM MODELING 
Figure 3-11. Data organization. 
Both data sets have four independent variables, which are spindle speed ( S ). depth of 
cut (D). feed rate (F). and vibration amplitude average (V); and one dependent variable, 
surface roughness average (R). The spindle speed and the depth of cut both have three 
sampling levels. The feed rate has six sampling levels for the training set and three for the 
testing set. The vibration amplitude average is actually a co-variable. It is independent of 
surface roughness average but dependent on machining parameters such as spindle speed, 
depth of cut. and feed rate. The original data are available in Appendices 1. 2. 3. and 4. 
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3.8. Theory of Models Development 
Three in-process surface roughness prediction systems have been developed in this 
study (Figure 3-12). They are: (1) the multiple-regression-based system. (2) the fuzzy- logic-
based system, and (3) the fuzzy-nets-based system. The theory of this development is as 
follows 
Work piec 
Vibratio 
Accelerometer 
Sensor 
Machining 
Process 
Spindle^F Proximity 
Rotation Sensor 
Machining 
Parameters 
Spindle Speed 
Feed Rate 
Depth of Cut 
Data Processing and Input 
or 
j Predicted 
Surface 
! Roughness 
or 
Prediction Model Data Output 
The Multiple 
Regression Model 
The Fuzzy Logic 
Model 
The Fuzzy Nets 
Model 
Figure 3-12. Structure of the prediction system. 
3.8.1. Multiple-regression-based modeling 
Multiple regression analysis was applied in the study to seek relationships between 
surface roughness, vibration, and machining parameters. The goal was to determine the 
dependency of surface roughness on vibration amplitude average and machining parameters. 
By including all variables and their interactions in the model, the model can be expressed as: 
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R = Po + PSS + PKF + PDD + PVV + PSFSF + PSDSD + PsvSV + PDFDF •+• PDVDV -
PKVF V  + PSDI - S D F  + PSDVS D V  + PSFVS F V  + PDFVD F V  -  P s u i \ S D F V  ( 3 - 1  ( J )  
where R — surface roughness average 
F — feed rate 
S — spindle speed 
D — depth of cut 
V  — vibration amplitude average (using Equation 3-8) 
P — linear constant 
With the significance level set to 0 . 0 5  (a = 0 . 0 5 ) .  which means a 9 5 °  o  confidence 
level, the null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis for the model were: 
Ho: ps = Pi - Po - Pv - Pst - PSD - Psv = PDI- = PDV = Pi-v - PSDI- = PSD\ - [ki \ = 
Poi v = PSDI-V = 0 
Ha: at least one of the Ps does not equal zero. 
A statistical software program. SPSS version 8.0. was employed in model training. 
Two training data sets were applied to train the above model for two different tool types, 
respectively. In addition to the individual predictor variables, interactive predictor variables 
were prepared by multiplying the corresponding individual variables. Therefore, as shown in 
Equation 3-10. a total of 15 predictor variables were involved in training the model. 
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3.8.2 Fuzzy logic modeling 
This process applies the theory of fuzzy logic with an expert-base fuzzy rule bank to 
predict surface roughness from input variables. The following three steps are involved in the 
process: ( 1 ) fuzzification. (2) inference, and (3) defuzzification. A Visual Basic program was 
designed to carry out these steps (Appendix 5). 
3.8.2.1 Fuzzification 
Let vector X be a k-feature input and Y  be one-feature output as 
x = ( A',. A% v* ). VA; g [ X ;  . .\y ]. v/ e [1.2 k\ < 3-111 
and 
> 'e [ r .  }'•]. (3-12) 
where X j  denotes an input variable of X. Interval [ X ' j .  X", ] is the domain interval of X , .  in 
which X'j denotes the lower limit of the interval while X, denotes the upper limit of the 
interval. Similarly. [Y'j. Y] ] is the domain interval of Y. in which. Y] and Y* are the lower 
and upper limits of the interval, respectively. Each interval is evenly divided into 2n-l 
regions and the widths of the regions are 
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Wr = x: - x; .V; 6(1.2 k] (3-131 
m 
and 
_ y' 
lVy = — . (3-14) 
1 2 n 
where W is the width of the region of either X, or Y depending on the subscript. These 
regions are denoted by S„ Si. MD. Li Ln. which are linguistic variables of the input 
feature and represent Small n Small 1. Medium. Large 1 Large n. respectively. The 
linguistic variable sets of X; and Y are expressed as 
'  f ' y  
and 
FS'J' S]1'. \FDLYL, IIJ1 Z.;1' ). 
respectively. A linguistic variable of these sets is expressed as either 
e ' S\x '.MD'X '.Lf ' L* ' ) (3-15) 
for X, or 
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e .9/'. A/D'". A'/' , (3-16) 
for Y. The center values of these regions are thus set to 
, (  \, ' c ' ^ . <  /"'-V' /"'\i >  C ' ^ ' '  i  ( L s „  L s ,  • L  I / O  • L  / . ,  L  / . „  '  
for X,. where C's>j 1 = A',~ 1  =  X ;  + ( n -  1 ) W X  .  C \ ) n '  =  ( X ,  + A" , 2  .  
C'^'1 = x: - f n  -  l)ivx c;A'1 = AV. Similarly, the center point value for the regions 
shown in Equation 3-16 could be given as: 
,('<)> r • ' ) '  ('i^i r'iyi r 'iYi,  
I v  ^ v y • >•_  ^ i v y V». £ / » 
where C'1' =  ) ~  C'11 = V  + ( n  -  1)W-', .  =  (  } "  +  V  )  2  .  C)1' =  Y '  - ( „ - ! ) ( ( '  
= r. 
Triangular shape membership functions are applied to describe the degree of 
affiliation of the input or output values to the linguistic variables. The center of a region is set 
as the core of the triangular membership function of the corresponding linguistic variables. 
The membership function of a linguistic variable of Xj is defined as 
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.v, 6(CVv',.Cf', + »;v ]. (3-17) 
0 Otherwise 
where x, is a value of X j  and is the degree of \ j  affiliating to x 1 denotes the center 
value of/.,. Similarly, the membership function of a linguistic variable of V is 
ve(c';n.c;n+ (3-18) 
0 Otherwise 
where y is a value of Y. and is the degree of y affiliating to <p: C{J 1 denotes the center 
value of <p. For example, in this research, the input feature F was divided into three fuzzy 
regions in the interval of [1.5. 6.7] inches/minute. Center values of all input features in the 
study are listed in Table 3-5. .Membership functions of the three linguistic variables. SI. 
MD. and LI are illustrated in Figure 3-13. 
VK = 
1-
1-
Vv, 
X.-CV'1 
f-'v -
C'-.v 
1-
»v 
v-c 
(11 
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Table 3-5. Center values of fuzzy regions for fuzzy logic modeling 
Center Values 
Variable 
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 
F (in/min) 1.5 4.1 6.7 
S (rpm) 630 815 1000 
D (in) 0.01 0.02 0.03 
V (v) 0.045 0.204 0.363 
R(pin) 28 49.75 71.5 
K 
1 
MD 
0 6.7 (in/min) 
Figure 3-13. Membership functions of feed rate. 
According to the definition of the membership function (Equation 3-17). all 2n-l 
linguistic variables can be assigned to an input feature with certain degrees. Therefore, an 
input x, results in 2n+l linguistic variables with various degrees. Each of these linguistic 
variables can combine with linguistic variables that resulted from other input features of the 
same input vector to form a k-feature linguistic input vector X. which is defined as 
X — ( A-|, / - 2 / - i f ) .  ( j -19 ) 
where k\ is a linguistic variable of Xj. Correspondingly, membership values of the linguistic 
variables are also expressed with a vector of membership values, which is 
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M = (/'z, ) • (3-20) 
where p. is the vector of membership values while is the membership value of/.,. 
As mentioned, there are k input features in an input vector X and each feature results 
in 2n+l linguistic variables. Each of the 2n+l linguistic variables combines a linguistic 
variable that resulted from each of the other k-1 input features to form a k-feature linguistic 
vector X. By applying Cartesian Product (Bender and Williamson. 1991 ). (2n-H )k linguistic 
vectors will result from an input vector X. A subscript is employed to number these linguistic 
vectors so that they can be expressed as 
( A, , A; ). 
The corresponding vectors of membership values are 
(  J l i  ,  f t  j  < • • • <  1  •  
respectively. 
3.8.2.2. Inference 
With the input vector being fuzzified. fuzzy rules are needed for fuzzy inference. The 
fuzzy rules are in the IF-THEN format like 
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IF (X| is À-i. X: is Ài, .... and Xk is Xk)- THEN (Y is cp). (3-21 ) 
The pool of all fuzzy rules in a system is the fuzzy rule bank, which is the know ledge 
base of a fuzzy logic system. The rule bank in this study was built with tw o applications, 
which were parallel to one another: the experiences from experts (Sandvik. 1996) and 
observations on the training data. The experts' experiences were: 
( 1 ) The increase of feed rate apparently increases surface roughness: 
(2) the increase of spindle speed slightly decreases surface roughness: 
(3 ) the increase of depth of cut barely incteases surface roughness: 
(4) the increase of vibration increases surface roughness. 
The value ranges of each variable and the trend of the dependency of surface roughness on 
each independent variable were found in the training data. With all this information, the rule 
banks for Setup 16 and Setup 31 of this study are established (Appendices 6 and 7). 
As discussed in the previous session. (2n-M )k linguistic input vectors resulted from X. 
A linguistic input vector is a set of fuzzy premises. By applying rules from the fuzzy rule 
bank, a fuzzy variable is concluded from each of these premise sets. In corresponding to the 
(2n+l )k premise sets. (2n-M )k conclusions are made. A subscript is employed to number these 
conclusions, so that these conclusions can be expressed as 
fP/'P: P,:».// 
Correspondingly, the center values of these linguistic variables are 
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The membership value of a concluded linguistic variable is determined as 
MVl =mi )vVV'e[1.2 (2w + l)*]. ( 3 - 2 2 )  
where is the membership value of the jth concluded linguistic variable. (LL>.|. LI,.: II/K), 
are the features of the input vector of membership values 14. Therefore, membership values 
corresponding to the concluded linguistic variables are 
3.8.2.3. Defunification 
The defuzzification process extracts a crispy value from the inferred output set of 
linguistic variables. The extracted crispy value is the predicted value for the input vector. 
This study adapts the Centroid of Area Method (COA) (Chen. 1996) for the defuzzification 
process. This method is defined as 
^,_hi ) ' 
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where Y is the predicted output value of the input set (X|. X: Xk). which is the surface 
roughness in this study: ' is the center value of fuzzy region cp of the jth concluded 
linguistic variable. 
3.8.3. Fuzzy Nets Modeling 
The fuzzy nets algorithm is a five-layer structure illustrated with Figure 3-14 (Chen. 
1996). This algorithm has the ability to (I) process an input vector into an output that 
predicts the destination variable and (2) learn from the inputs so that its knowledge base is 
self-updated from time to time. The Fuzzv-Nets learning procedure for the FISRP system 
consists of five steps summarized in Figure 3-14. A computer program written in Microsoft's 
Visual Basic was employed to carry out these steps (Appendix 8). 
Ccntriod 
Detïuzzitication 
Figure 3-14. The five layer structure of the fuzzy nets algorithm (Chen. 1996). 
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3.8.3.1. Divide the input space into fuzzy regions 
The input vector (X) of this system consists of feed rate (F). spindle speed (S). depth 
of cut (D). and average vibration amplitude (V). The input vector X is given as 
X = [F.S. D. V].VF e [F".F* ].Se [S~.S* ].D ê [D~.D* |. V e [V ~. V" |. (3-24) 
Domain intervals of machining parameters were determined based on the machining 
capability. The ranges of these machining parameters are as follows: feed rate (in min) 11.5. 
6.7). spindle speed (rpm) [630. 1000]. depth of cut (in) [0.01. 0.03]. From the experiments, 
the average vibration amplitude (V) shown in Equation (3-24) has ranges (vol) of [0.079. 
0.294] and [0.045. 0.363] for Train 16 and Train31. respectively. 
Each domain interval is evenly divided into 2n+l regions and denoted as S„. S„.| S,. MD. 
L| L„.|. and L„. which are linguistic variables of the input feature and represent Small n. 
Small n-1 Small 1. Medium. Large 1 Large n-1. and Large n. respectively. A 
triangular membership function is applied to each region so that the spread width of the 
triangular membership function is given (taking feed rate as an example) as 
F - F W, = . (3-25) 
2n 
where W,_ is the spread width of triangular membership functions of F. Since F* = 1.5. and F 
is 6.7. and n begins with 1. then, the W|.- is 2.6 (in/min). 
Center points of the linguistic variables (CjV C^'X^'-Cp"' C',!"-' ) are 
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(F' F" +(n-I)WF. F +F .F' -(n-l)WF F* 
respectively. Figure 3-15 shows the membership functions, ranges, and center points for each 
input variable. Similarly, the spread widths and center points for the remaining input 
parameters could be found as listed in Table 3-6. 
1.5 4.1 F 5.0 6.7 (in, min) 630 S 71: 815 1000 irpmi 
(a) Membership functions of feed rate (b) Membership functions of spindle speed 
Li t  J) 
ma 
max 
=0.029 
0.01 0.02 0.03 (in) 0.045 0.204 0.363 i \ i 
(c) Membership functions of depth of cut (d) Membership functions of average 
vibration amplitude 
Figure 3-15. Plots of triangular membership functions of input features and the output class. 
After the membership functions of the input vector have been identified, experiments 
were conducted and the ranges of surface roughness were found to be 35.83 to 87.46 (pin) 
for Train 16 and 27.78 to 72.17 (pin) for Train31. Using these numbers as the input ranges, 
the membership function of the output Ra is defined as shown in Figure 3-16. 
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Table 3-6. Center values of fuzzy regions for fuzzy nets modeling 
Center values of Trainlô Center values of Train31 
Variable 
Spread SI MD LI Spread SI MD LI 
F (in/min) 2.6 1.5 4.1 6.7 2.6 1.5 4.1 6.7 
S (rpm) 185 630 815 1000 185 630 815 1000 
D (in) 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 
V (v) 0.108 0.079 0.186 0.294 0.159 0.045 0.204 0.363 
Ra (gin) 25.82 35.83 61.65 87.46 22.20 27.78 49.98 72.17 
MD 
max 
mm 
87.46 (uin) 
Figure 3-16. Membership functions of surface roughness. (Example for R., in train 16 
3.8.3.2. Generate fuzzy rules from input-output given data pairs 
After 162 experiments, input-output data pairs, defined as 
[F.S.D.V.RJ 
were generated. Using these input-output data pairs, one could generate fuzzy rules for the 
FISRP system as 
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IF [F is P. S is s*. D is d*. V is v*] THEN [Ra is ra*]. ( 3 - 2 6 )  
where f*. s*. d*. v*. and ra* are linguistic variables of F. S. D. V and Ra. respectively. 
Degrees of each feature of the input-output data pair are given to all regions by using 
triangular membership functions (Figure 3-14). which (taking F as an example) is 
where a is one of S„. Sn-i S,. VID. L| Ln.i. and L„. fis a value in the domain interval 
[F\ F~|. |JF"(f) denotes degree of linguistic variable a of F corresponding to f. For example, 
when the input feed rate is 5 in/min. three fuzzy degrees associated with three membership 
functions result: ji^'(5) = 0. pFMD'(5) = 0.654. and ]ïF'''(5) = 0.346 (Figure 3-15). 
Each feature in the input-output data pair is assigned degrees to all its linguistic 
variables. The linguistic variable with the highest degree is assigned to the feature. All 
features in an input-output data pair are assigned a linguistic variable as well as a degree. For 
example, a data pair [5.0. 715.0.029. 0.235. 34.0] can be expressed as 
f € [Cj."1 - W | ;.C'"'] 
= 1-^- f e (CI-XI- + WF ]. 
w. F 
0 Otherwise 
[F(5.0eMD. max). S(7l5eS|. max). D(0.029eL|. max). V(0.235€MD. max). 
Ra(34.0eS|. max)]. 
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as shown in Figures 3-14 and 3-15. This data pair generates a rule, which is 
IF (F is MD A S is S, A D is L, A V is MD) THEN (Ra is S,) 
where A is the logic operator AND in logic control. This rule says that all the premises must 
be satisfied simultaneously to have the output S, to occur. The meaning of S| depends on the 
definition of the linguistic variable. In this study. S| of surface roughness means a smooth 
surface. When adequate rules are generated, the rule bank is set. 
3.8.3.3. Avoid conflicting rules 
The generated fuzzy rules may conflict each other. A conflict occurs when the 
premise sets for two or more generated fuzzy rules are the same but the conclusions are not. 
For example, one data pair generates a rule as 
Rule P: IF (F is MD A S is S, A D is L, A V is MD) THEN (Ra is S,). 
Another data set generates another rule as 
Rule Q: IF (F is MD A S is S[ A D is L| A V is MD) THEN (Ra is MD). 
Then. Rule P and Rule Q conflict each other. 
To solve the conflict, credibility is employed to evaluate the acceptability of a 
generated fuzzy rule. For example, degrees of Rule P and Rule Q are given as: 
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CrP = • PS ' HD ' Pv'd ' HR, 
CrQ = p^ ^ 
The following strategy is applied to determine the winner. A user-defined parameter o 
is decided as 0 < 0 < 0.05. If the magnitude of the deviation |CrP - CrQj > 6. the rule having 
greater credit is set the rule in the rule bank, while the other one is rejected. In cases where 
iCrP - CrQ! < Ô. parameter n in Equation 4 needs to be increased by 1 to divide more fuzzy 
regions of features in the input-output data pair. Consequently. 3 fuzzy regions (n = 1 ) for 
one parameter would become 5 regions (n=2). This causes fuzzy regions to have higher 
resolution. Then, all the training data need to go through the whole procedure (Steps 1 to 5i 
until all conflicting rules are solved. In this study, conflicting occurred when n = 3 and ô = 
0.01. As a result of solving the conflicts, five fuzzy regions resulted for parameters F. Y and 
Ra while three for parameters S and D. 
3.8.3.4. Develop a combined fuzzy rule base 
Because there are four input variables in the FISRP system, two 4-dimensional fuzzy 
rule banks are generated through this Fuzzv-nets approach. In order to illustrate the 
development of these fuzzy rule banks, a two-dimensional rule bank example is given as 
shown in Figure 3-17. Since the operator in a fuzzy rule is AND. only one rule fills a cell. 
For example, when a rule "IF F is Si AND V is MD. THEN Ra is Si" is obtained from a data 
pair. S] fills in cell (Si. MD). and so on and so forth. 
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This study generated two rule banks, one for the cutter with a nose radius of 0.016 
inches and other for the cutter with a nose radius of 0.031 inches. Since 225 rules were 
needed in the rule bank and there were only 162 data sets in the train data, there were no 
rules generated for some cells in the rule bank array. These cells were filled manually. 
i iV 
L2 
LI <Q> 
MD S; 
SI 
<Q> 
S2 
F 
rxxxxi 
S; S, MD L, L; 
Figure 3-17. Illustration of a 2-dimension fuzzy rule array. 
From the observation on the generated rules, the linguistic variables of Ra were 
mostly the same as that of F. This agreed with a previous finding that surface roughness of 
tiie work piece is heavily affected by the feed rate [24]. According to these evidences, the 
blank cells of the rule bank were filled with the same linguistic variables of the same rule. 
For instance, a rule is generated as [SI. S2. SI. S2. none] for [S. F. D. V. Ra]. the blank cell 
for Ra was filled with S2. which was the same as that for F. The two complete rule banks are 
given in Appendices 9 and 10 with the manually filled linguistic variables in italic. 
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3.8.3.5. Defunification 
This step, so-called defuzzifiztion. converts the fuzzy variables with their degrees into 
a crispy output value. By applying rules from the fuzzy rule bank, each input set of linguistic 
variables results in an output linguistic variable. The degree of this linguistic variable is 
KV = mintiX:".^".^".^") <3-2S> 
where is the degree of the output linguistic variable. 
The output crispy value for an input vector is the weighted sum of the center v alues of 
all linguistic variables concluded from the input vector divided by the sum of the degree. 
This is the Centroid of Area Method (COA) [23] and is expressed, in this study, as 
R;,=-L . <3-291 
H 
where Ra" is the output crispy value. C'^ is the center value of a linguistic variable (a) for 
the output space (Ra). (JR"', is the fuzzy degree of the concluded linguistic value (a) for the 
output space (Ra). n is the number of the total concluded linguistic variables. This crispx 
output value (Ra") is the surface roughness predicted by the FIRSP system. 
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3.9. Determination of Prediction Accuracy 
Prediction accuracy assesses the closeness of the model predicted Ra to the actually 
measured Ra. This study followed the algorism for prediction accuracy that "l sai et al. i IW1)) 
used in their research. In the algorism, the prediction accuracy of a model for data set i is 
expressed as: 
where o j — prediction accuracy of data set i. 
Ra.i — predicted Ra by data set i. 
R°;u — measured Ra corresponding to data set i. 
The prediction accuracy of a model is the average of prediction accuracies of all 
single data sets, which is given as: 
Ô, =(1-lJL.—— )x 100% ( 3 - 3 0 )  
( 3 - 3 1 )  
where A — 
n — 
model prediction accuracy 
number of data sets in the training data 
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3.10. Comparison of Model Accuracies 
The purpose of the comparison of model accuracies is to distinguish models by 
prediction accuracy. A t-test (Ye and Chen. 1982) is applied in the comparison process with a 
95% confidence (a = 0.05). Assuming p. is the true mean accuracy of a model, the null 
hypothesis and alternative hypothesis oft-test are: 
Variable T. which is illustrated in Equation 3-21. then obeys the t-distribution with n, 
+ n: - 2 degrees of freedom. 
H„: m = H: 
Ha: Hi ? J-i2-
A, - A, -(/v, -//:) 
where p. — the true accuracy of a model 
A — the average accuracy of a model 
n — the number of data sets 
S" — the estimated variance of the prediction accuracy 
The null hypothesis H() is rejected if 
|T| > t|^y] 
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Where 11-0/2 is the quanti le of t-distribution f(t) at t = 1 - a/2 with n, - m - 2 degrees 
of freedom, which is available in the appendix of Ye and Chen's Statistics (Ye and Chen. 
1982). Because the variances of the compared pair have to be the same when applying t-test. 
an F-test was conducted on pairs of accuracy of the multiple regression model and the fuzzy 
net model with a 95% confidence level (a = 0.05). The hypothesis is 
Hu: af = a:2 
H„: a,2 = a2:. 
where a2 is the variance of a model. The null hypothesis H„ is rejected when 
f = S;/S": X f 1 -u,2 (n,-l. ni-1) or. f= S;/S: P f,,.: (m-l. n2-l )] (3-33) 
where S"/S"; —the ratio of the two estimated variances of accuracy. 
fi-.z. 2 (nt-1. n2-l ) — the quantité of the F-distribution with degrees of freedom of nrl 
and n2-l at f = l-a/2. 
n — number of data sets. 
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CHAPTER 4. A MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL TO PREDICT IN-
PROCESS SURFACE ROUGHNESS IN TURNING OPERATION VIA 
ACCELEROMETER 
A paper published in the Journal of Industrial Technology 
Mr. Luke H. Huang and Dr. Joseph C. Chen 
Introduction 
Although the lathe is the oldest machine tool, it is still the most commonly used 
machining operation in the manufacturing industry. Many cylindrical parts are products of 
turning operations. Some of these cylindrical parts, such as shaft, axis, and bearing, are 
crucial in machining motions. 
The traditional way to monitor the surface quality of a machined part is to measure 
the surface roughness by using a surface gauge. The most used surface gauge is the stylus 
type surface gauge. It has a diamond stylus dragging along the test surface, of which the up 
and down movement is recorded and calculated for the surface roughness. Since this 
measuring method requires that the stylus have direct contact to the measured surface, 
measurement cannot be conducted unless the test surface is in a stationary mode. In other 
words, the stylus measuring method cannot be applied to an in-process work piece on a lathe 
when the work piece is spinning. 
Other measurement techniques must be used to obtain in-process surface roughness in 
turning operations. Since there is no actual in-process measuring available, the surface 
roughness is predicted by the use of other technologies, such as optical, acoustic, 
electromagnetic, force, and vibration. However, the optical, acoustic, and electromagnetic 
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technologies are not practical in the machining environment because chips and coolant 
interfere with the travel of these signals. Cutting force and machining vibration can be used 
to predict the surface roughness of a machined surface. Practically, a dynamometer (the force 
sensor) is expensive and difficult to mount to a lathe. On the other hand, an accelerometer 
(the vibration sensor) is inexpensive and easy to mount. Therefore, an accelerometer has the 
potential to be applied in collecting vibration information for the prediction of a machined 
surface. 
Machining vibration exists throughout the cutting process. While influenced by man> 
sources, such as machine structure, tool type, work material, etc.. the composition of the 
machining vibration is complicated. However, at least two types of vibrations, force vibration 
and self-excited vibration, were identified as machining vibrations (Kalpakjian. 1995). l orce 
vibration is a result of certain periodical forces that exist within the machine. The source of 
these forces can be bad gear drives, unbalanced machine-tool components, misalignment, or 
motors and pumps, etc. Self-excited vibration, which is also known as chatter, is caused by 
the interaction of the chip-removal process and the structure of the machine tool, which 
results with disturbances in the cutting zone. Chatter always indicates defects on the 
machined surface (Rakhit. Osman, and Sankar. 1973; Jang et al.. 1996). Therefore, vibration, 
especially self-excited vibration, is associated with the machined surface roughness. 
Attempts have been made to use vibration signals in predicting tool wear and tool life 
in turning operations and other machining operations (Fang. Yao. and Arndt. 1991; Yao. 
Fang, and Arndt. 1991: Bonifacio and Diniz. 1994; Femandes and Diniz. 1997). Results 
showed that vibration signals were promising in the predictions of these applications. 
Vibration signals were also employed to predict the surface roughness of machined parts 
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using milling operation (Lou and Chen. 1999). Lou and Chen found that the prediction 
accuracy was as high as 96%. However, no work has been done in the prediction of surface 
roughness in turning operation by using vibration signals. 
Purpose of Study 
Based on the above analysis, the purpose of this study was to set up a multiple 
regression model that was capable of predicting the in-process surface roughness of a 
machined work piece using a turning operation. The model was expected to have the 
following features: 
1. Use machining parameters, such as feed rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut. as 
predictors. 
2. Apply vibration information that was collected with an accelerometer as another 
predictor. 
3. The prediction accuracy is high to above 90%. 
Experimental Setup 
The hardware setup is shown in Figure 1. Two sensing systems were set on a lathe 
(Enterprise 1550. Mysore Kirloskar Inc.. Kamataka. India). The accelerometer (PCB356B08. 
PCB Piezotronics. Depew. NY) was secured at the tool holder below the insert. The vibration 
signal that was generated by the accelerometer was sent to a signal conditioner, in which the 
signal's voltage was amplified to between -1 V and +1 V. A multifunction data acquisition 
board (OMB-Daqbook/lOO. Omega Engineering Inc.. Stamford. CT) received the 
conditioned signals and had them stored in a dedicated computer. Simultaneously, a 
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proximity sensor (Honeywell 922AC08YI micro-switch. Honeywell Inc.. Minneapolis. MN) 
was mounted over the chuck and counted the spindle's rotations by detecting the holes on the 
chuck. The signals from the proximity sensor were also sent to the multifunction data 
acquisition board. Wiring of these devices is shown in Figure 2. 
Lathe 
Chuck 
3roximity 
Sensor •Î 
o 
o Work piece 
Tool &H 
Tool holder 
Accelerometer 
Signal 
Conditioner 
Multifunction "data 
acquisition board 
I 
Figure 1. Flardware set up. 
power I/* Js 
supply j 
load 
(1MQ) 
Pro.x. 
sensor 
i 
signal 
conditioner 
accelerometer 
m Mici n a 
iJH!l 
terminal 
board 
multifunction 
data acquisition 
board 
personal 
computer 
Figure 2. Wiring of the signal system 
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The proximity sensor was a micro switch. It was turned on and released a high 
voltage when there was ferrous material detected. When there was no ferrous material in the 
hole positions close to it, it was turned off and released a low voltage. Therefore, signals 
from the proximity sensor were pulses that indicated the position of the chuck rotation with 
holes on the chuck as references (Figure 3). Since there were six holes around the chuck, six 
pulses represented a revolution. The proximity signals were graphed along with the vibration 
signals, and they serve as identifications of revolutions for the vibration signals. This made it 
possible to separate the vibration signals revolution by revolution. 
Signals from the proximity sensor 
One revolution 
Signals from the accelerometer 
Time 
Figure 3. Identifications of revolution in the vibration signals (Data came from cutting 
conditions of 630rpm spindle speed. 2ipm feed rate, and 0.015in depth of cut.) 
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The lathe was modified with an additional digital positioning device (Wizard, Alilam 
Electronic Corp, Miami, FL). With this device, the position of the tool could be displayed 
digitally to ten-thousandth of an inch. The work material was aluminum 6061T2, 
dimensioned in ((>1x2 inches. The lathe chuck held this work piece with about 1.5 inches 
extending out the chuck as shown in Figure 4. Before the data-collecting cut, each piece was 
cut to 0.98 inches in diameter to eliminate variance in raw material size. Vibration data was 
collected when the tool cut to about 1.25 inches (measuring zone) from the chuck. The 
surface roughness was measured immediately after the work piece was cut with a pocket 
surface gauge (PocketSurf, Mahr Federal Inc. Providence, RI). The measuring length was 
five micro-inches. Each piece was randomly measured around the measuring zone ten times, 
as shown in Figure 4. 
Data were arranged in two groups. One group was designed for training the model, 
and another was designed to only test the model for accuracy. These two groups of data were 
independent from each other. Data were also collected from tools of different nose sizes. One 
1.5 in 
.25 in 
2 in 
a X 
4,0.98 
Measuring 
zone 
Figure 4. Setup of the work piece and the measuring zone 
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tool had a nose radius of 0.016 inches, and the other had a nose radius of 0.031 inches. As 
combinations, there were four groups of data, Train 16, Train 31, Test 16, and Test 31. The 
organization of data is illustrated in Figure 5. 
All data sets have four independent variables, which are spindle speed (S), feed rate 
(F), depth of cut (D), vibration amplitude average (V), and one dependent variable, surface 
roughness average (R). In the training data set, there are three sampling levels for spindle 
speed and depth of cut and six for feed rate. In the testing data set, there are three for spindle 
speed and feed rate and two for depth of cut. Vibration and surface roughness respond to 
these independent variables. The sampling level of vibration and surface roughness varied. 
S - 3 levels: 630, 840, 1000 rpm 
D-2 levels: 0.015,0.025 in 
F - 3 levels: 2.0, 3.8, 6.2 in/min 
V- sampling levels varied. 
R- dependent variable 
Training 
Data 
Testing 
Data 
Testing 
Data 
Training 
Data 
Data of Tool 0.016 Data of Tool 0.031 
DATA FOR SYSTEM MODELING 
S - 3 levels: 630, 840, 1000 rpm 
D - 3 levels: 0.010, 0.020, 0.030 in 
F - 6 levels: 1.5, 2.4, 3.4,4.4, 5.4, 6.7 in/min 
V- sampling levels varied. 
R - dependent variable 
Figure 5. Sampling data structure 
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With three duplicates, there are 162 sets of data in total for each training data set and 54 for 
each testing data set. 
Processing Vibration Signals 
The vibration signals were voltages generated by the accelerometer in response to 
vibration and were converted from analogue to digital. With the help of the proximity 
signals, the vibration signals were separated revolution by revolution. Next, the voltage 
signals of each revolution were averaged (Equation 1 ). The mean serv ed as the centerline of 
vibration. Then, the absolute differences of the centerline and each voltage value w ere 
averaged to obtain the Vibration Amplitude Average (V) (Equation 2). 
K n c  = ~ È V ,  •  (D 
I' I 
where V;1XL. - the centerline value of vibration voltages in a revolution. 
Vj - an individual vibration voltage. 
c - the number of voltage value a revolution has. 
r 
= -r„,|. i:i 
C I 
where V - vibration amplitude average. 
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Multiple Regression Modeling 
The goal of the multiple regression analysis was to determine the dependency of surface 
roughness to vibration and other selected machining parameters. In addition to the main 
effects of these variables, effects of the interactions of them were included in the analysis. 
The model was expressed as: 
R = Po + PsS + Pi-F + PdD + Pv'V - Psi-SF + PsdSD + PsvSV ^ P»i-DF - PdvDV -
p i ' v F V  +  p S D F S D F  +  P S D V S D V  +  P S F V S F V  +  P D F V D F V  +  P s m  v S D F V .  ( 3 I  
where R — surface roughness average. 
F — feed rate. 
S — spindle speed. 
D — depth of cut. 
V — vibration amplitude average. 
P — linear constants. 
With the significance level set to 0.01 (a = 0.01 ). the null hypothesis and alterative 
hypothesis for the model were: 
Hi,: PS = Pi- = PD = Pv = Psi: - PSD - Psv = PDI = PD\ = Pi v = PSDI = Psin = Psr\ = 
PDFV = PsDFV = 0. 
Ha: at least one of the ps does not equal to zero. 
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A statistical software program, SPSS version 8.0. was employed in model training. 
Two training data sets. Train 16 and Train 31. were applied to train the above model to 
obtain two resulted models. MR16 and MR31. respectively. For the involvement of the 
interactive predictor variables, a total of 15 predictor variables were used in the training of 
the model, as shown in Equation 3. 
Correlations of the predictor variables with the predicted variable from tw o data sets 
were reported as Pearson correlation coefficients by the linear multiple regression analysis 
with SPSS 8.0 (Table 1 ). They both showed that feed rate had the greatest correlation 
coefficient. Other primary variables were much smaller than feed rate. Interactive variables 
associated with feed rate have greater correlation coefficients as well. Among the primar\ 
variables, vibration had the second greatest correlation coefficient, which suggested that 
vibration information should not be ignored in the prediction. 
As shown in Table 2. both MR16 and MR31 models had high regression coefficients 
(0.970 and 0.966. respectively). The square values of the regression coefficients w ere 0.940 
and 0.933. respectively, which indicated high association of the regression coefficients with 
variances in the predictor values. All these evidences showed a strong linear relationship 
between the predictor variables (S. F. D. and V) and the predicted variable (R) for both 
models. 
The results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the models also supported strong 
linear relationships in the models (Table 3). The F values of regression were 153.375 and 
145.154 for MR 16 and MR31. respectively. These high F values indicated a great 
significance (a = 0.000) for both models in rejecting the null hypothesis (Ho) that every 
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Table 1. Correlations of predictor variables to the predicted variable 
Predictor Pearson Correlation Coefficients* 
Variables Train 16 Train 31 
S -0.022 -0.015 
F 0.958 0.954 
D 
0.088 0.019 
I V 0.180 0.214 
SF 0.868 0.854 
! SD 0.082 0.009 | i 
sv -0.094 -0.141 
FD 0.748 0.683 
; FV 0.808 0.759 
DV -0.004 1 -0.087 
SFD i 0.712 0.629 
; SFV 0.677 0.621 
! SDV 0.011 0.072 
FDV 0.607 0.511 j 
! SFDV 0.553 0.446 
' The predicted variable is R 
Table 2. Model Summaries 
Model r r square 
MR 16 0.970 0.940 
MR31 0.966 0.933 
coefficient of the predictor variables in the model was zero. Instead, the alterative hypothesis, 
at least one of these coefficients did not equal to zero, was accepted. Therefore, the linear 
relationship between the predicted variable (R) and predictor variables significantly existed. 
The coefficients of all predictor variables and the constants of the model are listed in Table 4. 
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According to these coefficients, the multiple regression models are built as shown in 
Equations 4 and 5 for MR16 and MR31. respectively. 
MR16: 
R = 52.3789 - 0.0270S + 3.5737F - 4397.9309D + 6.6156V - 0.0042SF - 4.3124SD -
0.0131SV + 864.4383FD + 14.0982FV + 17543.48340V - 0.8091SFD -
0.0202SFV - 17.6585SDV - 4272.3100FDV -r 4.4396SFDV ,4) 
MR31: 
R = 11.4265 + 0.0490S + 6.2586F - 746.42560 + 77.1254V - 0.0074SF - 0.6270SD -
0.2350SV + 24.6572FD - 0.5641 FV ^ 0.0000DV + 0.3218SFD - 0.0339SFV -
6.5832SDV + 658.9529FDV - 2.2918SFDV (5) 
Table 3. The ANOVA table of the regression models 
Model Item Sum of Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
MR 16 
Regression 32218.714 15 2147.914 153.375 0.000 
Residual 2044.626 146 14.004 
Total 34263.340 161 
MR31 
Regression 19634.746 14 1402.482 145.154 0.000 
Residual 1420.318 147 9.662 
Total 21055.064 161 
Dependent Variable: R 
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Table 4. Coefficients of the model 
MR16 MR31 
Predictor 
variable Coefficients 
Predictor 
variable Coefficients 
(Constant) 52.379 (Constant) 11.426 
S -0.027 S 0.049 
F 3.574 F 6.259 
D -4397.943 D -746.426 
V 6.616 V 77.125 
SF 0.004 S F -0.007 
SD 4.312 SD ! -0.627 ! 
SV ! 0.013 
I 
SV -0.235 
FD 864.441 FD 24.657 
FV 14.098 FV -0.564 
DV 17543.527 DV 0.000 
SFD i -0.809 SFD 0.322 
SFV -0.020 SFV 0.034 
SDV -17.659 SDV 6.583 
FDV -4272.321 FDV 658.953 
SFDV 4.440 SFDV -2.292 
Dependent Variable: R 
Model Accuracy 
Accuracy is a measure of the closeness of the predicted value to the measured one. 
For each single data set. the accuracy is the ratio of the absolute difference of the predicted 
and the measured R-values to the measured value. The accuracy is expressed in percentage 
(Equation 6). The model accuracy is the average of the accuracy values of all data sets 
(Equation 7). 
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( 6 )  
where Ôj — prediction accuracy of data set i. 
Rj — predicted R by data set i. 
R°i — measured R corresponding to data set i. 
(7) 
where A — model prediction accuracy. 
n — number of data sets in the training data set. 
There were four groups of data available for testing the model accuracy because of 
the sampling design (Figure 5). They were Train 16. Train 31. Test 16. and Test 31. Table 5 
lists the calculated accuracy values in percentage as well as the accuracy differences between 
the training and testing data sets. The training data gave higher and consistent model 
accuracy, which were 94.98% and 94.53% for Train 16 and Train 31. respectively. The 
model accuracy from the testing data varied. While the accuracy (92.18%) of Test 31 was 
close (2.35% less) to that of Train 31. the accuracy of Test 16 (81.55%) dropped far away 
( 13.4% less) from that of Train 16. Since the model was trained with the training data set. it 
was reasonable that the model better fitted the training data set than the test data sets. 
Therefore, it was understandable that the training data set generated higher model accuracy 
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Table S. Model accuracy 
Model Data 
sources 
Data 
sets 
Model 
accuracy 
Standard 
Deviation 
Acc. Diff. 
by sources 
MR16 
Training 162 94.976% 3.929 
13.426% 
Testing 54 81.550% 14.693 
MR31 
Training 162 94.530% 3.608 
2.351% 
Testing 54 92.179% 6.435 
than the testing data set did. Nevertheless, with the evidence that three accuracy values out of 
four ranged from 92% to almost 95%, the model accuracy was considered high. 
Verification of Using Vibration Information 
The necessity of using vibration information in the model was verified with two other 
models, MR16-noV and MR31-noV (Equations 8 and 9), which were also generated with 
SPSS 8.0. Data sets Train 16 and Train 31 with the vibration part subtracted were the training 
data for these two models, respectively. These models served as controls to verify the 
effectiveness of the vibration information in the model. 
MR16-noV: 
R = 42.926 -0.0146S + 7.5123F - 388.5937D - 0.0008SF + 0.3998SD + 26.9933FD + 
0.0299SFD (8) 
MRS 1-noV: 
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R = 47.3237 - 0.0277S + 0.2928F-1423.8583D +0.0073SF +1.7856SD -388.8863FD 
-0.4383SFD (9) 
Accuracy values with vibration information and without vibration information are 
compared by applying a t-test. The results are listed in Table 6. Significant differences 
between accuracy values with vibration information and without vibration information were 
found when the training data sets were applied, whereas basically no statistical significance 
was found from the testing data sets. However, it seemed a trend that the accuracy values 
from data sets with vibration information were numerically larger than those from without. 
On average, the accuracy value from with vibration information is 1.55% greater than that 
from without vibration information. From these evidences and the previous correlation 
analysis (Table 1 ). the use of vibration information was found valuable. 
Table 6. Comparison of accuracy values from with and without 
vibration information by paired t-test. 
Paired Sources Accuracy Standard 
Deviation 
p Values Difference of i 
accuracy 
Train 16 94.976 3.929 
0.000 
1 
3.007 ! 
i Train 16-noV 91.968 5.558 
Train31 94.530 3.608 
0.000 2.000 ; 
Train31-noV 92.530 6.363 
Test 16 81.550 14.693 
0.883 0.181 i 
' Test 16-noV 81.369 8.702 
Test31 92.179 6.435 
0.248 0.992 | 
! Test31-noV 91.187 4.841 
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Conclusion and Discussion 
The experimental design and setup to develop a multiple regression model for an on­
line. real-time surface roughness prediction system have been demonstrated. The experiment 
of collecting data for training and testing have been conducted. Using the training data, a 
multiple regression model has been developed to be integrated in the prediction system. A 
group of testing data are also conducted to evaluate the accuracy of this proposed surface 
roughness prediction model. With these data and results, one could conclude: 
1. With linear correlation coefficients of 0.940 and 0.933 for models MR 16 and MR31. 
respectively, using the experiment data, the predictor variables, such as feed rate, 
vibration amplitude average, spindle speed, and depth of cut. have strong linear 
correlation with the predicted variable. The ANOVA results also show that both models 
are valid at a high significance (a = 0.000). Therefore, the proposed regression 
approach for an in-process surface roughness prediction model is reasonably adapted. 
2. The vibration amplitude average has Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.18 and 0.24 
for data obtained by using two different tools, respectively. These coefficients rank 
vibration amplitude average the second among the four predictor variables in having 
strong correlation with surface roughness. Without the vibration data, the prediction 
accuracy of the proposed multiple regression model declines by about 1.55V 
Therefore, the use of the accelerometer is valuable. 
3. Established by using 162 data sets and tested by using 54 data sets for each tool 
condition, the proposed regression model basically possesses accuracy of above 90% 
on predicting the in-process surface roughness from feed rate, vibration amplitude 
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average, spindle speed, and depth of cut. This is considered as enough to be applied in 
most manufacturing shops. 
Faking these conclusions as the foundation, further research will be conducted to 
develop other prediction systems that could enhance the accuracy for surface roughness 
prediction in an on-line, real-time fashion, which could eventually be adapted by industry. 
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CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF AN IN-PROCESS SURFACE 
ROUGHNESS PREDICTION SYSTEM FOR TURNING OPERATION 
USING FUZZY LOGIC MODELING 
A paper to be submitted for publication in the Journal of Engineering Technology 
Luke H. Huang and Joseph C. Chen 
ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the development of an in-process surface roughness prediction 
system. The input parameters for this prediction system are the cutting conditions, such as 
feed and speed, and the vibration data per revolution. The vibration data are received b\ 
using an accelerometer sensor. The analysis of the data and the building model is carried out 
using fuzzy logic theory. Experimental results show that the parameters of spindle speed, 
feed rate, depth of cut. and vibration signals can predict the surface roughness effectively. 
Surface roughness can also be predicted with 90% accuracy by the proposed fuzzy-logic-
based. in-process surface roughness prediction system. 
1. introduction 
With the availability of newer technologies coupled with the demand for higher 
quality and lower cost for the manufacturing industry, recent research has been devoted to 
making machines smart. By being smart, machines would have the ability to diagnose a 
problem, such as tool wear, when it occurs. These machines were referred to as "intelligent 
machines" [1.2.3.4. 5]. In-process machining data acquisition and data processing are the 
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two key measurements used to obtain real-time information from the machine, which is the 
knowledge base that intelligent systems rely on for diagnosis. 
In-process machining data can derive from many different sources. One source that is 
particularly important to manufacturers is the measurement of product quality. Acquisition of 
in-process product quality information often involves the use of sensors. The type and 
method of sensor used to measure product quality can vary case by case. For example. 
optical sensors have been used to monitor the images of the tool path and the edge of a 
turning part to provide real-time information about the surface and dimensions of a work 
piece in process [6. 7], The results of optical sensors were quite successful under testing 
conditions. However, as outlined by Albrecht et al. [6]. optical sensors cannot adapt when 
chips and cutting fluid are present because they physically block the light going to and from 
the sensor. Thus, the application of optical sensors is limited to a dry cut with careful 
removal treatment of the chips. 
Electromagnetic sensors were also used to detect the distance between a turning work 
surface and sensor [8. 9], Measuring distance electromagnetically allowed the surface 
roughness and the dimensions of the work piece to be determined with some success. 
Although the tests were successful, the presence of chips and cutting fluid caused error for 
the sensor's readings. Furthermore, since the work piece was employed as a pole of the 
magnetic flux, this type of sensor could be applied only to ferrous materials. 
Ultrasound sensors have also been used to detect the distance from the sensor to the 
work piece in an effort to measure product quality [10]. Cutting fluid was applied during the 
cutting process to serve as both a cutting fluid and transmitting medium for the ultrasound. 
This method was also limited by the presence of chips, which blocked some of the ultrasonic 
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signals and deterred measurement. Another limitation of this technique is that the stability of 
the chemical composition of the cutting fluid might affect the traveling speed of ultrasonic 
signals, which is what the detection of the distance is based on [11 ]. 
Optic, electromagnetic, and acoustic sensors all emit signals to directly sense the 
surface of the work piece. The travel of these signals is affected by environmental conditions, 
such as chips, cutting fluid, etc.. which are unavoidable in actual machining environments. 
Thus, the application of these direct sensing methods in an actual machining environment is 
limited. 
Indirect quality measurement methods, however, do not exhibit these limitations. 
Signals employed in these methods do not travel between the sensors and work pieces. 
Therefore, the signals ignore the extraneous materials that prevent direct measurement, such 
as chips, cutting fluid, etc. Indirect measurements also analyze product quality by 
considering machining variables, such as cutting force and machining vibration. Cutting 
force is a measurement of the power needed to maintain the cutting process. It is significantly 
influenced by process- and tool-dependent parameters and by the material-dependent 
parameter [12]. Therefore, a real-time cutting force can serve as a good indicator of the 
actual machining performance. A dynamometer, which detects and measures force, has been 
employed as the force sensor in a number of experiments that are seeking models to predict 
tool wear or surface roughness of the work piece [13. 14. 15.16], 
Vibration is another signal source used to predict machining performance that exists 
throughout a cutting process. Although the components and causes of formation are 
complicated, two basic types of vibration have been identified: ( 1 ) force vibration and (2) 
self-excited vibration, or chatter [17]. Force vibration is caused by certain periodical forces 
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that exist in machine tools, and chatter is caused by the interaction of the chip-removal 
process and the structure of the machine tool. Defects in the machined surface are always 
accompanied by chatter, which creates disturbances in the cutting zone. Therefore, vibration 
is associated with the machined surface roughness [9. 18]. Vibration signals were quite 
successfully applied to predict tool wear in the machining processes [19. 20. 21. 22) and 
surface roughness of the work piece in a milling operation [23]. 
The objective of this study was to develop a system that would predict the in-process 
surface roughness of a work piece during a turning operation. Machining vibration signals 
and other machining parameters, such as feed rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut. w ere 
employed as predictors. Vibration signals were collected with an accelcrometer. the vibration 
sensor. Fuzzy logic inference was applied in the modeling and the prediction process. 
2. The Structure of the System 
The system designed for this research consisted of three parts: ( 1 ) data input and 
conditioning. (2) development of a prediction model, and (3) data output (Figure 1 ). 
Machining parameters, such as spindle speed, feed rate, and depth of cut. were controlled 
independent variables input as preset data sets. The vibration and spindle rotation data were 
processed first and input into the prediction model. The predicting process was three-fold: (a) 
the fuzzification process turned the input data to fuzzy variables: (b) by applying fuzzy rules 
from the rule bank, the fuzzy inference processed the fuzzy variables and concluded with 
fuzzy values of the predicted variable: (c) the defuzzification process used was the reverse of 
the fuzzification process, converting the fuzzy values of the predicted variable back to 
normal values, and thus predicting surface roughness. 
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In-process Surface Roughness Prediction System 
Accelcrometer 
Sensor 
Work piece 
Vibration Experiences 
> Vlaehininu Process Rule Bank 
Spindle 
Rotation 
Proximitx 
Sensor 
Spindle Speed 
heed Rate Machining 
Parameter Depth ot Cut 
Prediction Model Data Conditioning and Input 
Surface 
Rouylmcv 
Data 
Output 
Figure 1. Structure of the in-process surface roughness prediction system 
3. Experimental Setup and Sampling 
The experiment was designed to (1 ) provide training data for the modeling process 
and (2) provide testing data for the prediction accuracy test of the model. Three parts are 
included in this section. (1) experimental setup. (2) treatment of the vibration data, and (3) 
data organization. 
3.1. Experimental setup 
The experiment was carried out on an Enterprise 1550 lathe, which was made by 
Mysore Kirloskar. Inc. in Kamataka. India. The lathe was modified with a digital readout 
device (Wizard A171 -10000/100. Anilam Electronic Corporation. Miami. FL). With the 
device, the position of the tool could be displayed digitally within ten-thousandths of an inch 
in both the axial and radial directions with reference to the zero point to which the operator 
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sets. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. As shown, two sensing systems were set 
on the lathe. The accelcrometer (PCB356B08, PCB Piezotronics. Depew. N'Y) was secured 
to the tool holder below the tool insert. The vibration signals are made of voltages generated 
by a quartz piezo sensor and then amplified by a Mosfet semiconductor powered from the 
ICP signal conditioner (480E02. PCB Piezotronics. Depew. NY). The signal passes along the 
cable between the sensor and the conditioner. Then, it imposes on the DC voltage level from 
the signal conditioner to a decoupling capacitor that removes the DC voltage level within the 
signal conditioner, leaving only the signal for output to the analog to digital converter (A D 
board) (OMB-Daqbook/lOO, Omega Engineering. Inc.. Stamford. CT) for digital input into a 
computer. Simultaneously, a conductive type extended range proximity sensor (922AC08YI. 
Honeywell. Inc.. Minneapolis. MN). which sat over the chuck, counted the spindle 
revolutions by detecting the holes on the chuck (Figure 3). The signal from the proximity 
sensor was also sent to a channel in the terminal board of the A/D converter. A computer was 
employed for data converting. The wiring of the sensors and A/D converter is shown in 
Figure 4. 
, S 
Lathe 
Chuck O Work piece 
Accelcrometer 
"Proximityi 
Sensor Signal 
Conditioner 
n. 
A/D converter 
IB I 
Figure 2. Experimental setup 
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Proximity sensor 
A revolution 
There are six screw 
holes around the chuck. 
Figure 3. Method to count the spindle revolution 
terminal 
board 
load 
(IMO) 
prox 
sensor 
signa 1^1 
conditions Œ J f i  
Figure 4. Wiring of the hardware 
The work material was aluminum 6061T2. which had a dimension of linch in 
diameter and 2 inches length. The lathe chuck held the work piece by about 0.5 inches and 
had about 1.5 inches exposed to the cutter (Figure 5). Before the data-collection cut was 
undertaken, each work piece was conditioned by being cut to 0.98 inches in diameter. In the 
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data collection cut. vibration data were collected when the tool cut to about 1.25 inches 
(measuring zone) from the chuck. The surface roughness measurement was conducted 
immediately after the work piece was cut. 
The surface measuring length was 0.195 inches. Each work piece was randomly measured 
ten times around the measuring zone (Figure 5). 
1.5 in 
1.25 in 
2 in i 
I 
4,0.98 
Measuring 
zone 
Figure 5. Setup of the work piece and the measuring zone 
3.2. Treatment of the vibration data 
Signals from the accelerometer were electrical voltages generated by the piezoelectric 
material. These electrical signals vacillated up and down in response to vibration. The 
average vibration voltage for each revolution was calculated by 
1 
( 1 )  
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where Vaxc is the average voltage of a revolution, Vj is a single signal voltage, n is the number 
of signals in a revolution, and no is the initial number of the signal in the revolution. 
Absolute values were taken for the differences between each voltage value and Vaxc. The 
mean of these absolute values was computed as the vibration average amplitude in this study 
as shown below. 
= ci 
n 
" 
where V is the vibration average amplitude of a revolution. 
3.3. Data organization 
Data were sampled in two applications with two tool types. The two applications are 
the Setup and the Test. The Setup was applied to provide observations tor setting up the 
fuzzy rule bank and to test the model for accuracy. The Test was used only to test the model 
for accuracy. The tool types differed by the tool nose radius. One tool had a tool nose radius 
of 0.016 inches, and the other tool had a tool nose radius of 0.031 inches. This sampling 
arrangement resulted in four groups of data: (a) Setup data with a tool nose radius of 0.016 
inches (Setup 16); (b) Setup data with a tool nose radius of 0.031 inches (Setup 31 ): (c) Test 
data with a tool nose radius of 0.016 inches (Test 16): and (d) Test data with a tool nose 
radius of 0.031 inches (Test 31 ). Each data set contained feed rate (F). spindle speed (S). 
depth of cut (D). machining vibration (V). and measured surface roughness (R). The data 
organization and the applied levels of each parameter are illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Test 16 Setup 16 Setup] 
Test data group Setup data group 
DATA FOR SYSTEM MODELING 
S - 3 levels: 630. 840. 1000 rpm 
D - 2 levels: 0.015.0.025 in 
V- vary ing levels 
R- dependent variable 
S - 3 levels: 630. 840. 1000 rpm 
D - 3 levels: 0.010, 0.020. 0.030 in 
F - 6 levels: 1.5, 2.4, 3.4. 4.4. 5.4. 6.7 in.min 
V- varying levels 
R - dependent variable 
Figure 6. Data organization 
4. Fuzzy Logic Modeling 
This process sets up a model to predict surface roughness from input variables. The 
following three steps are involved in the process: (1) fuzzification. (2) inference, and (3) 
defuzzification. 
4.1. Fuzzification 
Let vector X be a k-feature input and Y be one-feature output as 
x = ( .V,. A\ x; ). VA; E [ AY. x; ]. v/ 
€ 
[1.2 * ] 
and 
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> ' e [ r . r ] .  ( 4 i  
where Xj denotes an input variable of X. Interval [X' j .  Xl ] is the domain interval of X,. in 
which X' j  denotes the lower limit of the interval while X] denotes the upper limit of the 
interval. Similarly. [Y~j. Y"j ] is the domain interval of Y. in which Y", and Y, are the louer 
and upper limits of the interval, respectively. Each interval is evenly divided into 2n-l 
regions and the widths of the regions are 
t r  ^ . V / e ( 1 . 2  k )  
2 n 
and 
where W is the width of the region of either Xj or Y depending on the subscript. These 
regions are denoted by S„ S,. MD. L, Ln. which are linguistic variables of the input 
feature and represent Small n Small 1. Medium. Large 1 Large n. respectively. The 
linguistic variable sets of Xj and Y are expressed as 
f ' ;  
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and 
^ C ; 
respectively. A linguistic variable of these sets is expressed as either 
e  . V  ' .  A / D  ' . L ;  '  L , ;  '  )  ( 7 )  
for X, or 
A'/' (S, 
for Y. The center values of these regions are thus set to 
,r -'A, / (<<\, i f<\, / WA, / , 
'  Y „  S ,  • v  M D  •  1 . ,  / . „  '  
for X,. where cfj ' = A'," Cf-' = .V," + (n - l)Wx . C\)D' = tX, + A" . 
C^' '  =  AT - ( n -  / / t t ' x  C;A- ' = AT . Similarly, the center point value for the regions 
shown in Eq. 8 could be given as 
•wïy wb zv)/ . 
<LS„ L S, - L\ tD>LL{ Lz.„ 
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where C'g' = T C^n = >"+(«-1)^,. C\^=0" + r)/2. C ) Y )  =  V  -  ( n  -  1)H'} 
C'[n = Y ~ .  
Triangular shape membership functions are applied to describe the degree of 
affiliation of the input or output values to the linguistic variables. The center of a region is set 
as the core of the triangular membership function of the corresponding linguistic variables. 
The membership function of a linguistic variable of Xj is defined as 
Cf ' - i. 
.C%, « -v, i, 
11 
•V, 
U: = 1-
wv 
(.V, I 
( 9 )  
Otherwise 
where Xj is a value of X,  and is the degree of Xj affiliating to Xj.  'denotes the center 
value of Xj. Similarly, the membership function of a linguistic variable of Y is 
= 
J ) 
1- * ( > ) i  
Wy 
V - C '( y i 
Wv 
( 1 0 )  
0 Otherwise 
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where y is a value of Y and m is the degree of y affiliating to cp; C (J }  denotes the center value 
of (p. For example, in this research, the input feature F (feed) was divided into three fuzzy 
regions in the interval of [1.5, 6.7] inches/minute. Membership functions of the three 
linguistic variables, SI, MD, and LI are shown in Figure 7. Center values of all input 
features in the study are listed in Table 1. 
According to the definition of the membership function (Eq. 9), all 2n+l linguistic 
variables can be assigned to an input feature with certain degrees. Therefore, an input x, 
results in 2n+l linguistic variables with various degrees. Each of these linguistic variables 
Si MD L, 
1 
0 
F 
1.5 4.1 6.7 (in/min) 
Figure 7. Membership functions of feed rate 
Table 1. Center values of fuzzy regions 
Center Values 
Variable 
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 
F (in/min) 1.5 4.1 6.7 
S (rpm) 630 815 1000 
D (in) 0.01 0.02 0.03 
V (v) 0.045 0.204 0.363 
R(jain) 28 49.75 71.5 
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can combine with linguistic variables that resulted from other input features of the same input 
vector to form a k-feature linguistic input vector X.. which is defined as 
\ = ( A| . A2 A;. ). (11) 
where is a linguistic variable of Xj.  Correspondingly, membership values of the linguistic 
variables are also expressed with a vector of membership values, which is 
M = (M;, -M^ MA,)-
where li is the vector of membership values while (.i>.j is the membership value of/.,. 
As mentioned, there are k input features in an input vector X and each feature results 
in 2n+l linguistic variables. Each of the 2n+l linguistic variables combines a linguistic 
variable that resulted from each of the other k-l input features to form a k-feature linguistic 
vector X. By applying Cartesian Product [24]. (2n+l)k linguistic vectors will result from an 
input vector X. A subscript is employed to number these linguistic vectors so that they can be 
expressed as 
(  A , , ^ ( 2 n )  •  
The corresponding vectors of membership values are 
^ }ll » fh ''"'ll(2n~l)k ^ " 
1 0 4  
respectively. 
4.2. Inference 
With the input vector being fuzzified. fuzzy rules are needed for fuzzy inference. The 
fuzzy rules are in the IF-THEN format like 
IF (X, is X|. X2 is X2 and Xk is Xk). THEN (Y is <p). (13) 
The pool of all fuzzy rules in a system is the fuzzy rule bank, which is the knowledge 
base of a fuzzy logic system. The rule bank in this study was built with two applications, 
which were parallel to one another: the experiences from experts [25] and observations on 
the training data. The experts' experiences were 
( 1 ) the increase of feed rate apparently increases surface roughness: 
(2) the increase of spindle speed slightly decreases surface roughness: 
(3 ) the increase of depth of cut hardly increases surface roughness: and 
(4) the increase of vibration increases surface roughness. 
The value ranges of each variable and the trend of the dependency of surface 
roughness on each independent variable could be found in the training data. With all this 
information, the rule banks for Setup 16 and Setup 31 of this study are established as show n 
in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Table 2. Fuzzy rule bank for tool with a nose radius of 0.016 inches 
(S) (F) (D) (V) (Ra) (S) (F) (D) (V) (Ra) 
SI SI SI SI SI MD MD MD LI LI 
SI SI SI MD SI MD MD LI SI MD 
SI SI SI LI MD MD MD LI MD MD 
SI SI MD SI SI MD MD LI LI LI 
SI SI MD MD MD MD LI SI SI MD 
SI SI MD LI MD MD LI SI MD MD 
SI SI LI SI SI MD LI SI LI LI 
SI SI LI MD MD MD LI MD SI MD 
SI SI LI LI MD MD LI MD MD LI 
SI MD SI SI MD MD LI MD LI LI 
SI MD SI MD MD MD LI LI SI MD 
SI MD SI LI LI MD LI LI MD LI 
SI MD MD SI MD MD LI LI LI LI 
SI MD MD MD LI LI SI SI SI SI 
SI MD MD LI LI LI SI SI MD SI 
SI MD LI SI MD LI SI SI LI SI 
SI MD LI MD MD LI SI MD SI SI 
SI MD LI LI LI LI SI MD MD SI 
SI LI SI SI MD LI SI MD LI MD 
SI LI SI MD LI LI SI LI SI SI 
SI LI SI LI LI LI SI LI MD SI 
SI LI MD SI MD LI SI LI LI MD 
SI LI MD MD LI LI MD SI SI SI 
SI LI MD LI LI LI MD SI MD MD 
SI LI LI SI MD LI MD SI LI MD 
SI LI LI MD LI LI MD MD SI SI 
SI LI LI LI LI LI MD MD MD MD 
MD SI SI SI SI LI MD MD LI MD 
MD SI SI MD SI LI MD LI SI SI 
MD SI SI LI MD LI MD LI MD MD 
MD SI MD SI SI LI MD LI LI LI 
MD SI MD MD MD LI LI SI SI MD 
MD SI MD LI MD LI LI SI MD MD 
MD SI LI SI SI LI LI SI LI LI 
MD SI LI MD MD LI LI MD SI MD 
MD SI LI LI MD LI LI MD MD LI 
MD MD SI SI SI LI LI MD LI LI 
MD MD SI MD MD LI LI LI SI MD 
MD MD SI LI LI LI LI LI MD LI 
MD MD MD SI SI LI LI LI LI LI 
MD MD MD MD MD 
I 
1 
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Table 3. Fuzzy rule bank for tool with a nose radius of 0.031 inches 
(S) (F) (D) (V) (Ra) (S) (F) (D) (V) (Ra) 
SI SI SI SI SI MD MD MD LI MD 
SI SI SI MD MD MD MD LI SI MD 
SI SI SI LI MD MD MD LI MD MD 
SI SI MD SI SI MD MD LI LI MD 
SI SI MD MD MD MD LI SI SI MD 
SI SI MD LI MD MD LI SI MD MD 
SI SI LI SI SI MD LI SI LI LI 
SI SI LI MD MD MD LI MD SI MD 
SI SI LI LI MD MD LI MD MD LI 
SI MD SI SI MD MD LI MD LI 1.1 
SI MD SI MD MD MD LI LI SI MD 
SI MD SI LI MD MD LI LI MD LI 
SI MD MD SI MD MD LI LI LI LI 
SI MD MD MD MD LI SI SI SI SI 
SI MD MD LI MD LI SI SI MD SI 
SI MD LI SI MD LI SI SI LI SI 
SI MD LI MD MD LI SI MD SI SI 
SI MD LI LI LI LI SI MD MD SI 
SI LI SI SI MD LI SI MD LI MD 
SI LI SI MD LI LI SI LI SI SI 
SI LI SI LI LI LI SI LI MD SI 
SI LI MD SI LI LI SI LI LI MD 
SI LI MD MD LI LI MD SI SI SI 
SI LI MD LI LI LI MD SI MD MD 
SI LI LI SI LI LI MD SI LI MD 
SI LI LI MD LI LI MD MD SI MD 
SI LI LI LI LI LI MD MD MD MD 
MD SI SI SI SI LI MD MD LI MD 
MD SI SI MD SI LI MD LI SI MD 
MD SI SI LI MD LI MD LI MD MD 
MD SI MD SI SI LI MD LI LI MD 
MD SI MD MD MD LI LI SI SI MD 
MD SI MD LI MD LI LI SI MD LI 
MD SI LI SI SI LI LI SI LI LI 
MD SI LI MD MD LI LI MD SI MD 
MD SI LI LI MD LI LI MD MD LI 
MD MD SI SI SI LI LI MD LI LI 
MD MD SI MD MD LI LI LI SI LI 
MD MD SI LI MD LI LI LI MD LI 
MD MD MD SI MD LI LI LI LI LI 
MD MD MD MD MD 
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As discussed in the previous section. (2n+l)k linguistic input vectors resulted trom X. 
A linguistic input vector is a set of fuzzy premises. Rules from the fuzzy rule bank are 
applied to each single premise set to conclude a fuzzy variable. In corresponding to the 
(2n+l )k premise sets. (2n+l)k conclusions result. A subscript is employed to number these 
conclusions, so these conclusions can be expressed as 
[Vi- 9: <P<2n~i)k]'-
Correspondingly, the center values of these linguistic variables are 
/ /"< M > I /"*( Y) \! 
' ' 
The membership value of a concluded linguistic variable is determined as 
,UP = min( ju^ ./.I^ LI^ ) r \ f j  e [1.2 (2/7 + 1);  ]. (14) 
where (.il0J is the membership value of the jth concluded linguistic variable: (|.i>.|. u>.; u>k), 
are the features of the input vector of membership values pj. Therefore, membership values 
corresponding to the concluded linguistic variables are 
(,U<p. •/'«>; ^ ' 
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4.3. Defuzzification 
The defuzzification process extracts a crispy value from the inferred output set of 
linguistic variables. The extracted crispy value is the predicted value for the input vector. 
This study adapts the Centra id of Area Method (COA) [26] for the defuzzification process. 
This method is defined as 
(2zi-l)* 
I 
} = —  j 
X/y 7=1 
where Y is the predicted output value of the input set (X|. X] Xk). which is the surface 
roughness in this study; 1 is the center value of fuzzy region tp of the jlh concluded 
linguistic variable. 
5. Accuracy Calculation 
Two levels of accuracy were calculated to measure the closeness of the predicted 
value to the measured value. The first was the accuracy of the predicted value from each 
input data set. or the individual accuracy. The individual accuracy was obtained by dividing 
the absolute difference of the predicted and the measured values by the measured value as 
. - 1 ,  ( % )  =  ( ! - -
\ Y - R \  
R  
100.  1 6 )  
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where A, is the individual accuracy. Y is the predicted value, and R is the measured value for 
the surface roughness. 
The second level of accuracy was the model accuracy. The model accuracy was the 
average of all individual accuracy values as shown below: 
where .1 is the model accuracy and V is the total number of data sets tested. 
6. Computation of Fuzzy Logic Inference 
A computer program was developed to efficiently and precisely apply the fuzzy logic 
inference process. The program was designed with Microsoft Visual Basic. Figure 8 shows 
the computation process of inference. 
The rule bank was first formed by studying the Setup data and applying the 
researcher's past experiences. The rules were arranged in a single set as "f,. s,. d,. v,. r,." 
meaning "if (fj. Sj. dj. Vj). then n." and stored in a file. When the program ran. the rules were 
read set-by-set. A function n = Rule(fj. Sj. dj. v,. n) was set simultaneously. 
The raw data was also arranged and read set-by-set. Each value in a set w as checked 
against its fuzzy regions so that two fuzzy variable and membership values were assigned to 
it with Equation 4. Then, a loop was started in order to apply the corresponding fuzzy values 
of R from the rule bank to each of the 16 sets of fuzzy variables. Simultaneously, two sums, 
the sum of the 16 membership values and the sum of the products of the core value and the 
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membership value, were computed. After the loop was done, the predicted Ra value was 
calculated. 
7. Model Accuracy 
The fuzzy logic model was set with the rule banks generated from the researcher's 
experiences and observations of the Setup data sets. Two rule banks were formed for the two 
different tools, respectively. The corresponding rule bank was applied when testing the 
model accuracy. Since both the Setup and Testing data sets were tested for model accuracy, 
four model accuracy values resulted (Table 4). 
Table 4. Model accuracy of each data group 
Setup 16 Setup31 Testl6 Test31 Average 
Data sets 162 162 54 54 
— 
Model accuracy 87.310'1 87.803" 93.734b 93.378" 90.559 
Standard deviation 9.591 13.957 4.335 9.399 
— 
J
'
b  There was no significant difference within a or b at p=0.6. 
but there was significant difference between a and b at p-0.001. 
As shown in Table 4. the prediction accuracy of the model is basically high. The 
accuracy values for both Test data sets are all above 93%. Even though the accuracy values 
for the Setup data sets are 87.3% and 87.8%. the average accuracy of the four data sets is still 
over 90%. This high prediction accuracy indicates that the surface roughness is predictable to 
a high degree by the developed fuzzy logic model from vibration data and other machining 
parameters. 
1 1 2  
No significant difference in model accuracy was found between the two tools for both 
the Setup and Test data sets. Therefore, the tool nose radius was not observed to have an 
effect on model accuracy. 
8. Conclusion 
An in-process surface roughness prediction system of a turning operation was 
developed using fuzzy logic modeling. Machining vibration and machining parameters - such 
as feed rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut - served as predictors in the system. 
Experimentally, the system was capable of making the prediction. The following are the 
findings from the study: 
1. The algorithm developed in building up the fuzzy logic model was successful, 
which brought the model the capability of achieving a prediction accuracy of over 
90%. 
2. The two fuzzy rule banks for the two tools basically reflected the dependency of 
surface roughness on vibration, feed rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut. 
3. The tool nose radius had no perceptible effect on the prediction accuracy. 
While there is room for almost 10% future improvement in prediction accuracy, the 
next step of the study will be to work on the improvement of the fuzzy rule bank to reflect 
more precisely the relationship between surface roughness and its predictors. 
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CHAPTER 6. A FUZZY-NETS-BASED IN-PROCESS SURFACE 
ROUGHNESS PREDICTION SYSTEM IN TURNING OPERATIONS 
A paper to be submitted for publication in the Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing 
Luke H. Huang and Joseph C. Chen 
Abstract 
A Fuzzy-Nets-based in-process surface roughness prediction (FISRP) system was 
developed to predict surface roughness in turning operations in a real lime on-line fashion. 
The input variables of the FISRP system were machining parameters, such as feed rate, 
spindle speed, depth of cut. and machining vibration per revolution. An accelerometer was 
used to gather the vibration signal on line in a real time manner. Two groups of data collected 
for two cutters with nose radii of 0.016 and 0.031 inches, respectively, were employed in the 
study. Fuzzy nets theory has been implemented to use experimental data in developing this 
FISRP system for real time prediction. The fuzzy nets theory is a five-step learning 
mechanism of developing knowledge base for predicting surface roughness on-line in real 
time. This FISRP system was developed and tested via experiments, and has been tested to 
have an average prediction accuracy of 95.70%. 
1. Introduction 
More and more researchers have been studying methods for dev eloping intelligent 
machines, which could monitor the machine performance and machining defects while the 
machining process is taking place [1. 2. 3.4. 5]. Since surface roughness is one of the 
critical quality aspects in turning operations, there is a need to develop an in-process surface 
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roughness prediction system in turning operations before an intelligent CNC turning center 
has been developed in order to include all the quality aspects. 
Many sensor techniques have been implemented for developing in-process surface 
roughness prediction systems. Albrecht et al. [6] employed an optical system to detect the in-
process tool path on the machined surface in a milling operation. In Shiraishi and Sato's 
study [7], a rectangular He-Ne laser beam was equipped to monitor the surface as well as the 
position of the work piece. Gomavel and Bregger tried electromagnetic sensors [8 ]. They 
mounted two sensors at two opposite sides of the work piece to differentially detect the 
diameter of the work piece as well as the surface roughness. Attempts were also made to use 
ultrasound technology. Shawky and Elbestawi employed three ultrasonic sensors around a 
work piece to multi-probe the work surface [9], Cutting fluid served not only as cutting fluid 
but also as a transmitting media for the ultrasound. 
Although the previously mentioned sensor applications claimed to be successful, the 
above prediction methods employed signals to directly probe the surface. The prediction was 
based on principle that the signals traveled in an open space without barriers. Blocking of 
signal traveling could lead to inaccurate measuring. In a machining environment, however, 
chips and coolant are unavoidable and are obstacles to the signals. Therefore, these types of 
prediction methods have limitations in applications. 
Another method for obtaining in-process surface roughness is using signals that do 
not require an open traveling space, such as cutting force and machining vibration. Although 
these signals do not actually measure the machined surface as the previously discussed 
signals do. they are modeled to indirectly release the magnitude of roughness on a machined 
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surface. Detected by dynamometers, cutting force was studied in a number of experiments 
seeking models to predict tool wear or surface roughness of the work piece [10. 11. 12. 13]. 
As a natural phenomenon of machining activities, vibration is another source of 
surface roughness-related information. Two basic types of vibration have been identified: ( 1 ) 
forced vibration and (2) self-excited vibration [14]. Self-excited vibration is known as 
chatter. It is caused by the interaction of the chip-removal process and the structure of the 
machine tool, which results in disturbances in the cutting zone. Chatter oftentimes indicates 
defects on the machined surface [15. 16]. The non-homogeneous distribution of micro-
hardness present in the work material is a major random excitation source that affects the 
formation of surface irregularities [17]. Therefore, vibration, especially self-excited 
vibration, is a random factor that is associated with the machined surface roughness. 
Vibration signals collected by an accelerometer. the vibration sensor, were quite successful 1\ 
applied to predict tool wear in machining processes [18. 19. 20. 21 ]. 
Since vibration signals are indirectly related to the surface roughness of a machined 
part, modeling of vibration signals for surface roughness is a challenging process. Vibration 
signals have been applied to predict surface roughness of a machined part on a milling 
operation [22]. In that study, the signal was collected by an accelerometer that was secured 
under the work piece. By applying intelligent technologies, such as fuzzy logic and fuzzy 
nets, the researchers achieved a comprehensive accuracy for predicting surface roughness. 
Modeling vibration signals involves use of intelligent technologies because vibration 
indirectly probes surface roughness. Because fuzzy logic allows the use of fuzzy premises, or 
uncertain values, in the inference process, it is flexible and precise in dealing with non-linear 
pattern control problems. However, for the rule bank, which is the knowledge base of fuzzy 
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logic, is obtained from expert's experiences, fuzzy logic lacks the ability of self-learning. 
Fuzzy nets technology marries the fuzzy logic's reasoning process and neural network's self-
learning capability. So. fuzzy nets has the ability to extract fuzzy rules from the input data 
and apply these rules in the fuzzy reasoning process. Therefore, use of fuzzy nets is 
appropriate for developing intelligent machines [23]. 
Although vibration information is successfully applied in predicting surface 
roughness of a work piece in a milling operation using intelligent machining technology a 
turning operation is different from a milling operation in many respects, such as cutting style 
and tool topography. Therefore, further research has to be done to determine a surface 
roughness prediction model for turning operations. The objective of this study is to develop a 
Fuzzv-Nets-based In-Process Surface Roughness Prediction (FISRP) system for turning 
operations. The vibration information along with cutting parameters, feed rate, spindle speed, 
and depth of cut. are key input variables for the prediction system. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: The second section explains the 
experimental setup and the data sampling process. The third section describes the structure 
and architecture of the FISRP system. The fourth section presents the tests and results of the 
FISRP system in experiments while the last section gives the conclusion. 
2. Experimental Setup 
In correspondence to the goal of the study, the experiment was designed to collect 
data in order to train and test the FISRP system. Before conduct the fuzzy-nets approach 
system, the hardware setup, data sampling design, and the process of vibration signals were 
tested and verified. 
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2.1. Hardware setup 
The hardware setup of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. On an Enterprise 1550 
lathe, which was made by Mysore Kirloskar. Inc. in Karnataka. India, two sensing systems 
were mounted. The accelerometer (PCB356B08. PCB Piezotronics. Depew. NY) was 
secured at the tool holder beneath the insert. The vibration signals generated by the 
accelerometer are electronic voltages. These signals impose on the DC voltage level from the 
signal conditioner (480E02, PCB Piezotronics. Depew. NY) to a decoupling capacitor that 
removes the DC voltage level within the signal conditioner, leaving only the signal for output 
to the analog to digital (A/D) converter (OMB-Daqbook/100. Omega Engineering. Inc.. 
Stamford. CT). The A/D converter was connected to a computer that was dedicated to 
collecting the signals and converting them. Simultaneously, a proximity sensor (922ACU8Y1. 
Honeywell. Inc.. Minneapolis. MN). which sat over the chuck, counted the spindle rotation 
by detecting the holes on the chuck. The signal from the proximity sensor was also sent to a 
channel in the A/D converter. The hardware-wiring chart is shown in Figure 2. 
Accelerometi 
11 Proximity 
'i'Sensor 
Figure 1. Experimental hardware set up 
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Figure 2. The hardware-wiring ehart. 
The lathe was modified by adding a digital readout device (Wizard A171-10000 100. 
Anilam Electronic Corporation. Miami. FL). With the device, the position of the tool could 
be displayed digitally within ten-thousandths of an inch in both the axial and radial directions 
with reference to the zero point to which the operator sets. The work piece specimen was 1 -
inch diameter 6061T2 aluminum with 2 inches long. The work piece was held by the lathe 
chuck as shown in Figures 1 and 3. Each piece was pre-cut to have 0.98 inches in diameter 
to reduce the variation of the diameter of the material. Then, one more cut with the 
designated depth of cut was taken place. The vibration data were collected when the tool cut 
to approximately 1.25 inches (measuring zone) from the chuck (Figure 3). 
After each cut. the surface roughness measurements were conducted with a stylus 
type surface gauge (Pocket Surf I. by Federal Products Corporation). Each piece was 
measured ten times randomly around the measuring zone, as shown in Figure 3. Then, the 
average of these ten measurements becomes the surface roughness output data. 
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Figure 3. Work piece setup. 
2.2. Experimental design for data sampling 
The machining parameters consisted of feed rate (F). spindle speed (S). and depth of 
cut (D). In the training data set. the feed rate had six levels, while the spindle speed and the 
depth of cut both had three. The testing data sets were independent from the training set. 
There were three levels for feed rate and spindle speed and two levels for depth of eut. The 
experimental design for data sampling is shown in Table l. 
Data were sampled for two cutter conditions, cutter with a nose radius of 0.016 inches 
and cutter with a nose radius of 0.031 inches. For each cutter condition, two groups of data 
were collected, one for training the system (162 sets) and the other for testing the system ( 54 
sets). Identifications of data groups are 
1. Train 16 - training data for the tool with a tool nose radius 0.016 in. 
2. Train31 - training data for the tool with a tool nose radius 0.031 in. 
3. Testl6 - testing data for the tool with a tool nose radius 0.016 in. and 
4. Test31 - testing data for the tool with a tool nose radius 0.031 in. 
1 2 2  
Table 1. The experimental design for data sampling. 
Variable Sampling points 
Training 
F (in/min) 1.5.2.4.3.4.4.4.5.4.6.7 
S (rpm) 640.840. 1000 
D (in) 0.010. 0.020. 0.030 
V (v) varies 
Ra (uin) dependent variable 
Testing 
F (in/min) 2.0.3.8.6.2 
S (rpm) 630.840. 1000 
D (in) 0.015.0.025 
V (v) varies 
Ra (f-iin) dependent variable 
2.3. Software setup for collecting vibration signals 
After hardware was properly setup, data could be collected. As shown in figure 1. an 
accelerometer and a proximity sensor were set to collect vibration signals and spindle 
spinning signals with the DaqView program (Omega Engineering. Inc.. Stamford. CT). The 
vibration signals were electrical voltages generated by the accelerometer sensor. These 
voltages oscillated in responding to machining vibration. The proximity sensor, which uas a 
switch type sensor, open the circuit when there was no ferrous material such as a hole on the 
chuck got close to it and remained close in the rest of time. Therefore, a pulse signal was 
responsible to a hole on the chuck. Since there were six holes on the chuck, six pulse signals 
were responsible to a revolution of the spindle. Because these revolution signals were 
collected with the vibration signals simultaneously, these revolution signals labeled the 
vibration signal in each spindle revolution as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Signals from the accelerometer and the proximity sensor. 
With the revolution signals, the collected vibration signals were divided in length of a 
spindle revolution. The average voltage of vibration amplitude of each revolution was 
obtained as 
-1 i-^ J-li-l Ik 
( 1 )  
where v, is the average voltage of vibration amplitude of the ith revolution, v, is the jth 
single signal voltage, k is the number of signals in a revolution. Absolute values were taken 
for the differences between each voltage value and v,. The mean of these absolute values in 
a revolution was computed as the average vibration amplitude in this study as shown below. 
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"• )=<i-i ik 
( 2 )  
where V is the average vibration amplitude of a revolution. 
After the experimental setup for the development of the FISRP system, the fuzzy-nets 
approach methodology should be introduced. 
3. The Architecture of the FISRP System 
The system has three parts, as shown in Figure 5. They are: ( 1 ) data processing and 
input. (2) prediction model, and (3) data output. Feed rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut are 
preset parameters. The vibration signals are generated and collected in a machining process 
and computed to average vibration amplitude of each spindle revolution with the revolution 
signals from the proximity sensor. At this point, all the data are ready to input. The fuzzy -
nets-based prediction model is the major part of the system. The input data sets are first 
converted to fuzzy variables and degrees to be prepared for the following fuzzy algorisms. 
Depending on the purpose setting, the fuzzified inputs either goes through fuzzy inference to 
output a predicted destination value or gets into the fuzzy nets algorism to generate fuzzy 
rules, the knowledge base. The latter sets up and keeps update the knowledge base of the 
system. This fuzzy nets algorism is a five-layer structure and can be illustrated with Figure 6. 
The proposed FISRP system thus has the ability to (I) process an input vector into an output 
that predicts the destination variable and (2) learn from the inputs so that its knowledge base 
is self-updated from time to time. The Fuzzy-Nets learning procedure for the FISRP system 
consists of five steps and is summarized as below [23]. 
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Work piec Accelerometcr 
Vibratio Censor 
Spindle^T Proximity 
Rotation Sensor 
Machining 
Parameters 
Spindle Speed 
Feed Rate 
Depth ol Cut 
1 1 1 1 1 
\r. 1 1 1 X 
-t-
c. 1 
t 1 1 
The 5-layer 
Fuzzy-nets-base 
system 
(See Figure 6) 
Surface 
Rouizhness 
Data Processing anil Input Prediction Model > Data Output 
Figure 5. Structure ofthe Fuzzy-Nets based In-process Surface 
Roughness Prediction (FISRP) System. 
Centriod 
Deffuzzification 
Figure 6. The five layer structure of the fuzzy nets algorism [23]. 
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Step 1 : Divide the Input Space into Fuzzy Regions 
The input vector (X) of this system consists of feed rate (F), spindle speed (S). depth of cut 
(D). and average vibration amplitude (V). The input vector X is given as 
X = [F.S. D. V], VF e [F'. F* ].S e [S'.S* ].D e [D~. D* ]. V e [V . V" ]. 
Domain intervals of machining parameters were determined based on the machining 
capability. The ranges of these machining parameters are as follows: feed rate (inmin) [ 1.5. 
6.7]. spindle speed (rpm) [630. 1000]. depth of cut (in) [0.01. 0.03]. The average vibration 
amplitude (V) shown in Eq. (2) has ranges of [0.079. 0.294] and [0.045. 0.363] in voltage for 
Train 16 and Train31. respectively, from the experiments. 
Each domain interval is evenly divided into 2n+l regions and denoted as S„. S„.| S|. MD. 
L| L„.|. and Ln, which are linguistic variables of the input feature and represent Small n. 
Small n-1 Small 1. Medium. Large 1 Large n-1. and Large n. respectively. A 
triangular membership function is applied to each region so that the spread w idth of the 
triangular membership function is given, by taking feed rate as an example, as 
where Wp is the spread width of triangular membership functions of F. Since F" = 1.5. and F 
is 6.7. and n begins with 1. then, the Wp is 2.6 (in/min). 
Center points of the linguistic variables (C'FSnl C <hs''.C<FMD'.CFL|' C'/" ' ) are 
1 2 7  
(F" F" +(n-l)WF. F .F' -(n-1 )WF F"). 
respectively. Similarly, the spread widths and center points for the rest of input parameters 
could be found as listed in Table 2. Figure 7 shows the membership functions, ranges, and 
center points for each input variable. 
After the membership functions of input vector have been identified ( Figure 7 ). 
experiments were taken place and the ranges of surface roughness were found to be 35.83 to 
87.46 (jain) for Train 16 and 27.78 to 72.17 (jiin) for Train31. Using this range and similarly 
treated as the input parameters, the membership function of the output R., is defined as show n 
in Figure 8. 
u< 0 n(s 
MD MD 
0.84 
ma 
ma 
mi 
0.154 
min F 1F=3j 
6.7 (in/min) 2.8 4.1 5.4 630 815 1000 (rpm) 
(b) Membership functions of spindle speed 
1.5 
(a) Membership functions of feed rate 
MD MD 
ma ma 
mi 
mi V=i 
(in) 0.02 0.03 0.01 
(c) Membership functions of depth of cut (d) Membership functions of average 
vibration amplitude 
Figure 7. Plots of triangular membership functions of input features and the output class. 
1 2 8  
Table 2. Center values of fuzzy regions 
Center values of Train 16 Center values of Train] 1 
Variable 
Spread SI MD LI Spread SI MD LI 
F (in/min) 2.6 1.5 4.1 6.7 2.6 1.5 4.1 6.7 
S (rpm) 185 630 815 1000 185 630 815 1000 
0 (in) 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 
V (v) 0.108 0.079 0.186 0.294 0.159 0.045 0.204 0.363 
Ra (M-in) 25.82 35.83 61.65 87.46 22.20 27.78 49.98 72.17 
1 
max 
min 
0 
Figure 8. 
Step 2: Generate Fuzzy Rules from Input-output Given Data Pairs 
After 162 experiments, input-output data pairs, defined as 
[F.S.D.V.RJ 
S, MD L 
35°83 48.74 61.65 74.56 87.46 (|iin) 
Membership functions of surface roughness. 
(Example for R in Train 16) 
were generated. Using these input-output data pairs, one could generate fuzzy rules for the 
FISRP system as 
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IF [F is P. S is s*. D is d*, V is v*] THEN [Ra is ra*j. 
where f*. s*. d*. v*. and ra* are linguistic variables of F. S. D. V and Ra. respectively. 
Degrees of each feature of the input-output data pair are given to all regions with triangular 
membership functions (Figure 2). which, by taking F as an example, is 
where a is one of S„. Sn-t S|. MD. L, Ln-i. and L„. fis a value in the domain interval 
[F". F*]. p'|.'"(f) denotes degree of linguistic variable a of F corresponding to f. For example, 
when the input feed rate is 5 in/min. three fuzzy degrees associated to three membership 
functions are resulting ja'Fs,,(5) = 0. jj'fMDi(5) = 0.654. and p'/''(5) = 0.346 (Figure 2). 
Each feature in the input-output data pair is assigned degrees to all its linguistic 
variables. The linguistic variable with the highest degree is assigned to the feature. All 
features in an input-output data pair are assigned a linguistic variable as well as a degree. For 
example, a data pair [5.0. 715. 0.029. 0.235. 34.0] can be expressed as 
pT(f)= I- lzÇ£!. f e(Cr.C|.!" + W,: ]. 
W,; 
(6) 
0 Otherwise 
[F(5.0e MD. max). S(715eSi. max). D(0.029eLi. max). V(0.235eMD. max). 
Ra(34.0eS|. max)]. 
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as shown in Figures 7 and 8. This data pair generates a rule, which is 
IF (F is MD A S is S, A D is L, A V is MD) THEN (Ra is S,) 
where A is the logic operator AND in logic control. This rule says that all the premises must 
be satisfied simultaneously to have the output S, to occur. The meaning of Si depends on the 
definition of the linguistic variable. In this study. S| of surface roughness means a smooth 
surface. When adequate rules are generated, the rule bank is set. 
Step 3: Avoid Conflicting Rules 
The generated fuzzy rules may conflict each other. A conflict is defined as in two or 
more generated fuzzy rules, the premise sets are the same but the conclusions are not. 
For example, one data pair generates a rule as 
Rule P: IF (F is MD A S is Si A D is Li A V is MD) THEN (Ra is S,). 
Another data set generates another rule as 
Rule Q: IF (F is MD A S is S, A D is L, A V is MD) THEN (Ra is MD). 
Then. Rule P and Rule Q conflict each other. 
To solve the conflict, credibility is employed to evaluate the acceptability of a 
generated fuzzy rule. For example, degrees of Rule P and Rule Q are given as: 
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CrP = HF 
CrQ = K'-^-K'-HvD-H"D. 
The following strategy is applied to determine the winner. A user-defined parameter 6 
is decided as 0 < ô < 0.05. If the magnitude of the deviation jCrP - CrQj > <5. the rule having 
greater credit is set the rule in the rule bank, while the other one is rejected. In case that CrP 
- CrQ| < Ô. parameter n in Eq. 4 needs to be increased by 1 to divide more fuzzy regions of 
features in the input-output data pair. Consequently. 3 fuzzy regions (n = 1 ) for one 
parameter would become 5 regions (n=2). This causes that fuzzy regions have higher 
resolution. Then, all the training data need to go through the whole procedure (Steps 1 to 5 ) 
until all conflicting rules are solved. In this study, conflicting occurred when n = 3 and <5 = 
0.01. As a result of solving the conflict, fuzzy regions of parameters F. V and Ra became 5 
while those of S and D remained 3. 
Step 4: Develop a Combined Fuzzy Rule Base 
Because there are four input variables in the FISRP system, two 4-dimensional fuzzy 
rule banks were generated through this Fuzzy-nets approach. In order to illustrate the 
development of these fuzzy rule banks, a two-dimensional rule bank example is given as 
shown in Figure 9. For the operator in a fuzzy rule is AND. only one rule fills a cell. For 
example, when a rule "IF F is Si AND V is MD. THEN Ra is S:" is obtained from a data 
pair. S: fills in cell (S|. MD). and so on so forth. 
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,V 
L2 
LI <Q> 
MD Si 
SI 
S2 
F 
r>ox>ri 
St S i MD L i Lj 
Figure 9. Illustration of a 2-dimension fuzzy rule array 
This study generated two rule banks, one for the cutter with a nose radius of 0.016 
inches and other for the cutter with a nose radius of 0.031 inches. Since 225 rules were 
needed in the rule bank and there were only 162 data sets in the train data, there were no 
rules generated for 121 cells in the rule bank array for Train 16 and 125 cells for Train3l. 
These cells were filled manually. From the observation on the generated rules, the linguistic 
variables of Ra are mostly the same as that of F. This agrees with a previous finding that 
surface roughness of the work piece is heavily affected by the feed rate [24]. According to 
this evidence, the blank cells of Ra were filled with the same linguistic variables of F from 
the same rule. For example. Rule 1 in Table 3 was an empty rule after the training. S2. 
which was the linguistic variable of F from this empty rule, was filled for Ra. The two 
complete rule banks are given in Tables 3 and 4 with the manually filled linguistic variables 
in italic. 
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Table 3. Fuzzy rule bank for the tool with a nose radius of 0.016 inches 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
(V) 
Surface 
Roughness 
(Ra) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
(V)" 
Surface 
Roughness 
(Rj 
1 SI S2 SI S2 S2 39 SI MD MD LI MD 
SI S2 SI SI S2 40 SI MD MD L2 MD 
3 SI S2 SI MD S2 41 SI MD LI S2 MD 
4 SI S2 SI LI S2 42 SI MD LI SI MD 
5 SI S2 SI L2 S2 43 SI MD LI MD MD 
6 SI S2 MD S2 S2 44 SI MD LI LI MD 
7 SI S2 MD SI SI 45 SI MD LI L2 MD 
8 SI S2 MD MD MD 46 SI LI SI S2 1.2 
9 SI S2 MD LI SI 47 SI LI SI SI LI 
10 SI S2 MD L2 SI 48 SI LI SI MD MI) 
11 SI S2 LI S2 SI 49 SI LI SI LI LI 
12 SI S2 LI SI SI 50 SI LI SI L2 LI 
13 SI S2 LI MD SI 51 SI LI MD S 2 LI 
14 SI S2 LI LI SI 52 SI LI MD SI 1.2 
15 St S2 LI L2 SI 53 SI LI MD MD Ml) 
16 SI SI SI S2 S2 54 SI LI MD LI l.l 
17 SI SI SI SI MD 55 SI LI MD L2 LI 
18 SI SI SI MD SI 56 SI LI LI S2 l.l 
19 SI SI SI LI SI 57 SI LI LI SI l . l  
20 SI SI SI L2 SI 58 SI LI LI MD l.l 
21 SI SI MD S2 SI 59 SI LI LI LI l.l 
22 SI SI MD SI SI 60 SI LI LI L2 LI 
23 SI SI MD MD SI 61 SI L2 SI S2 L2 
24 SI SI MD LI SI 62 SI L2 SI SI L.l  
25 SI SI MD L2 SI 63 SI L2 SI MD 1.2 
26 SI SI LI S2 SI 64 SI L2 SI LI 1.2 
27 SI SI LI SI SI 65 SI L2 SI L2 1.2 
28 SI SI LI MD SI 66 SI L2 MD S2 MD 
29 SI SI LI LI SI 67 SI L2 MD SI 1.2 
30 SI SI LI L2 SI 68 SI L2 MD MD L2 
31 SI MD SI S2 MD 69 SI L2 MD LI L2 
32 SI MD SI SI MD 70 SI L2 MD L2 1.2 
33 SI MD SI MD MD 71 SI L2 Li S2 L2 
34 SI MD SI LI MD 72 SI L2 LI SI LI 
35 SI MD SI L2 MD 73 SI L2 LI MD 1.2 
36 SI MD MD S2 MD 74 SI L2 LI LI L2 
37 SI MD MD SI MD 75 SI L2 LI L2 L2 
38 SI MD MD MD MD 76 MD S2 SI S2 SI 
Table 3. (continued) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
(V) 
Surface 
Roughness 
(R,) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
( V f  
Surface 
Rouuhness 
iR.,> 
77 MD S2 SI SI SI 115 MD MD MD L2 M D  
78 MD S2 SI MD SI 116 MD MD LI S2 M D  
79 MD S2 SI LI S 2  117 MD MD LI SI M D  
80 MD S2 SI L2 SI 118 MD MD LI MD M D  
81 MD S2 MD S2 S 2  119 MD MD LI LI LI 
82 MD S2 MD SI S2 120 MD MD LI 1.2 M D  
83 MD S2 MD MD S  2  121 MD LI SI S2 MD 
84 MD S2 MD LI S 2  122 MD LI SI SI MD 
85 MD S2 MD L2 52 123 MD LI SI MD MD 
86 MD S2 LI S2 S 2  124 MD LI SI LI MD 
87 MD S2 LI SI S 2  125 MD LI SI L2 MD 
88 MD S2 LI MD S2 126 MD LI MD S2 MD 
8 9  MD S2 LI LI S2 127 MD LI MD SI MD 
9 0  MD S2 LI L2 S 2  128 MD LI MD MD MD 
9 1  MD SI SI S2 S !  129 MD LI MD LI M D  
92 MD SI SI SI SI 130 MD LI MD L2 M D  
93 MD SI SI MD S2 131 MD LI LI S2 MD 
94 MD SI SI LI S I  132 MD LI LI SI MD 
95 MD SI SI L2 S I  133 MD LI LI MD MD 
96 MD SI MD S2 S I  134 MD LI LI LI LI 
97 MD SI MD SI S I  135 MD LI LI L2 L I  
98 MD SI MD MD MD 136 MD L2 SI S2 MD 
99 MD SI MD LI MD 137 MD L2 SI SI LI 
100 MD SI MD L2 S I  138 MD L2 SI MD L.I 
101 MD SI LI S2 S I  139 MD L2 SI LI 1.1 
102 MD SI LI SI S I  140 MD L2 SI L2 LI 
103 MD SI LI MD MD 141 MD L2 MD S2 LI 
104 MD SI LI LI MD 142 MD L2 MD SI LI 
105 MD SI LI L2 S I  143 MD L2 MD MD L2 
106 MD MD SI S2 M D  144 MD L2 MD LI LI 
107 MD MD SI SI M D  145 MD L2 MD L2 L 2  
108 MD MD SI MD MD 146 MD L2 LI S2 L 2  
109 MD MD SI LI M D  147 MD L2 LI S I  LI 
110 MD MD SI L2 M D  148 MD L2 LI MD L2 
111 MD MD MD S2 M D  149 MD L2 LI LI L 2  
112 MD MD MD SI M D  150 MD L2 LI L2 L 2  
113 MD MD MD MD MD 151 LI S2 S I  S2 .ST 
114 MD MD MD LI M D  152 LI S2 SI SI S 2  
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Table 3. (continued) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
( S )  
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
( V f  
Surface 
Roughness 
( R « )  
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
( S )  
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
( V f  
Surface 
Roughness 
< R . , >  
153 LI S2 S I  MD S2 190 LI MD MD L2 MD 
154 LI S2 SI LI S 2  191 L I  MD LI S2 M D  
155 LI S2 S I  L2 S 2  192 LI MD LI S I  M D  
156 LI S2 MD S2 S 2  193 LI MD LI MD M D  
157 LI S2 MD SI S 2  194 LI MD LI LI M D  
158 LI S2 MD MD S2 195 LI MD LI L2 MD 
159 LI S2 MD LI S 2  196 LI LI S I  S2 MD 
160 LI S2 MD L2 S 2  197 LI LI SI S I  MD 
161 LI S2 LI S2 S 2  198 LI LI S I  MD MD 
162 LI S2 LI SI S 2  199 LI LI SI LI MD 
163 LI S2 LI MD S2 200 LI LI S I  L2 MD 
164 LI S2 LI LI S 2  201 LI LI MD S2 MD 
165 LI S2 LI L2 S 2  202 LI LI MD SI MD 
166 LI S I  S I  S2 S I  203 LI LI MD MD MD 
167 LI SI SI S I  MD 204 LI LI MD LI MD 
168 LI SI SI MD SI 205 LI LI MD L2 1.1 
169 LI SI SI LI S I  206 LI LI LI S2 I . I  
170 LI S I  SI L2 S I  207 LI LI LI SI L I  
171 LI SI MD S2 S I  208 LI LI LI MD L I  
172 LI SI MD S I  S I  209 LI LI LI LI 1 . 2  
173 LI S I  MD MD S I  210 LI LI LI 1.2 MD 
174 LI SI MD LI S 2  211 LI L2 SI S 2  LI 
175 LI SI MD L2 S I  212 LI L2 SI SI 1.1 
176 LI S I  LI S2 S I  213 LI L2 SI MD LI 
177 LI SI L I  S I  S I  214 LI L2 S I  LI L2 
178 LI S I  LI MD MD 215 LI L2 SI L2 LI 
179 LI S I  LI LI S I  216 LI L2 MD S2 L 2  
180 LI S I  LI L2 S2 217 LI L2 MD SI L 2  
181 LI MD S I  S2 M D  218 LI L2 MD MD L 2  
182 LI MD S I  S I  MD 219 LI L2 MD LI L 2  
183 LI MD S I  MD M D  220 LI L2 MD L2 L2 
184 LI MD SI LI M D  221 LI L2 LI S2 L 2  
185 LI MD S I  L2 M D  i i t  LI L2 LI SI L 2  
186 LI MD MD S2 M D  223 LI L2 LI MD 1.2 
187 LI MD MD S I  M D  224 LI L2 LI LI 1.2 
188 LI MD MD MD M D  225 LI L2 LI L2 L2 
189 LI MD MD LI MD 
1 
Linguistic variables in italics were filled manually. 
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Table 4. Fuzzy rule bank for the tool with a nose radius of 0.031 inches 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
(V) 
Surface 
Roughness 
(R) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
( V f  
Surface 
Roughness 
(R> 
1 SI S2 SI S2 S 2  39 SI MD MD LI M D  
i  SI S2 SI SI S 2  40 SI MD MD L2 M D  
3 SI S2 SI MD S2 41 SI MD LI S2 M D  
4 SI S2 SI LI S 2  42 SI MD LI SI M D  
5 SI S2 SI L2 S 2  43 SI MD LI MD MD 
6 SI S2 MD S2 S 2  44 SI MD LI LI M D  
7 SI S2 MD SI S 2  45 SI MD LI L2 M D  
8 SI S2 MD MD SI 46 SI LI SI S2 L I  
9 SI S2 MD LI S 2  47 SI LI SI SI LI 
10 SI S2 MD L2 S 2  48 SI LI SI MD MD 
1 1 SI S2 LI S2 S 2  49 SI LI SI LI L I  
12 SI S2 LI SI S 2  50 SI LI SI L2 L I  
13 SI S2 LI MD S2 51 SI LI MD S2 L I  
14 SI S2 LI LI S  2  52 SI LI MD SI L I  
15 SI S2 LI L2 S 2  53 SI LI MD MD LI 
16 SI SI SI S2 MD 54 SI LI MD LI 1.2 
17 SI SI SI SI MD 55 SI LI MD L2 LI 
18 SI SI SI MD MD 56 SI LI LI S2 L I  
19 SI SI SI LI S I  57 SI LI LI SI 1.2 
20 SI SI SI L2 S I  58 SI LI LI MD MD 
21 SI SI MD S2 S I  59 SI LI LI LI 1.2 
22 SI SI MD SI S /  60 SI LI LI L2 L I  
23 SI SI MD MD MD 61 SI L2 SI S2 L.I 
24 SI SI MD LI S2 62 SI L2 SI SI 1.1 
25 SI SI MD L2 S /  63 SI L2 SI MD LI 
26 SI SI LI S2 S i  64 SI L2 SI LI L 2  
27 SI SI LI SI S i  65 SI L2 SI L2 1.2 
28 SI SI LI MD MD 66 SI L2 MD S2 L 2  
29 SI SI LI LI MD 67 SI L2 MD SI 1.2 
30 SI SI LI L2 MD 68 SI L2 MD MD LI 
31 SI MD SI S2 M D  69 SI L2 MD LI L 2  
32 SI MD SI SI MD 70 SI L2 MD L2 L 2  
33 SI MD SI MD M D  71 SI L2 LI S2 L 2  
34 SI MD SI LI M D  72 SI L2 LI SI L2 
35 SI MD SI L2 M D  73 SI L2 LI MD 1.2 
36 SI MD MD S2 M D  74 SI L2 LI LI L 2  
37 SI MD MD SI M D  75 SI L2 LI L2 L 2  
38 SI MD MD MD MD 76 MD S2 SI S2 S 2  
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Table 4. (continued) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
( V f  
Surface 
Roughness 
(R) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
(Vf 
Surface 
Roughness 
( R l  
77 MD S2 SI SI S2 115 MD MD MD L2 M D  
78 MD S2 SI MD S 2  116 MD MD LI S2 I I D  
79 MD S2 SI LI S 2  117 MD MD LI SI M D  
80 MD S2 SI L2 S 2  118 MD MD LI MD M D  
81 MD S2 MD S2 S 2  119 MD MD LI LI MD 
82 MD S2 MD SI S 2  120 MD MD LI L2 LI 
83 MD S2 MD MD S 2  121 MD LI SI S2 L I  
84 MD S2 MD LI SI 122 MD LI SI SI MD 
85 MD S2 MD L2 S 2  123 MD LI SI MD 1.1 
86 MD S2 LI S2 S 2  124 MD LI SI LI 1.2 
87 MD S2 LI SI S 2  125 MD LI SI L2 L I  
88 MD S2 LI MD SI 126 MD LI MD S2 LI 
89 MD S2 LI LI S 2  127 MD LI MD SI 1 .2 
90 MD S2 LI L2 S 2  128 MD LI MD MD 1 .1 
91 MD SI SI S2 S I  129 MD LI MD LI L2 
92 MD SI SI SI M D  130 MD LI MD L2 MD 
93 MD S I  SI MD MD 131 MD LI LI S2 1.1 
94 MD SI SI LI MD 132 MD LI LI SI M D  
95 MD SI SI L2 S I  133 MD LI LI MD 1.1 
96 MD SI MD S2 S I  134 MD LI LI LI 1.1 
97 MD SI MD SI S I  135 MD LI LI L2 L.2 
98 M D  SI MD MD S2 136 MD L2 S I  S2 L.I 
99 MD SI MD LI MD 137 MD L2 S I  SI LI 
100 M D  SI M D  L2 S I  138 M D  L2 SI MD LI 
101 MD SI LI S2 S I  139 MD L2 S I  LI L 2  
102 MD S I  LI SI S I  140 MD L.2 S I  L2 L 2  
103 MD SI LI M D  S2 141 MD L2 MD S2 1.2 
104 MD SI LI LI SI 142 MD L2 MD S I  L 2  
105 M D  SI LI L2 MD 143 MD L2 MD MD L2 
106 MD MD SI S2 M D  144 M D  L2 MD LI L2 
107 M D  MD SI S I  MD 145 M D  L2 MD L2 L 2  
108 MD MD SI MD MD 146 MD L2 LI S2 L 2  
109 MD MD SI LI M D  147 MD L2 LI SI L 2  
110 MD MD SI L2 M D  148 MD L2 LI MD LI 
I I I  MD M D  M D  S2 M D  149 MD L2 LI LI L 2  
112 MD MD MD S I  M D  150 M D  L2 LI L2 1.2 
113 MD MD MD MD M D  151 LI S2 S I  S2 S 2  
114 MD MD MD LI MD 152 LI S2 SI SI S 2  
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Table 4. (continued) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
(vf 
Surface 
Roughness 
(R) 
No. 
Spindle 
Speed 
(S) 
Feed 
Rate 
(F) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(D) 
Vibration 
Amplitude 
Average 
(Vf 
Surface 
Roughness 
(R> 
153 LI S2 SI MD S 2  190 LI MD MD L2 M D  
154 LI 52 SI LI S2 191 LI MD LI S2 MD 
155 LI S2 SI L2 S 2  192 LI MD LI SI MD 
156 LI S2 MD S2 S 2  193 LI MD LI MD MD 
157 LI S2 MD SI S 2  194 LI MD LI LI MD 
158 LI S2 MD MD S2 195 LI MD LI L2 S2 
159 LI S2 MD LI S 2  196 LI LI SI S2 L I  
160 LI S2 MD L2 S 2  197 LI LI SI SI MD 
161 LI S2 LI S2 S 2  198 LI LI SI MD LI 
162 LI S2 LI SI S 2  199 LI LI SI LI M D 
163 LI S2 LI MD S 2  200 LI LI SI L2 L I  
164 LI S2 LI LI SI 201 LI LI MD S2 L I  
165 LI S2 LI L2 SI 202 LI LI MD SI LI 
166 LI SI SI S2 S I  203 LI LI MD MD MD 
167 LI SI SI SI S I  204 LI LI MD LI MD 
168 LI SI SI MD MD 205 LI LI MD L2 1.2 
169 LI SI SI LI S2 206 LI LI LI S2 L I  
170 LI SI SI L2 S I  207 LI LI LI SI LI 
171 LI SI MD S2 S I  208 LI LI LI MD 1.2 
172 LI SI MD SI S I  209 LI LI LI LI LI 
173 LI SI MD MD MD 210 LI LI LI L2 L2 
174 LI SI MD LI MD 211 LI L2 SI S2 1.1 
175 LI SI MD L2 S2 212 LI L2 SI SI LI 
176 LI SI LI S2 S I  213 LI L2 SI MD 1.2 
177 LI SI LI SI S I  214 LI L2 SI LI L 2  
178 LI SI LI MD MD 215 LI L2 SI L2 L 2  
179 LI SI LI LI SI 216 LI L2 MD S2 1.2 
180 LI SI LI L2 S I  217 LI L2 MD SI 1.2 
181 LI MD SI S2 M D  218 LI L2 MD MD 1.2 
182 LI MD St SI M D  219 LI L2 MD LI LI 
183 LI MD SI MD MD 220 LI L2 MD L2 L 2  
184 LI MD SI LI M D  221 LI L2 LI S2 L 2  
185 LI MD Si L2 M D  222 LI L2 LI SI L 2  
186 LI MD MD S2 M D  223 LI L2 LI MD L 2  
187 LI MD MD SI M D  224 LI L2 LI LI L2 
188 LI MD MD MD MD 225 LI L2 LI L2 MD 
189 LI MD MD LI MD 
Linguistic variables in italics were filled manually. 
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Step 5: Defuzzification 
This step, so-called defuzzifiztion convert the fuzzy variables with degrees into a 
crispy output value. By applying rules from the fuzzy rule bank, each input set of linguistic 
variable results in an output linguistic variable. The degree of this linguistic variable is 
p;"=mm( Mo'.K") 
where ' is the degree of the output linguistic variable. 
The output crispy value of an input vector is the weighted sum of the center values of 
all linguistic variables concluded from the input vector divided by the sum of the degree. 
This is the Centroid of Area Method (COA) [23] method and is expressed, in this study, as 
L<c.' 
R. = 1=1 
zc,  J=l 
( S )  
where Ra' is the output crispy value. C'^ is the center value of a linguistic variable (a) for 
the output space (Ra). is the fuzzy degree of the concluded linguistic value (a) for the 
output space (Ra). n is the number of the total concluded linguistic variables. This crispy 
output value (Ra*) is the surface roughness predicted by the FIRSP system. 
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4. The Test Results for the FISRP System 
After the fuzzy rule banks have been developed, the FISRP system was tested. To 
verify the accuracy of the developed system, the predicted surface roughness from the FISRP 
system is compared with a measured surface roughness using stylus surface gauge. 
First of all. the accuracy of each individual specimen was defined as 
| R a - R j  
A,(%) = ( 1 — i— -)x 100 . (9) 
where A, is the individual accuracy. Ra' is the predicted value which was given through the 
FISRP system, and Ra is the measured surface roughness using stylus surface gauge. 
After a total of N tests, the overall accuracy of the FISRP system is given as 
< i 0 )  
where Aj is given from Eq. (9). 
4.1 Test results 
Two training data sets (Train 16 and Train] 1) were collected for modeling. 
Accordingly, two sets of rule banks (Tables 3 and 4) were obtained for data sets Train 16 and 
Train] 1. respectively. To test the system, both the training data and testing data were applied 
to obtain the model accuracy for the corresponding rule bank. As shown in Table 5. all model 
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Table 5. Model accuracy for various data sources. 
Item Train 16 Train] I Testl6 Test] 1 Average 
MEAN (%) 96.57 95.78 95.48 94.95 95.70 
STDEV (%) 3.41 4.57 3.91 ].6] 
accuracy values were over 94.95%. The over-all average value of model accuracy 
was 95.70%. This means the FISRP system could predict the surface roughness with 95.70% 
accuracy comporting with using stylus measurement equipment. 
4.2. The system accuracy effect from each parameter 
The purpose of this study was not only to find the overall accuracy of this FISRP 
system but also to evaluate the effect of each input parameter toward this FISRP system. In 
order to find out how each parameter affected the prediction accuracy of the FISRP system, 
data of each parameter was withdrawn one at a time when performing the model training and 
testing. The experimental results are listed in Table 6. Assuming that the smaller the one 
parameter-off accuracy is, the more effect the absent parameter has on the prediction, as 
shown in Table 6, the effects of the parameters are ranked, from the most to the least, as: 
feed rate, vibration, spindle speed, depth of cut. 
As can be seen here, vibration is the second most effective parameter among the four 
parameters. 
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Table 6. Model accuracy with a parameter taken off at a time. 
Data Non-off 
Accuracy without one input variable 
source S-off F-off D-off V-off 
Train 16 96.57 95.10 82.97 95.26 90.30 
Train31 95.78 94.23 83.39 9162 89.87 
Test 16 95.48 92.15 83.04 94.34 89.14 
Test31 94.95 92.16 84.81 94.43 89.00 
Average 95.70 93.41 83 55 94.41 89 58 
5. Conclusion 
A new approach of in-process surface roughness prediction (FISRP) system in 
turning operations has been setup, developed, and examined. The system showed the 
capability of predicting the surface roughness while the machining is taken place. The 
accuracy of the prediction was around 95-96%. The following^ are the findings from the 
study: 
1. The FISRP system could predict the surface roughness within different cutting 
parameter, even two different radius noses of the cutting tools, to have an average 
prediction accuracy of 95.70%. 
2. Machining vibration and machining parameters, such as feed rate, spindle speed, 
and depth of cut are key parameters that could be used for the development of the 
FISRP system. 
3. The impact of the machining vibration parameter on the prediction accuracy ranks 
the second among other parameters. This suggests that the use of vibration 
parameter is necessary 
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4. The algorithm of creating a fuzzy rule bank from experimental data was 
successful, and the success of the algorithm contributes to the high prediction 
accuracy of the model. 
Based on the above findings, further research is recommended to include different 
work materials and other turning operations such as facing, boring, etc. In addition, other 
intelligent machining systems and hardware technologies might be included to enhance the 
prediction capability. After accomplishing the above-mentioned further studies, a fully 
equipped in-process surface roughness adaptive control system could be developed to adapt 
the cutting parameters while the surface roughness was predicted to be less than desired by 
the customers. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusions of this study are based on the experimental observations and results that 
have been presented and discussed in three individual articles that are included in this 
dissertation as Chapters 4. 5. and 6. Each of the three articles focuses on the development and 
analysis of only one of the three In-process Surface Roughness Prediction (ISRP) systems 
using multiple regression, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy-nets approaches, respectively. This chapter 
is responsible for an overall comparison and discussion of the experimental observations and 
findings in developing and analyzing the three systems. Suggestions for further study are also 
included in this chapter. 
7.1. Comparison of Model Accuracies 
The prediction accuracy values of the three models are summarized in Table 7.1 by 
individual data source. Accuracy values of the fuzzy nets model are basically higher than 
those of the other two models. In addition, all individual prediction accuracy values for the 
same model are pooled together for a grand average prediction accuracy value. These values 
are available in Table 7.2 for the three models. Based on the values in this table, the fuzzy 
nets model has the highest prediction accuracy of 95.94%. which is 3.16 percentage points 
higher than the second highest accuracy which the regression model achieved. To determine 
the significance of the differences among these grand average accuracy values, t-test analyses 
were conducted. The p-values of the t-tests are also shown in Table 7.2. As can be found in 
this table, all three grand average accuracy values are significantly different from each other 
at a confidence level of at least 99.999%. 
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Table 7.1. Prediction accuracy values of individual data source 
Multiple 
regression 
Fuzzy 
logic 
Fuzzy 
nets 
Train 16 94.97 87.] 1 96.57 
Train] 1 94.5] 87.80 95.78 
Test 16 81.55 917] 95.48 
Test] 1 92.19 93. ]8 94.95 
Table 7.2. Pooled average and t-test results of model accuracy11 
Multiple Fuzzy Fuzzy 
Regression Logic Nets 
(MR) (FL) (FN) 
Sample size 4] 2 4]2 4]2 
Grand average accuracy 92.78 89.06 95.94 
p-value 
MR-FL 
FL-FN 
FN-MR 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
•assuming that the variances of the three means are different 
7.2. Conclusions 
According to the experimental results from the study, which are presented and 
discussed in detail in three individual articles, the proposed in-process Surface Roughness 
Prediction (ISRP) Systems, especially the fuzzv-nets-based system, are successful in 
predicting the in-process surface roughness of a machined work piece on a turning operation. 
While findings in each of the three systems are included in the three individual articles, 
following are the overall conclusions for the entire study: 
1. Established by using 162 data sets and tested by using 54 data sets for each tool 
condition, the proposed regression model, the fuzzy logic model, and the fuzzy nets 
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model possess grand average prediction accuracy of 92.78%. 89.06%. and 95.94%. 
respectively, in the proposed ISRP system. This is sufficiently convincing to be applied 
in most manufacturing shops. 
2. Among the three models, the fuzzy nets model achieves the highest prediction 
accuracy, which is 3.16 percentage points higher than the next-highest, achieved by the 
regression model. A t-test shows that the difference is significant (Table 7.2). 
Therefore, the fuzzy nets model is obviously the best for the proposed ISRP system. 
3. While feed rate is the most influential parameter for surface roughness, vibration 
amplitude average is the second-most important. Evidence comes not only from the 
Pearson correlation coefficient analysis (Table 4-1 ) but also from the one-parameter-off 
analysis for the fuzzy nets model. Therefore, the use of the accelerometer is valuable. 
4. The algorithms developed in building up the fuzzy-logic-based and fuzzy-nets-based 
ISRP systems with and technologies were successful. Fuzzy rule banks generated with 
these algorithms basically reflect the dependency of surface roughness on vibration. 
feed rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut. Comparatively, the fuzzy rule bank generated 
with the fuzzy nets methodology achieves higher prediction accuracy. 
5. With a multiple correlation coefficient above 0.933. surface roughness has a strong 
linear correlation with vibration amplitude average, feed rate, spindle speed, and depth 
of cut. The ANOVA results (Table 4-3) also show that the regression model is v alid at a 
high level of confidence (p < 0.001). Therefore, the relationship between surface 
roughness and the independent variables of feed rate, spindle speed, depth of cut and 
average vibration amplitude is considered to be linear in this study. 
6. Tool nose radius has little impact on the prediction accuracy (Tables 4-6. 5-4. and 6-5 ). 
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7.3. Suggestions for Further Research 
Based upon this study, the researcher suggests the following further research topics that 
could eventually develop a fully equipped system for benefiting industrial needs. 
1. Expand the study to develop the Fuzzy-nets-based In-process Surface Roughness 
Prediction (FISRP) system to include work pieces of different materials, tuch as steel 
and brass. 
2. Expand the study to develop the FISRP system to include other turning operations 
such as facing and boring. 
After the above-mentioned further studies, a fully-equipped surface roughness prediction 
system could be developed and ready for incorporating in an in-process surface roughness 
adaptive control system. In such a system, the machine cutting parameters could be adapted 
or changed when the surface roughness was detected to be less than the customer desired. 
With this approach, metal cutting could ensure superior surface roughness quality while the 
machining process is taking place. This is another step toward intelligent CNC machining 
development. 
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APPENDIX 1. ORIGINAL TRAINING DATA FOR THE CUTTER 
WITH A NOSE RADIUS OF 0.016 INCHES 
s F D V R 
630 1.5 0.01 0.1327 39.11 
630 1.5 0.01 0.1319 39.55 
630 1.5 0.01 0.1296 38.59 
630 1.5 0.02 0.1308 48.88 
630 1.5 0.02 0.1422 49.09 
630 1.5 0.02 0.1284 49.31 
630 1.5 0.03 0.1721 48.04 
630 1.5 0.03 0.1659 48.91 
630 1.5 0.03 0.1562 48.69 
630 2.4 0.01 0.1553 49.99 
630 |  2.4 0.01 0.1459 50.14 
: 630 1 2.4 0.01 0.1473 49.84 
630 I 2.4 0.02 0.1514 51.62 
! 630 2.4 0.02 0.1488 51.79 
630 2.4 0.02 0.1540 50.48 
630 2.4 0.03 0.1444 47.66 
630 2.4 0.03 0.1397 47.72 
630 2.4 0.03 0.1378 48.36 
! 630 3.4 0.01 0.0793 51.04 
630 3.4 0.01 0.0808 50.98 
630 3.4 0.01 0.0786 51.54 
630 3.4 0.02 0.1473 51.99 
630 3.4 0.02 0.1453 52.15 
630 3.4 0.02 0.1457 51.9 
630 3.4 0.03 0.1754 52.94 
630 3.4 0.03 0.1840 53.51 
i 630 3.4 0.03 0.1813 51.94 
630 4.4 0.01 0.1355 60.92 
630 4.4 0.01 0.1321 61.06 
630 4.4 0.01 0.1346 61.33 
630 4.4 0.02 0.1266 67.32 
630 4.4 0.02 0.1333 67.22 
630 4.4 0.02 0.1337 67.97 
1 630 4.4 0.03 0.1604 61.48 
j 630 4.4 0.03 0.1501 61.73 
630 4.4 0.03 0.1585 61.26 
630 5.4 0.01 0.1314 79.14 
630 5.4 0.01 0.1287 79.16 
630 5.4 0.01 0.1220 78.14 
630 5.4 0.02 0.1695 69.2 
630 5.4 0.02 0.1544 |  69.2 
630 5.4 0.02 0.1598 :  70.07 
630 5.4 0.03 0.1564 76.32 
630 5.4 0.03 0.1475 . 76.26 
630 5.4 0.03 0.1405 : 76.65 
630 6.7 0.01 0.1005 ; 81.41 
630 6.7 0.01 0.0971 ' 81.5 
630 6.7 ! 0.01 0.1066 ' 81.2" 
630 6.7 0.02 ; 0 .1596 85.09 
630 6.7 0.02 ! 0 .1483 , 85.45 
630 6.7 0.02 j 0 .1748 : 84.41 
630 6.7 0.03 0.1629 i 84.75 
630 6.7 0.03 0.1817 ! 85.08 
630 6.7 0.03 0.1698 !  85 41 
840 1.5 ! 0 .01 1  0.2034 44.09 
840 1.5 j 0 .01 0.2021 43 91 
840 1.5 |  0.01 ; 0 .1850 : 44.89 
840 1.5 0.02 i 0 .1327 40.04 
840 1.5 0.02 ! 0.1569 ! 40.23 
840 1.5 0.02 j 0.1543 ! 40.06 
840 1.5 0.03 ! 0.2177 41 
840 1.5 ; 0 .03 ! 0.2104 411 
840 1.5 0.03 i 0 .1991 40 94 
840 2.4 0.01 |  0.1213 47.95 
840 2.4 0.01 0.1216 i 48.1 
840 2.4 0.01 0.1269 1 48.54 
840 2.4 0.02 0.2317 ; 48.99 
840 2.4 0.02 0.2255 : 48.98 
840 2.4 j 0.02 j 0.2068 49.58 
840 2.4 |  0.03 0.2378 49 49 
840 2.4 |  0.03 ; 0 .2293 49.62 
840 2.4 0.03 ! 0.2367 49.36 
840 3.4 0.01 j 0.1681 ; 54.35 
840 3.4 0.01 ! 0 .1579 54.09 
840 3.4 0.01 0.1568 53.53 
840 3.4 0.02 i 0 .2228 ; 60.33 
840 3.4 0.02 |  0.2194 60.2 
840 3.4 0.02 ; 0 .2366 1 61.53 
840 3.4 0.03 |  0.2224 ! 63.32 
840 3.4 0.03 |  0.2181 j 63.32 
840 3.4 0.03 0.2080 : 63.77 
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840 4.4 0.01 0.1625 64.67 
840 4.4 0.01 0.1604 64.77 
840 4.4 0.01 0.1778 64.66 
840 4.4 0.02 0.1829 64.43 
840 4.4 0.02 0.1763 64.9 
840 4.4 0.02 0.1785 63.83 
840 4.4 0.03 0.2184 69.76 
840 4.4 0.03 0.2230 69.87 
840 4.4 0.03 0.2309 70.07 
840 5.4 0.01 0.1903 66.38 
840 5.4 0.01 0.1994 66.34 
840 5.4 0.01 0.1933 66.75 
840 5.4 0.02 0.2123 66.42 
840 5.4 0.02 0.2022 66.6 
840 5.4 0.02 0.2002 66.22 
840 5.4 0.03 0.2271 74.13 
840 5.4 0.03 0.2225 74.09 
840 5.4 0.03 0.2278 73.74 
840 6.7 0.01 0.1056 69.58 
840 6.7 0.01 0.1137 68.92 
840 6.7 0.01 0.1085 70.31 
840 6.7 0.02 0.2049 81.39 
840 6.7 0.02 0.2208 81.43 
840 6.7 0.02 0.2178 81.41 
840 6.7 0.03 0.1829 86.87 
840 6.7 0.03 0.1871 87.2 
840 6.7 0.03 0.1994 86.63 
1000 1.5 0.01 0.1734 40.17 
1000 1.5 0.01 0.1756 40.59 
1000 1.5 0.01 0.1695 39.85 
1000 1.5 0.02 0.1786 35.83 
1000 1.5 0.02 0.1760 35.86 
1000 1.5 0.02 0.1847 36.01 
1000 1.5 0.03 0.2055 41.86 
1000 1.5 0.03 0.2042 41.88 
1000 1.5 0.03 0.1980 41.98 
1000 2.4 0.01 0.1987 44.08 
1000 2.4 0.01 0.1949 44.27 
1000 2.4 0.01 0.1808 43.64 
1 1000 1 2.4 0.02 0.1681 44.36 
1000 2.4 0.02 0.1746 44.75 
1000 2.4 0.02 0.1821 43.22 
1000 2.4 0.03 0.2260 46.14 
1000 2.4 0.03 0.2455 46.5 i 
1000 2.4 0.03 0.2323 46.82 : 
1000 3.4 0.01 0.1808 55.63 
1000 3.4 0.01 0.1915 55.45 
1000 3.4 0.01 0.1735 56.4 
1000 3.4 0.02 0.2227 | 50.92 
1000 3.4 0.02 0.2317 i 51.12 
1000 3.4 0.02 0.2129 | 50.92 
1000 3.4 0.03 0.2733 | 48.24 
1000 3.4 0.03 0.2806 j 47.97 
1000 3.4 0.03 0.2940 j 47.39 
1000 4.4 0.01 0.1118 : 61.63 
1000 4.4 0.01 0.1250 ' 61.7 
1000 4.4 0.01 0.1253 . 61.79 
1000 4.4 0.02 0.2763 64.35 
1000 4.4 0.02 j 0.2371 ! 64.2 
1000 4.4 0.02 ! 0.2279 ! 65.03 
1000 4.4 0.03 | 0.2788 ; 67.31 
1000 4.4 0.03 | 0.2763 ' 6T52 
1000 4.4 0.03 | 0.2748 67 07 
1000 5.4 i 0.01 : 0.1529 05 114 
1000 5.4 0.01 0.1544 , 65.17 
1000 5.4 0.01 0.1626 | 64.79 
1000 5.4 0.02 0.2507 67.87 
1000 5.4 0.02 0.2646 68.06 
1000 5.4 0.02 0.2776 ! 68.66 
1000 5.4 0.03 0.2483 80 45 
1000 1 5.4 0.03 0.2560 80.33 
1000 5.4 1 0.03 0.2556 81.03 
1000 6.7 0.01 i 0.2059 80.08 
1000 6.7 0.01 | 0.1989 80 38 
1000 6.7 0.01 | 0.2157 ! 79.83 
1000 6.7 0.02 | 0.2675 j 86.51 
1000 6.7 j 0.02 ' 0.2738 85.9 
1000 6.7 ! 0.02 0.2731 87.46 
1000 6.7 0.03 0.2795 • 86.09 
1000 6.7 0.03 0.2763 ! 86.23 
1000 6.7 0.03 0.2822 j 86.26 
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APPENDIX 2. ORIGINAL TESTING DATA FOR THE CUTTER WITH 
A NOSE RADIUS OF 0.016 INCHES 
s F D V R 
630 t 0.015 0.1869 45.8 
630 2 0.015 0.1865 45.61 
630 2 0.015 0.1875 45.7 
630 2 0.025 0.1931 51.4 
630 2 0.025 0.1939 51.47 
630 2 0.025 0.1952 51.31 
630 .8 0.015 0.1712 55.96 
630 .8 0.015 0.1699 55.9 
630 .8 0.015 0.1738 55.89 
630 .8 0.025 0.1826 61.8 
630 .8 0.025 0.1849 61.84 
630 .8 0.025 0.1845 61.72 
630 6.2 0.015 0.1826 80.1 
630 6.2 0.015 0.1745 80 
630 6.2 0.015 0.1806 80.13 
j 630 6.2 0.025 0.1749 77.95 
630 6.2 0.025 0.1751 78 
630 6.2 0.025 0.1703 78.04 
840 2 0.015 0.1644 50.52 
840 2 0.015 0.1461 51.6 
840 |  2 0.015 0.1458 50.6 
840 2 0.025 0.2010 55.15 
840 2 0.025 0.2033 55.09 
840 2 0.025 0.2004 55.19 
840 3.8 0.015 0.2075 59.45 
840 3.8 0.015 0.2009 59.33 
840 3.8 0.015 0.2048 59.41 
840 00
 
0 .025 0.2001 63.12 
840 3.8 0.025 0.1966 63.16 ! 
840 3.8 0.025 0.1955 63.04 
840 6.2 0.015 0.1976 1 70.72 
840 6.2 0.015 0.1928 ; 70.71 
840 6.2 0.015 0.1865 70.6 
840 6.2 0.025 0.2080 73.li  : 
840 6.2 0.025 0.1970 |  73.17 
840 6.2 0.025 0.2014 73.05 
1000 2 0.015 0.2175 40.52 
1000 2 0.015 0.2214 40.42 
1000 2 0.015 0.2216 41.57 
1000 2 0.025 0.2215 42.97 
1000 2 0.025 0.2160 43.01 
1000 2 0.025 0.2158 j 43.01 
! 1000 3.8 0.015 i 0 .2154 54.87 
1 1000 3.8 0.015 0.2144 ! 54.9 
1000 3.8 0.015 0.2070 55 
1000 3.8 0.025 i 0 .2184 57 42 
1000 3.8 0.025 ! 0.2168 57.37 
1000 3.8 0.025 ! 0.2268 • 57.45 
1000 6.2 0.015 j 0 .2180 76.59 
1000 6.2 0.015 ! 0.2059 76.53 
1000 6.2 0.015 j 0 .2177 ; 76.64 
1000 6.2 0.025 j 0 .2116 83.09 
1000 6.2 0.025 |  0.2168 ! 83.1 
1000 6.2 0.025 ! 0.2138 ; 83 15 
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APPENDIX 3. ORIGINAL TRAINING DATA FOR THE CUTTER 
WITH A NOSE RADIUS OF 0.031 INCHES 
s F D V R 
630 1.5 0.01 0.1833 31.9 
630 1.5 0.01 0.1916 32.2 
630 1.5 0.01 0.1823 31.6 
630 1.5 0.02 0.2249 33.8 
630 1.5 0.02 0.2391 34.11 
630 1.5 0.02 0.2286 33.49 
|  630 1.5 0.03 0.2155 28 
630 1.5 0.03 0.2183 27.78 
1 630 1.5 0.03 0.2321 28.22 
! 630 2.4 0.01 0.1733 40.9 
; 630 2.4 0.01 0.1880 41.36 
630 2.4 0.01 0.1771 40.44 
630 2.4 0.02 0.2338 35.74 
630 2.4 0.02 0.2111 35.2 
! 630 2.4 0.02 0.2135 34.66 
630 2.4 0.03 0.2117 41.9 
! 630 2.4 |  0.03 0.2236 42.3 
630 2.4 0.03 0.2170 42.1 
630 3.4 0.01 0.0450 46.89 
630 3.4 0.01 0.0474 47 
630 3.4 0.01 0.0516 47.11 
630 3.4 0.02 0.2062 49.2 
630 3.4 0.02 0.2350 49.26 
630 3.4 0.02 0.2232 49.14 
630 3.4 0.03 0.2497 47.23 
630 3.4 0.03 0.2339 47.1 
630 3.4 0.03 0.2412 46.97 
630 4.4 0.01 0.1355 51.3 
630 4.4 0.01 0.1321 51.1 
630 4.4 0.01 0.1346 51.5 
630 4.4 0.02 0.2155 55.8 
630 4.4 0.02 0.1901 55.18 
630 4.4 0.02 0.2220 56.42 
630 4.4 0.03 0.1892 53.63 
630 4.4 0.03 0.2101 53.9 
630 4.4 0.03 0.2187 54.17 
630 5.4 0.01 0.1393 59.1 
630 5.4 0.01 0.1462 60.05 
630 5.4 0.01 0.1462 58.15 
630 5.4 0.02 0.1719 60.2 
630 |  5.4 0.02 0.1676 |  60.47 
630 5.4 0.02 0.1654 59.93 
630 5.4 0.03 0.1778 |  54.84 
630 5.4 0.03 0.1850 i 55 2 
630 5.4 0.03 0.1873 : 55.5ô 
630 6.7 0.01 0.1500 616 
630 6.7 0.01 0.1582 62 31 
630 6.7 0.01 0.1464 : 60.89 
630 6.7 0.02 0.1456 |  69.1 
630 6.7 0.02 0.1507 j 69.28 
630 6.7 0.02 0.1471 i 68.92 
630 6.7 0.03 ! 0.1511 72.1" 
630 6.7 i 0 .03 0.1483 "15 
630 6.7 0.03 |  (J.  1372 70.83 
840 1.5 0.01 j 0 .1602 34.7 
840 1.5 0.01 ; 0 .1642 | 34.73 
840 1.5 j 0 .01 : 0.1601 34.67 
840 1.5 0.02 0.2530 i 36.85 
840 1.5 i 0 .02 0 269(,  37 "  
840 1.5 S 0 .02 0.2894 38 55 
840 1.5 0.03 0.2363 39 5 
840 1.5 0.03 0.2420 i 40.25 
840 1.5 0.03 0.2437 ! 38.75 
840 2.4 0.01 0.1804 j 45.4 
840 2.4 0.01 0.1801 i 44.55 
840 2.4 0.01 0.1862 46.25 
840 2.4 0.02 j 0 .2488 ! 41.6 
840 2.4 0.02 i 0 .2510 ! 41 45 
840 2.4 0.02 |  0.2573 j 41.75 
840 2.4 0.03 ! 0.3104 i 41.56 
840 2.4 0.03 0.2834 i 40.44 
840 2.4 0.03 i 0 .2937 41 
840 3.4 0.01 ; 0 .2385 : 50.5 
840 3.4 ; 0 .01 ! 0.2365 49.92 
840 3.4 0.01 j 0 .2519 51.08 
840 3.4 0.02 |  0.2153 j 42.87 
840 3.4 0.02 i 0 .2067 1  41.53 
840 3.4 0.02 |  0.2126 : 42.2 
840 3.4 0.03 0.3023 : 44.88 
840 3.4 0.03 0.2891 ! 44.4 
840 3.4 0.03 0.2815 ! 43.92 
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840 4.4 0.01 0.1562 48.6 
840 4.4 0.01 0.1685 49.14 
840 4.4 0.01 0.1624 48.06 
840 4.4 0.02 0.2583 53.6 
840 4.4 0.02 0.2794 53.77 
840 4.4 0.02 0.2718 53.43 
840 4.4 0.03 0.2887 57.2 
840 4.4 0.03 0.2857 56.4 
840 4.4 0.03 0.2939 58 
840 5.4 0.01 0.2018 60.73 
840 5.4 0.01 0.2141 61.87 
840 5.4 0.01 0.2141 61.3 
840 5.4 0.02 0.1910 61.7 
840 5.4 0.02 0.2113 61.92 
840 5.4 0.02 0.2090 61.48 
840 5.4 0.03 0.2776 61.9 
840 5.4 0.03 0.2930 62.73 
840 5.4 0.03 0.2781 61.07 
840 6.7 0.01 0.2144 65.5 
840 6.7 0.01 0.2099 66.14 
1  840 6.7 0.01 0.2048 64.86 
840 6.7 0.02 0.2474 70.6 
840 6.7 0.02 0.2486 70.83 
840 6.7 0.02 0.2340 70.37 
840 6.7 0.03 0.2063 65.36 
840 6.7 0.03 0.2018 63.64 
840 6.7 0.03 0.2068 64.5 
1000 1.5 0.01 0.3139 28.4 
1000 1.5 0.01 0.3060 28.64 
1000 1.5 0.01 0.3009 28.16 
1000 1.5 0.02 0.2323 32.41 
1000 1.5 0.02 0.2236 32.5 
1000 1.5 0.02 0.2429 32.59 
1000 1.5 0.03 0.3304 41.3 
1000 1.5 0.03 0.3288 41.81 
! îooo 1.5 0.03 0.3214 40.79 
1000 2.4 0.01 0.2343 43.98 
1000 2.4 0.01 0.2281 43.42 
1000 2.4 0.01 0.2336 43.7 
1000 2.4 0.02 0.2746 37.42 
1000 2.4 0.02 0.2873 38.2 
1000 2.4 0.02 0.3030 |  38.98 
1000 2.4 0.03 0.2981 ! 37.64 
1000 2.4 0.03 0.2967 38.3 
1000 2.4 0.03 0.2991 38.96 
1000 3.4 0.01 0.2670 42.1 
1000 3.4 0.01 0.2628 j 42.45 
1000 3.4 0.01 0.2592 i 41.75 ;  
1000 3.4 0.02 0.2902 i 48.5 
1000 3.4 0.02 0.2920 j 49 24 
1000 3.4 0.02 0.2859 j 47.76 
1000 3.4 0.03 |  0.2275 ; 45.52 
1000 3.4 0.03 1 0 .2320 44.68 
1000 3.4 0.03 j 0.2246 ; 45.1 
1000 4.4 0.01 1 0 .2260 1 52.99 
1000 4.4 0.01 0.2274 |  53.3 
1000 4.4 0.01 0.2386 1 53.61 
1000 4.4 0.02 1 0.2380 1 57.8 
1000 4.4 0.02 ! 0.2515 58.11 
1000 4.4 0.02 j 0.2318 ! 57.49 
1000 4.4 0.03 0.3612 i 44.3 
1000 4.4 0.03 0.3630 |  45.09 
1000 4.4 0.03 0.3504 j 43.51 
1000 5.4 0.01 0.2282 |  57.4 
1000 5.4 0.01 | 0.2322 1 58.09 
1000 5.4 0.01 0.2195 56.71 
1000 5.4 ! 0 .02 0.2901 5b 5 
1000 5.4 0.02 0.3227 j 57.05 
1000 5.4 0.02 0.2970 | 55.95 
1000 5.4 0.03 0.2982 62.42 
1000 5.4 0.03 0.2827 61.78 
1000 5.4 0.03 i 0.2840 : 62.1 
1000 6.7 0.01 i 0.1617 66.33 
1000 6.7 0.01 0.1736 1 67.1 
1000 6.7 0.01 0.1903 : 67.87 
1000 6.7 0.02 0.2735 63.35 
1000 6.7 0.02 0.2541 63.8 
1000 6.7 0.02 0.2767 64.25 
1000 6.7 0.03 0.2874 61.69 
1000 6.7 |  0.03 0.2969 62.31 
1000 6.7 j 0.03 ! 0.3000 : 62 
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APPENDIX 4. ORIGINAL TESTING DATA FOR THE CUTTER WITH 
A NOSE RADIUS OF 0.031 INCHES 
s F D V R 840 4.8 0.025 0.0563 |  52.54 
630 3.1 0.015 0.0457 45.18 840 4.8 0.025 0.0606 52.55 
630 3.1 0.015 0.0451 45.08 840 4.8 0.025 0.0600 52.6 
630 3.1 0.015 0.0459 45.1 840 6.2 0.015 0.1091 !  63.9 
630 3.1 0.025 0.0606 45.9 840 6.2 0.015 0.1200 : 63 9 
630 3.1 0.025 0.0574 45.96 840 6.2 0.015 0.1121 63.96 
630 3.1 0.025 0.0576 45.82 840 6.2 0.025 0.1351 i 64.46 
630 4.8 0.015 0.0412 49.3 840 6.2 0.025 0.1341 ; 64 48 
630 4.8 0.015 0.0390 49.28 840 6.2 0.025 0.1537 j 64.5 
630 4.8 0.015 0.0399 49.3 1000 3.1 0.015 0.0669 i 43.49 
630 4.8 0.025 0.0518 52.04 1000 3.1 0.015 0.0631 43.31 
630 |  4.8 0.025 0.0518 52.03 1000 3.1 0.015 0.0603 43.4 
630 4.8 0.025 0.0508 52.1 1000 3.1 0.025 0.0715 44.1 
630 6.2 0.015 0.0947 57.8 1000 3.1 0.025 0.0720 j 44.14 
630 6.2 0.015 0.0911 57.8 1000 3.1 0.025 ! 0.0700 ! 44.01 
630 6.2 0.015 0.0791 57.86 1000 4.8 0.015 '  0.0843 ' 49.9 
630 6.2 0.025 0.1177 66.53 1000 4.8 0.015 i 0 .0837 ; 49.86 
630 6.2 0.025 0.1061 66.53 1000 4.8 0.015 i 0 .0796 , 49.88 
630 6.2 0.025 0.1056 66.6 1000 4.8 0.025 ; 0.0882 , 55.36 
840 3.1 0.015 0.0746 42.58 1000 4.8 0.025 I 0 .0850 , 55.32 
840 3.1 0.015 0.0726 42.47 1000 4.8 0.025 0.0886 ; 55.4 
840 3.1 0.015 0.0748 42.5 1000 6.2 0.015 ! 0.1133 61.25 
840 3.1 0.025 0.0685 45.4 1000 6.2 0.015 0.1145 : 61.3 
840 3.1 0.025 0.0708 45.49 1000 6.2 0.015 0.1148 : 61.39 
840 3.1 0.025 0.0705 45.33 1000 6.2 0.025 0.1909 i 61.54 
840 4.8 0.015 0.0641 52.5 1000 6.2 0.025 0.1807 61.58 
840 4.8 0.015 0.0733 52.47 1000 6.2 0.025 ! 0.1807 i 61.6 
840 4.8 0.015 0.0812 52.48 
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APPENDIX 5. THE VISUAL BASIC PROGRAM FOR THE FUZZY-
LOGIC-BASED SYSTEM 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim k As Integer 
Dim 1 As Integer 
Dim m As Integer 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim x As Double 
Dim y As Double 
Dim R As Integer 
Dim Ct As Integer 
Dim Var(700. 5) As Double 
Dim mx(5) As Double 
Dim mn(5) As Double 
Dim div( 10) As Integer 
Dim Reg(5) As Double 
Dim P( 15. 5) As Double 
Dim Temp( 15) As Double 
Dim Lan(700. 5) As Integer 
Dim rl(3. 3. 3. 3) As Integer 
Dim LV(3. 3. 3. 3. 10) As Integer 
Dim CD(3. 3. 3. 3. 10) As Double 
Dim Ra(3. 3. 3. 3) As Integer 
Dim CDT(3. 3. 3. 3) As Double 
Dim same As Integer 
Dim diff As Integer 
Dim MemA(2. 700. 5) As Double 
Dim MemB(32) As Double 
Dim LanA(2. 700, 5) As Integer 
Dim RaB(32) As Integer 
Dim RaC(700) As Integer 
Dim predRa(700) As Double 
Dim ntr As Double 
Dim dtr As Double 
Dim OLRa(700) As Integer 
'Read training data 
Open txtFileNamel .Text For Input As #1 
i = 0 
Do Until (EOF(l) = True) 
i = i + 1 
Input #1. Var(i. I). Var(i, 2), Var(i. 3). Var(i. 4). Var(i. 5) 
Loop 
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Ct = i 
Print "count": Ct 
Close #1 
'find max and min values 
For j = 1 To 5 
x = -99999 
y 
- 99999 
For i = 1 To Ct 
If x < Var(i. j) Then x = Var(i. j) 
If y > Var(i„ j) Then y = Var(i. j) 
Next i 
mx(j) = x + (x - y) / 30 
mn(j) = y - (x - y) / 30 
Next j 
'R = 15 'For the initial resolution 
For j = 1 To 5 
div(j) = 3 
Next 
'div(5) = R 
' To fuzzify the variables. 
For j = 1 To 5 
Reg(j) = (mx(j) - mn(j)) / (div(j) - 1) 
For n = 1 To div(j) 
P(n. j) = mn(j) +• (n - 1) * Reg(j) 
Next n 
Next j 
Open txtFileName2.Text For Input As #2 
For i = 1 To 3 
For j = 1 To 3 
For k = 1 To 3 
For 1 = I To 3 
Input #2. Ra(i. j. k. 1) 
Next 
Next 
Next 
Next 
Close #2 
'Clean the data pool 
For i = 1 To Ct 
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For j = 1 To 5 
Var(i. j) = 0 
Next 
Next 
'Read testing data 
Open txtFileName3.Text For Input As #3 
i = 0 
Do Until (EOF(3) = True) 
i = i -M 
Input #3. Var(i. 1 ). Var(i. 2), Var(i. 3). Var(i. 4). Var(i. 5) 
Loop 
Ct = i 
Print "count"; Ct 
Close #3 
'Fuzzitying the testing data 
For i = 1 To Ct 
For j = 1 To 5 
For n = 2 To div(j) 
If Var(i. j) <= P(n. j) Then GoTo stepD 
Next n 
If n = div(j) + 1 Then n = n - 1 
Print "Alert". Var(i. j) 
stepD: 
'Membership values in an upper region 
MemA(2. i. j) = (Var(i. j) - P(n - 1. j)) / Reg(j) 
LanA(2. i. j) = n 
'Membership values in a lower region 
If P(n. j) - Var(i. j) < 0 Then 
MemA( 1. i. j) = 0 
Else: MemA( 1. i. j) = (P(n. j) - Var(i. j)) / Reg(j) 
End If 
LanA(l. i. j) = n - 1 
Next j 
Next i 
Rem Determine the languistic and membership values of the predicted Ra 
For i = 1 To Ct 
n = 0 
For j = 1 To 2 
For k = 1 To 2 
For 1 = 1 To 2 
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For m = 1 To 2 
n = n + 1 
x = MemA(j, i. 1) 
If x > MemA(k. i. 2) Then x = MemA(k. i. 2) 
If x > MemA(L i. 3) Then x = MemA(l. i. 3) 
If x > MemA(m. i. 4) Then x = MemA(m. i. 4) 
MemB(n) = x 
RaB(n) = Ra(LanA(j. i. 1). LanA(k. i. 2). LanA(l. i. 3). LanA(m. i. 4)) 
Next m 
Next I 
Next k 
Next j 
Rem Find the predicted languistic Ra 
ntr = 0 
dtr = 0 
x = 0 
For k = 1 To 16 
If x < MemB(k) Then 
x = MemB(k) 
n = k 
End If 
ntr = ntr + P(RaB(k). 5) * MemB(k) 
dtr = dtr + MemB(k) 
Next k 
RaC(i) = RaB(n) 
Rem defuzzification 
predRa(i) = ntr / dtr 
Next i 
Rem Save Varing results 
Open txtFileName4.Text For Output As #4 
Print #4. "OrLanRa". "PrLanRa". "origRa". "predRa". 
Print #4. 
For i = 1 To Ct 
Print #4. OLRa(i). RaC(i). Var(i. 5). predRa(i). 
Print #4. 
Next i 
Close #4 
Print "The data are successfully treated" 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command2_Click() 
End 
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End Sub 
Private Sub Dirl_Change() 
File 1.Path = Dirl .Path 
ChDir Dirl.Path 
End Sub 
Private Sub Drive l_Change() 
Dirl.Path = Drivel.Drive 
ChDrive Drivel.Drive 
End Sub 
Private Sub File 1 _Click() 
txtFileNamel.Text = Filel.FileName 
End Sub 
Private Sub Dir2_Change() 
File2.Path = Dir2.Path 
ChDir DirlPath 
End Sub 
Private Sub Drive2_Change() 
Dir2.Path = Drive2. Drive 
ChDrive Drive2.Drive 
End Sub 
Private Sub File2_Click() 
txtFileName2.Text = File2.FileName 
End Sub 
Private Sub Dir3_Change() 
File3.Path = Dir3.Path 
ChDir Dir3.Path 
End Sub 
Private Sub Drive3_Change() 
Dir3.Path = Drive3. Drive 
ChDrive Drive3.Drive 
End Sub 
Private Sub File3_Click() 
txtF i leN ame3 .T ext = File3.FileName 
End Sub 
Private Sub Dir4_Change() 
File4.Path = Dir4.Path 
ChDir Dir4.Path 
End Sub 
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Private Sub Drive4_Change() 
Dir4.Path = Drive4.Drive 
ChDrive Drive4.Drive 
End Sub 
Private Sub File4_Click() 
txtFileName4.Text = File4.FileName 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
txtFileNamel .Text = "" 
txtFileName2.Text = "" 
txtFileName3.Text = "" 
txtFileName4.Text = "" 
End Sub 
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APPENDIX 6. FUZZY RULE BANK OF THE FUZZY-LOGIC-BASED 
SYSTEM FOR THE TOOL WITH A NOSE RADIUS OF 0.016 INCHES 
( S )  ( F )  ( D )  ( V )  ( R a )  ( S )  ( F )  ( D )  ( V )  (  R a  )  
S I  S I  S I  S I  S I  M D  M D  M D  |  L I  L I  
S I  S I  S I  M D  S I  M D  M D  L I  S  S I  M D  
S I  S I  S I  L I  M D  M D  M D  L I  M D  M D  
S I  S I  M D  S I  S I  M D  M D  L I  L I  L I  
S I  S I  M D  M D  M D  M D  L I  S I  S I  M D  
S I  S I  M D  L I  M D  M D  L I  S I  M D  M D  
S I  S I  L I  S I  S I  M D  L I  S I  L I  L I  
S I  S I  L I  M D  M D  M D  L I  M D  S I  M D  
S I  S I  L I  L I  M D  M D  L I  M D  M D  L I  
S I  M D  S I  S I  M D  M D  L I  M D  L I  L I  
S I  M D  S I  M D  M D  M D  L I  L I  S I  M D  
S I  M D  S I  L I  L I  M D  L I  L I  M D  L I  
!  S I  M D  M D  S I  M D  M D  L I  L I  L I  L I  
S I  M D  M D  M D  L I  L I  S I  S I  S I  S I  
:  s i  M D  M D  L I  L I  L I  S I  S I  M D  S I  
;  S I  M D  L I  S I  M D  L I  S I  S I  L I  S I  
S I  M D  L I  M D  M D  L I  S I  M D  S I  S I  
S I  M D  L I  L I  L I  L I  S I  M D  M D  S I  
S I  L I  S I  S I  M D  L I  S I  M D  L I  M D  
i  s i  L I  S I  M D  L I  L I  S I  L I  S I  S I  
s i  L I  S I  L I  L I  L I  S t  L I  M D  S I  
!  S 1  L I  M D  S I  M D  L I  S I  L I  1 . 1  M D  
!  S I  L I  M D  M D  L I  L I  M D  S I  S I  S I  
S I  L I  M D  L I  L I  L I  M D  S I  M D  M D  
S I  L I  L I  S I  M D  L I  M D  S I  L I  M D  
S I  L I  L I  M D  L I  L I  M D  M D  S I  i  s i  
S I  L I  L I  L I  L I  L I  M D  M D  M D  M D  
M D  S I  S I  S I  S I  L I  M D  M D  L I  M D  
M D  S I  S I  M D  S I  L I  M D  L I  S I  S I  
M D  S I  S I  L I  M D  L I  M D  L I  M D  M D  
M D  S I  M D  S I  S I  L I  M D  L I  L I  L I  
!  M D  S I  M D  M D  M D  L I  L I  S I  S I  M D  
M D  S I  M D  L I  M D  L I  L I  S I  M D  S  M D  
M D  S I  L I  S I  S I  L I  L I  S I  L I  L I  
M D  S I  L I  M D  M D  L I  L I  M D  S I  M D  
M D  S I  L I  L I  M D  L I  L I  M D  M D  L I  
M D  M D  S I  S I  S I  L I  L I  M D  L I  L I  
M D  M D  S I  M D  M D  L I  L I  L I  S I  M D  
M D  M D  S I  L I  L I  L I  L I  L I  M D  L I  
M D  M D  M D  S I  S I  L I  L I  L I  L I  L I  
M D  M D  M D  M D  M D  
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APPENDIX 7. FUZZY RULE BANK OF THE FUZZY-LOGIC-BASED 
SYSTEM FOR THE TOOL WITH A NOSE RADIUS OF 0.031 INCHES 
( S )  ( F )  ( D )  |  ( V )  ( R a )  |  ( S )  ( F )  ( D )  ( V )  1  ( R a )  
S I  S I  S I  S I  S I  M D  M D  M D  L I  i  V 1 D  
S I  S I  S I  M D  M D  M D  M D  L I  S I  j  V I D  
S I  S I  S I  L I  M D  M D  M D  L I  M D  !  V I D  
S I  S I  M D  S I  S I  M D  M D  L I  L I  V I D  
S I  S I  M D  M D  M D  M D  L I  S I  S I  M  D  
S I  S I  M D  L I  M D  M D  L I  S I  M D  V I D  
S I  S I  L I  S I  S I  M D  L I  S I  L I  L I  
S I  S I  L I  M D  M D  M D  L I  M D  :  S I  V 1 D  
S I  S I  L I  L I  M D  M D  L I  M D  M D  L I  
S I  M D  S I  S I  M D  M D  L I  M D  ;  L I  L I  
S I  M D  S I  M D  M D  M D  L I  L I  ;  S I  V I D  
S I  M D  S I  L I  M D  M D  L I  L I  M D  L I  
S I  M D  M D  S I  M D  M D  L I  L I  L I  !  L I  
S I  M D  M D  M D  M D  L I  S I  S t  S I  S I  
S I  M D  M D  L I  M D  L I  S I  S I  1  M D  S I  
S I  M D  L I  S I  M D  L I  S t  S I  !  L I  S I  
S I  M D  L I  M D  M D  L I  S I  M D  !  S I  S I  
S I  M D  L I  L I  L I  L I  S I  M D  I  M D  S I  
S I  L I  S I  S I  M D  L I  S I  M D  i  L I  M D  
S I  L I  S I  M D  L I  L I  S I  L I  S I  :  S I  
S I  L I  S I  L I  L I  L I  S I  L I  !  M D  i  S I  
S I  L I  M D  S I  L I  L I  S I  L I  !  L I  V I D  
S I  L I  M D  M D  L I  L I  M D  S I  !  S I  S I  
S I  L I  M D  L I  L I  L I  M D  S I  !  M D  :  V I D  
S I  L I  L I  S I  L I  L I  M D  S I  I  L I  !  V I D  
S I  L I  L I  M D  L I  L I  M D  M D  |  S I  M D  
S I  L I  L I  L I  L I  L I  M D  M D  M D  V I D  
M D  S I  S I  S I  S I  L I  M D  M D  L I  i  M  D  
M D  S I  S I  M D  S I  L I  M D  L I  S I  M  D  
M D  S I  S I  L I  M D  L I  M D  L I  1  M D  V I D  
M D  S I  M D  S I  S I  L I  M D  L I  L I  V I D  
M D  S I  M D  M D  M D  L I  L  L 1  S I  S I  V I D  
M D  S I  M D  L I  M D  L I  L I  S I  M D  L I  
M D  S I  L I  S I  S I  L I  L I  S I  L I  L I  
M D  S I  L I  M D  M D  L I  L I  M D  S I  1  M D  
M D  S I  L I  L I  M D  L I  L I  M D  M D  j  L I  
M D  M D  S I  S I  S I  L I  L I  M D  L I  L I  
M D  M D  S I  M D  M D  L I  L I  L I  S t  L I  
M D  M D  S I  L I  M D  L I  L I  L I  j  M D  L I  
M D  M D  M D  S I  M D  L I  L I  L I  i  L I  L I  
M D  M D  M D  M D  M D  1  
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APPENDIX 8. THE VISUAL BASIC PROGRAM FOR THE FUZZY-
NETS-BASED SSYTEM 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim k As Integer 
Dim 1 As Integer 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim x As Double 
Dim y As Double 
Dim z As Double 
Dim R As Integer 
Dim Ct As Integer 
Dim Var(700. 4) As Double 
Dim mx(4) As Double 
Dim mn(4) As Double 
Dim div(10) As Integer 
Dim Reg(4) As Double 
Dim P( 15. 4) As Double 
Dim Tetnp( 15) As Double 
Dim Lan(700. 4) As Integer 
Dim rl(3. 3. 3) As Integer 
Dim LV(3. 3. 3. 10) As Integer 
Dim CD(3. 3. 3. 10) As Double 
Dim Ra(3. 3.3) As Integer 
Dim CDT(3. 3. 3) As Double 
Dim same As Integer 
Dim diff As Integer 
'Read training data 
Open txtFileNamel.Text For Input As #1 
i = 0 
Do Until (EOF(l) = True) 
i = i + 1 
Input #1. Var(i. I). Var(i. 2). Var(i. 3). Var(i. 4) 
Loop 
Ct = i 
Print "count"; Ct 
Close #1 
'find max and min values 
For j = 1 To 4 
x =-99999 
y = 99999 
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For i = 1 To Ct 
If x < Var(i, j) Then x = Var(i. j) 
If y > Var(i. j) Then y = Var(i. j ) 
Next i 
mx(j) = x + (x - y) / 30 
mn(j) = y - (x - y) / 30 
Next j 
Rem R =15 For the initial resolution 
For j = 1 To 4 
div(j) = 3 
Next 
Rem div(4) = R 
' To fuzzify the variables. 
For j = 1 To 4 
Reg(j ) = (mx(j) - mn(j)) / (div(j) - 1 ) 
For n = 1 To div(j) 
P(n.j) = mn(j) + (n - 1) * Reg(j) 
Next 
For i = 1 To Ct 
For n = 2 To div(j) 
If Var(i. j) <= P(n. j) Then GoTo stepA 
Next n 
stepA: 
Temp(n - 1) = (P(n. j) - Var(i.j)) / Reg(j) 
Temp(n) = (Var(i. j) - P(n - 1. j)) / Reg(j) 
If Temp(n) > Temp(n - 1) Then 
'Var is changed to represent the membership value 
Var(i.j) = Temp(n) 
Lan(i. j) = n 
Else 
Var(i. j) = Temp(n - 1) 
Lan(i. j) = n - 1 
End If 
Next i 
Next j 
Rem Start building up the rule bank 
For i = 1 To div(l) 
For j = 1 To div(2) 
For k = 1 To div(3) 
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' initialize rule counter 
rl(i. j. k) = 0 
Next 
Next 
Next 
same = 0 
diff = 0 
'build up the Ra rule bank 
For i = 1 To Ct 
y = Var(i. 1) * Var(i, 2) * Var(i. 3) * Var(i. 4) 
If rl(Lan(i, 1 ), Lan(i. 2), Lan(i. 3)) = 0 Then 
rl(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i, 3)) = 1 
LV(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2), Lan(i. 3). 1) = Lan(i. 4) 
Ra(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3)) = Lan(i. 4) 
CD(Lan(i. 1 ). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3). 1 ) = y 
CDT(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3)) = y 
GoTo stepC 
End If 
For k = 1 To rl(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3)) 
If LV(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2), Lan(i. 3). k) = Lan(i. 4) Then 
CD(Lan(i. 1), Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3). k) = CD(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3). k) - y 
same = same + 1 
GoTo stepB 
End If 
Next k 
rl(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2), Lan(i, 3)) = k 
LV(Lan(i. 1), Lan(i, 2). Lan(i. 3). k) = Lan(i. 4) 
CD(Lan(i. 1), Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3). k) = y 
diff = diff + 1 
stepB: 
x = -99 
For k = 1 To rl(Lan(i. 1 ). Lan(i. 2), Lan(i. 3)) 
If x < CD(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3). k) Then 
x = CD(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2), Lan(i. 3). k) 
Ra(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2), Lan(i. 3)) = LV(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3). k) 
CDT(Lan(i, 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3)) = CD(Lan(i. 1). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3). k) 
Elself x = CD(Lan(i. I). Lan(i. 2). Lan(i. 3). k) Then Print "Alert" 
End If 
Next k 
stepC : 
Next i 
Save rule bank 
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Open txtFileNamel.Text For Output As #2 
Print #2. "rp". "dp", "fd". "vbration". "Ra". "credit" 
For i = 1 To div(l) 
For j = 1 To div(2) 
For k = 1 To div(3) 
Rem save the rule bank 
Print #2. i. j. k. Ra(i. j. k). CDT(i. j. k). 
Print #2. 
Next 
Next 
Next 
Close #2 
Print R 
Print "same"; same 
Print "diff; diff 
Print "The data are successfully treated" 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command2_Click() 
End 
End Sub 
Private Sub Dirl_Change() 
Filel .Path = Dirl.Path 
ChDir Dirl.Path 
End Sub 
Private Sub Drive l_Change() 
Dirl.Path = Drivel.Drive 
ChDrive Drivel.Drive 
End Sub 
Private Sub File I _CLick( ) 
txtFileNamel.Text = Filel.FileName 
End Sub 
Private Sub Dir2_Change() 
File2.Path = Dir2.Path 
ChDir Dir2.Path 
End Sub 
Private Sub Drive2_Change() 
Dir2.Path = Drive2.Drive 
ChDrive Drive2.Drive 
End Sub 
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Private Sub File2_Click() 
txtFileNamel.Text = Filel.FileName 
End Sub 
Private Sub Dir3_Change() 
File3.Path = DirS.Path 
ChDir DirS.Path 
End Sub 
Private Sub Drive3_Change() 
Dir3.Path = Drive3. Drive 
ChDrive Drive3.Drive 
End Sub 
Private Sub File3_Click() 
txtFileName3.Text = File3.FileName 
End Sub 
Private Sub Dir4_Change() 
File4.Path = Dir4.Path 
ChDir Dir4.Path 
End Sub 
Private Sub Drive4_Change() 
Dir4.Path = Drive4.Drive 
ChDrive Drive4.Drive 
End Sub 
Private Sub File4_Click() 
t.xtFileName4.Text = File4.FileName 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
txtFileNamel.Text = "" 
txtFileNamel.Text = "" 
txtFileName3.Text = "" 
txtFileName4.Text = "" 
End Sub 
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APPENDIX 9. FUZZY RULE BANK OF THE FUZZY-NETS-BASED 
SYSTEM FOR THE TOOL WITH A NOSE RADIUS OF 0.016 INCHES 
N o .  S  F D V R a  N o .  S  F D | V  r ,  
1  S I  S 2  S I  S 2  s 2  1 1 4  M D  M D  M D  j  L I  m d  
2  S I  S 2  S I  S I  S 2  1 1 5  M D  M D  M D  L 2  m d  
3  S I  S 2  S I  M D  s 2  1 1 6  M D  M D  L I  S 2  m d  
4  S I  S 2  S I  L I  s 2  1 1 7  M D  M D  L I  S I  m d  
5  S I  S 2  S I  L 2  s 2  1 1 8  M D  M D  L I  M D  m d  
6  S I  S 2  M D  S 2  s 2  1 1 9  M D  M D  L I  L I  !  L I  
7 S I  S 2  M D  S I  S I  1 2 0  M D  M D  L I  L 2  m d  
8  S I  S 2  M D  M D  M D  1 2 1  M D  L I  S I  S 2  V 1 D  
9  S I  S 2  M D  L I  S I  1 2 2  M D  L I  S I  S I  V I D  
1 0  S I  S 2  M D  L 2  S I  1 2 3  M D  L I  S I  M D  V I D  
1 1  S I  S 2  L I  S 2  S I  1 2 4  M D  L I  S I  L I  V 1 D  
1 2  S I  S 2  L I  S I  S I  1 2 5  M D  L I  S I  L 2  V 1 D  
1 3  S I  S 2  L I  M D  S I  1 2 6  M D  L I  M D  S 2  V I D  
1 4  S I  S 2  L I  L I  S I  1 2 7  M D  L I  M D  S I  M l )  
1 5  S I  S 2  L I  L 2  S I  1 2 8  M D  L I  M D  M D  V 1 D  
i  1 6  S I  S I  S I  S 2  S 2  1 2 9  M D  L I  M D  L I  m d  
!  1 7  S I  S I  S I  S I  M D  1 3 0  M D  L I  M D  L 2  m d  
1 8  S I  S I  S I  M D  s i  1 3 1  M D  L I  L I  S 2  V I D  
1 9  S I  S I  S I  L I  s i  1 3 2  M D  L I  L I  S I  V I D  
2 0  S I  S I  S I  L 2  s i  1 3 3  M D  L I  L I  V I D  M D  
2 1  S I  S I  M D  S 2  s i  1 3 4  M D  L I  L I  L I  I . I  
2 2  S I  S I  M D  S I  S I  1 3 5  M D  L I  L I  L 2  l i  
2 3  S I  S I  M D  M D  s i  1 3 6  M D  L 2  S I  S 2  :  M D  
2 4  S I  S I  M D  L I  s i  1 3 7  M D  L 2  S I  S I  L I  
2 5  S I  S I  M D  L 2  s i  1 3 8  M D  L 2  S I  M D  L I  
2 6  S I  S I  L I  S 2  s i  1 3 9  M D  L 2  S I  L I  L I  
2 7  S I  S I  L I  S I  S I  1 4 0  M D  L 2  S I  L 2  L I  
2 8  S I  S I  L I  M D  S I  1 4 1  M D  L 2  M D  S 2  L I  
2 9  S I  S I  L I  L I  s i  1 4 2  M D  L 2  M D  S I  L I  
3 0  S I  S I  L I  L 2  s i  1 4 3  M D  L 2  M D  M D  i  L 2  
3 1  S I  M D  S I  S 2  m d  1 4 4  M D  L 2  M D  L I  i  L I  
3 2  S I  M D  S I  S I  M D  1 4 5  M D  L 2  M D  L 2  l 2  
3 3  S I  M D  S I  M D  m d  1 4 6  M D  L 2  L I  S 2  l :  
3 4  S I  M D  S I  L I  m d  1 4 7  M D  L 2  L I  S I  L I  
3 5  S I  M D  S I  L 2  m d  1 4 8  M D  L 2  L I  V I D  L 2  
3 6  S I  M D  M D  S 2  m d  1 4 9  M D  L 2  L I  L I  l 2  
3 7  S I  M D  M D  S I  M D  1 5 0  M D  L 2  L I  L 2  ! l :  
3 8  S I  M D  M D  M D  m d  1 5 1  L I  S 2  S I  S 2  I  s -
3 9  S I  M D  M D  L I  m d  1 5 2  L I  S 2  S I  S I  !  5 :  
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4 0  S I  M D  M D  L 2  M D  1 5 3  L I  S 2  S I  M D  S 2  
4 1  S I  M D  L I  S 2  M D  1 5 4  L I  S 2  S I  L I  S 2  
4 2  S I  M D  L I  S I  M D  1 5 5  L I  S 2  S I  L 2  S 2  
4 3  S I  M D  L I  M D  M D  1 5 6  L I  S 2  M D  S 2  S 2  
4 4  S I  M D  L I  L I  M D  1 5 7  L I  S 2  M D  S I  S 2  
4 5  S I  M D  L I  L 2  M D  1 5 8  L I  S 2  M D  M D  S 2  
4 6  S I  L I  S I  S 2  L 2  1 5 9  L I  S 2  M D  L I  S 2  
4 7  S I  L I  S I  S I  L I  1 6 0  L I  5 2  M D  L 2  S 2  
4 8  S I  L I  S I  M D  M D  1 6 1  L I  S 2  L I  S 2  S 2  
4 9  S I  L I  S I  L I  L I  1 6 2  L I  S 2  L I  S I  S 2  
5 0  S I  L I  S I  L 2  L I  1 6 3  L I  S 2  L I  M D  S 2  
5 1  S I  L I  M D  S 2  L I  1 6 4  L I  S 2  L I  L I  S 2  
5 2  S I  L I  M D  S I  L 2  1 6 5  L I  S 2  L I  1 . 2  S 2  
5 3  S I  L I  M D  M D  M D  1 6 6  L I  S I  S I  S 2  S I  
5 4  S I  L I  M D  L I  L I  1 6 7  L I  S I  S I  S I  M D  
5 5  S I  L I  M D  L 2  L I  1 6 8  L I  S I  S I  M D  S I  
5 6  S I  L I  L I  S 2  L I  1 6 9  L I  S I  S I  L I  S I  
5 7  S I  L I  L I  S I  L I  1 7 0  L I  S I  S I  L 2  S I  
5 8  S I  L I  L I  M D  L I  1 7 1  L I  S I  M D  S 2  S I  
5 9  S I  L I  L I  L I  L I  1 7 2  L I  S I  M D  S I  S t  
6 0  S I  L I  L I  L 2  L I  1 7 3  L I  S i  M D  M D  S I  
6 1  S I  L 2  S I  S 2  L 2  1 7 4  L I  S I  M D  L I  S 2  
6 2  S I  L 2  S I  S I  L I  1 7 5  L I  S I  M D  L 2  S I  
6 3  S I  L 2  S I  M D  L 2  1 7 6  L I  S I  L I  S 2  S I  
6 4  S I  L 2  S I  L I  L 2  1 7 7  L I  S I  L I  S I  S I  
6 5  S I  L 2  S I  L 2  L 2  1 7 8  L I  S I  L I  M D  M D  
6 6  S I  L 2  M D  S 2  M D  1 7 9  L I  S I  L I  L I  S I  
6 7  S I  L 2  M D  S I  L 2  1 8 0  L I  S I  L I  L 2  S 2  
6 8  S I  L 2  M D  M D  L 2  1 8 1  L I  M D  S I  S 2  M D  
6 9  S I  L 2  M D  L I  L 2  1 8 2  L I  M D  S I  S I  M D  
7 0  S I  L 2  M D  L 2  L 2  1 8 3  L I  M D  S I  M D  M D  
7 1  S I  L 2  L I  S 2  L 2  1 8 4  L I  M D  S I  L I  M D  
7 2  S I  L 2  L I  S I  L I  1 8 5  L I  M D  S I  L 2  M D  
7 3  S I  L 2  L I  M D  L 2  1 8 6  L I  M D  M D  S 2  M D  
7 4  S I  L 2  L I  L I  L 2  1 8 7  L I  M D  M D  S I  M D  
7 5  S I  L 2  L I  L 2  L 2  1 8 8  L I  M D  M D  M D  M D  
7 6  M D  S 2  S I  S 2  S I  1 8 9  L I  M D  M D  L I  M D  
7 7  M D  S 2  S I  S I  S I  1 9 0  L I  M D  M D  L 2  M D  
7 8  M D  S 2  S I  M D  S I  1 9 1  L I  M D  L I  S 2  M D  
7 9  M D  S 2  S I  L I  S 2  1 9 2  L I  M D  L I  S I  M D  
8 0  M D  S 2  S I  L 2  S I  1 9 3  L I  M D  L I  M D  M D  
8 1  M D  S 2  M D  S 2  5 2  1 9 4  L I  M D  L I  L I  M D  
8 2  M D  S 2  M D  S I  S 2  1 9 5  L I  M D  L I  L 2  M D  
8 3  M D  S 2  M D  M D  S 2  1 9 6  L I  L I  S I  S 2  M D  
8 4  M D  S 2  M D  L I  S 2  1 9 7  L I  L I  S I  S I  M D  
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8 5  M D  S 2  M D  L 2  s 2  1 9 8  L I  L I  S I  M D  M D  
8 6  M D  S 2  L I  S 2  s 2  1 9 9  L I  L I  S I  L I  M D  
8 7  M D  S 2  L I  S I  s 2  2 0 0  L I  L I  S I  L 2  M D  
8 8  M D  S 2  L I  M D  S 2  2 0 1  L I  L I  M D  S 2  M D  
8 9  M D  S 2  L I  L I  S 2  2 0 2  L I  L I  M D  S I  ]  M D  
9 0  M D  S 2  L I  L 2  s 2  2 0 3  L I  L I  M D  j M D  M D  
9 1  M D  S I  S I  S 2  s i  2 0 4  L I  L I  M D  |  L I  !  M D  
9 2  M D  S I  S I  S I  S I  2 0 5  L I  L I  M D  L 2  L I  
9 3  M D  S I  S I  M D  S 2  2 0 6  L I  L I  L I  S 2  l i  
9 4  M D  S I  S I  L I  s i  2 0 7  L I  L I  L I  S I  1 l i  
9 5  M D  S I  S I  L 2  s i  2 0 8  L I  L I  L I  M D  !  l i  
9 6  M D  S I  M D  S 2  s i  2 0 9  L I  L I  L I  L I  :  L 2  
9 7  M D  S I  M D  S I  s i  2 1 0  L I  L I  ;  L I  ,  L 2  M D  
9 8  M D  S I  M D  M D  M D  2 1 1  L I  L 2  S I  j S 2  !  L I  
9 9  M D  S I  M D  L I  M D  2 1 2  L I  L 2  S I  |  S I  !  L I  
1 0 0  M D  S I  M D  L 2  s i  2 1 3  L I  L 2  S I  1 M D  L I  
1 0 1  M D  S I  L I  S 2  s i  2 1 4  L I  L 2  S I  L I  j L 2  
1 0 2  M D  S I  L I  S I  s i  2 1 5  L I  L 2  S I  L 2  L I  
1 0 3  M D  S I  L I  M D  M D  2 1 6  L I  L 2  !  M D  1  S 2  l 2  
1 0 4  M D  S I  L I  L I  M D  2 1 7  L I  L 2  !  M D  S I  / . :  
1 0 5  M D  S I  L I  L 2  s !  2 1 8  L I  L 2  ;  M D  ;  M D  
1 0 6  M D  M D  S I  S 2  m d  2 1 9  L I  L 2  M D  I L I  / . ;  
1 0 7  M D  M D  S I  S I  m d  2 2 0  L I  L 2  M D  L 2  j L 2  
1 0 8  M D  M D  S I  M D  M D  2 2 1  L I  L 2  L I  S 2  !  l 2  
1 0 9  M D  M D  S I  L I  m d  2 2 2  L I  L 2  L i  j s i  l :  
1 1 0  M D  M D  S I  L 2  m d  2 2 3  L I  L 2  L I  M D  1.2 
1 1 1  M D  M D  M D  S 2  m d  2 2 4  L I  L 2  L I  j L I  ;  l 2  
1 1 2  M D  M D  M D  S I  m d  2 2 5  L I  L 2  L I  j L 2  j L 2  
1 1 3  M D  M D  M D  M D  M D  i  1  
l inguistic variables in italics were tilled manually 
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APPENDIX 10. FUZZY RULE BANK OF THE FUZZY-NETS-BASED 
SYSTEM FOR THE TOOL WITH A NOSE RADIUS OF 0.031 INCHES 
N o .  S  F  D  V  R ,  N o .  S  F  D  V  R a  
1  S I  S 2  S I  S 2  5 2  1 1 4  M D  M D  M D  L I  M D  
2  S I  S 2  S I  S I  S 2  1 1 5  M D  M D  M D  L 2  M D  
3  S I  S 2  S I  M D  S 2  1 1 6  M D  M D  L I  S 2  M D  
4  S I  S 2  S I  L I  5 2  1 1 7  M D  M D  L I  S I  M D  
5  S I  S 2  S I  L 2  S 2  1 1 8  M D  M D  L I  M D  M D  
6  S I  S 2  M D  S 2  S 2  1 1 9  M D  M D  L I  L I  M D  
7  S I  S 2  M D  S I  S 2  1 2 0  M D  M D  L I  L 2  L I  
8  S I  S 2  M D  M D  S I  1 2 1  M D  L I  S I  S 2  L I  
9  S I  S 2  M D  L I  S 2  1 2 2  M D  L I  S I  S I  M D  
1 0  S I  S 2  M D  L 2  S 2  1 2 3  M D  L I  S t  M D  L I  
1 1  S I  S 2  L I  S 2  S 2  1 2 4  M D  L I  S I  L I  1 . 2  
1 2  S I  S 2  L I  S I  S 2  1 2 5  M D  L I  S I  L 2  L I  
1 3  S I  S 2  L I  M D  S 2  1 2 6  M D  L I  M D  S 2  L I  
1 4  S I  S 2  L I  L I  5 2  1 2 7  M D  L I  M D  S I  L 2  
1 5  S I  S 2  L I  L 2  5 2  1 2 8  M D  L I  M D  M D  L I  
1 6  S I  S i  S I  S 2  M D  1 2 9  M D  L I  M D  L I  L 2  
1 7  S I  S I  S I  S I  M D  1 3 0  M D  L I  M D  L 2  M D  
1 8  S I  S I  S t  M D  M D  1 3 1  M D  L I  L I  S 2  L I  
1 9  S I  S I  S I  L I  S I  1 3 2  M D  L I  L I  S I  M D  
2 0  S I  S I  S I  L 2  S I  1 3 3  M D  L I  L I  M D  L I  
2 1  S I  S I  M D  S 2  S I  1 3 4  M D  L I  L I  L I  L I  
2 2  S I  S I  M D  S I  S I  1 3 5  M D  L I  L I  L 2  L 2  
2 3  S I  S I  M D  M D  M D  1 3 6  M D  L 2  S I  S 2  L I  
2 4  S I  S I  M D  L I  S 2  1 3 7  M D  L 2  S I  S I  L I  
2 5  S I  S I  M D  L 2  S I  1 3 8  M D  L 2  S I  M D  L I  
2 6  S I  S I  L I  S 2  S I  1 3 9  M D  L 2  S I  L I  L 2  
2 7  S I  S I  L I  S I  S I  1 4 0  M D  L 2  S I  L 2  L 2  
2 8  S I  S I  L I  M D  M D  1 4 1  M D  L 2  M D  S 2  U  
2 9  S I  S I  L I  L I  M D  1 4 2  M D  L 2  M D  S I  L 2  
3 0  S I  S I  L I  L 2  M D  1 4 3  M D  L 2  M D  M D  L 2  
3 1  S I  M D  S i  S 2  M D  1 4 4  M D  L 2  M D  L I  L 2  
3 2  S I  M D  S I  S I  M D  1 4 5  M D  L 2  M D  L 2  1.2 
3 3  S I  M D  S I  M D  M D  1 4 6  M D  L 2  L I  S 2  1.2 
3 4  S I  M D  S I  L I  M D  1 4 7  M D  L 2  L I  S I  L 2  
3 5  S I  M D  S I  L 2  M D  1 4 8  M D  L 2  L I  M D  L I  
3 6  S I  M D  M D  S 2  M D  1 4 9  M D  L 2  L I  L I  L 2  
3 7  S I  M D  M D  S i  M D  1 5 0  M D  L 2  L I  L 2  L 2  
3 8  S I  M D  M D  M D  M D  1 5 1  L I  S 2  S I  S 2  S 2  
3 9  S i  M D  M D  L I  M D  1 5 2  L I  S 2  S I  S I  S 2  
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4 0  S I  M D  M D  L 2  M D  1 5 3  L I  S 2  S I  M D  S 2  
4 1  S I  M D  L I  S 2  M D  1 5 4  L I  S 2  S I  L I  S 2  
4 2  S I  M D  L I  S I  M D  1 5 5  L I  S 2  S I  L 2  S 2  
4 3  S I  M D  L I  M D  M D  1 5 6  L I  S 2  M D  S 2  S 2  
4 4  S I  M D  L I  L I  M D  1 5 7  L I  S 2  M D  S I  S 2  
4 5  S I  M D  L I  L 2  M D  1 5 8  L I  S 2  M D  M D  S 2  
4 6  S I  L I  S I  S 2  L I  1 5 9  L I  S 2  M D  L I  5 :  
4 7  S I  L I  S I  S I  L I  1 6 0  L I  S 2  M D  L 2  
4 8  S I  L I  S I  M D  M D  1 6 1  L I  S 2  L I  S 2  i  S 2  
4 9  S I  L I  S I  L I  L I  1 6 2  L I  S 2  L I  s i  N :  
5 0  S I  L I  S I  L 2  L I  1 6 3  L I  S 2  L I  M D  x :  
5 1  S I  L I  M D  S 2  L I  1 6 4  L I  S 2  L I  L I  S I  
5 2  S I  L I  M D  S I  L I  1 6 5  L I  S 2  L I  L 2  S I  
5 3  S I  L I  M D  M D  L I  1 6 6  L I  S I  S I  S 2  |  S I  
5 4  S I  L I  M D  L I  L 2  1 6 7  L I  S I  S I  S I  
5 5  S I  L I  M D  L 2  L I  1 6 8  L I  S I  S I  M D  M D  
i  5 6  S I  L I  L I  S 2  L I  1 6 9  L I  S I  S I  L I  S 2  
5 7  S I  L I  L I  S I  L 2  1 7 0  L I  S I  S I  L 2  S I  
! 58 S I  L I  L I  M D  M D  1 7 1  L I  S I  M D  S 2  S I  
5 9  S I  L I  L I  L I  L 2  1 7 2  L I  S I  M D  S I  S I  
6 0  S I  L I  L I  L 2  L I  1 7 3  L I  S I  M D  M D  M D  
6 1  S I  L 2  S I  S 2  L I  1 7 4  L I  S I  M D  L I  M D  
6 2  S I  L 2  S I  S I  L I  1 7 5  L I  S I  M D  L 2  S 2  
6 3  S I  L 2  S I  M D  L I  1 7 6  L I  S I  L I  S 2  S I  
6 4  S I  L 2  S I  L I  L 2  1 7 7  L I  S I  L I  S I  S I  
6 5  S I  L 2  S I  L 2  L 2  1 7 8  L I  S I  L I  M D  M D  
6 6  S I  L 2  M D  S 2  L 2  1 7 9  L I  S I  L I  L I  S I  
6 7  S I  L 2  M D  S I  L 2  1 8 0  L I  S I  L I  L 2  S I  
6 8  S I  L 2  M D  M D  L I  1 8 1  L I  M D  S I  S 2  M D  
6 9  S I  L 2  M D  L I  L 2  1 8 2  L I  M D  S I  S I  M D  
7 0  S I  L 2  M D  L 2  L 2  1 8 3  L I  M D  S I  M D  M D  
7 1  S I  L 2  L I  S 2  L 2  1 8 4  L I  M D  S I  L I  ,  M D  
7 2  S I  L 2  L I  S I  L 2  1 8 5  L I  M D  S I  L 2  M D  
7 3  S I  L 2  L I  M D  L 2  1 8 6  L I  M D  M D  S 2  M D  
7 4  S I  L 2  L I  L I  L 2  1 8 7  L I  M D  M D  S I  \  M D  
7 5  S I  L 2  L I  L 2  L 2  1 8 8  L I  M D  M D  M D  i  M D  
7 6  M D  S 2  S I  S 2  S 2  1 8 9  L I  M D  M D  L I  M D  
7 7  M D  S 2  S I  S I  S 2  1 9 0  L I  M D  M D  L 2  M D  
7 8  M D  S 2  S I  M D  S 2  1 9 1  L I  M D  L I  S 2  M D  
7 9  M D  S 2  S I  L I  S 2  1 9 2  L I  M D  L I  S I  I  M D  
8 0  M D  S 2  S I  L 2  S 2  1 9 3  L I  M D  L I  M D  I  M D  
8 1  M D  S 2  M D  S 2  S 2  1 9 4  L I  M D  L I  L I  |  M D  
8 2  M D  S 2  M D  S I  S 2  1 9 5  L I  M D  L I  L 2  S 2  
8 3  M D  S 2  M D  M D  S 2  1 9 6  L I  L I  S I  S 2  L I  
8 4  M D  S 2  M D  L I  S I  1 9 7  L I  L I  S I  S I  M D  
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8 5  
86 
87 
88 
8 9  
90 
91 
92 
"93~ 
94 
~95~ 
96 
~W 
~98~ 
~99~ 
TÔÔ 
101 
"ÏÔ2 
103 
TÔT 
1Ô5 
M D  
M D  
M D  
M D  
M D  
MD 
MD 
MD 
M D  
M D  
M D  
MD 
M D  
M D  
MD 
M D  
MD 
MD 
M D  
MD 
M D  
S 2  
~sT 
~sT 
S 2  
S 2  
~S2 
SI 
S I  
~sT 
~sT 
~sT 
~sT 
Iff 
IT 
"sT 
si 
HT 
~sf 
~sT 
~sT 
~sT 
M D  
L I  
L I  
L I  
LI 
L I  
SI 
S I  
S I  
S I  
SI 
M D  
M D  
M D  
M D  
M D  
L I  
L I  
L I  
L I  
L I  
L 2  
S 2  
51 
M D  
L I  
L 2  
5 2  
51 
M D  
L I  
L 2  
5 2  
51 
MD 
L I  
L 2  
5 2  
S I  
M D  
L I  
L 2  
5 2  
S 2  
S  2  
51 
5 2  
5 2  
5 /  
M D  
M D  
M D  
5 /  
SI 
51 
5 2  
M D  
S I  
S I  
51 
5 2  
S I  
M D  
198 
T99 
2OÔ 
2ÛT 
202 
2Ô3 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
3TÔ 
ÏTÏ 
IÎT 
213 
Yl4 
2Ï5 
ÏÏ6 
TÎ7 
218  
L I  
TT 
TT 
L I  
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
IT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
L I  
TT 
L I  
TT 
TT 
L I  
TT 
L l  
L l  
TT 
TT 
L l  
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
L 2  
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
si 
si 
si 
M D  
MD 
M D  
MD 
M D  
L l  
L l  
L l  
L l  
L l  
S I  
S I  
S I  
S I  
SI 
M D  
MD 
MD 
L l  
L 2  
S 2  
51 
M D  
L l  
L 2  
5 2  
51 
MD 
L l  
L 2  
5 2  
51 
MD 
L l  
L2 
5 2  "  
SI 
M D  !  M D  
L l  
MD 
L l  
L l  
L l  
MD 
MD 
L 2  
L l  
L l  
L 2  
L l  
L 2  
L l  
L l  
L 2  
L 2  
L 2  
L 2  
~L2 
106 M D  M D  S I  S 2  M D  2 1 9  L l  L 2  MD L l  Ll 
TT 
TT 
107 M D  M D  S I  S I  M D  220 L l  L 2  M D  L 2  
108 MD M D  SI M D  M D  221 L l  L 2  L l  S 2  
1 0 9  M D  M D  S I  L l  M D  i-)-) L l  L 2  L l  S I  L 2  
TT I 10 MD MD S I  L 2  M D  "m L l  L 2  L l  MD 
112 
113 
M D  MD MD S 2  M D  224 L l  L 2  L l  L l  
MD 
M D  
M D  M D  S I  M D  225 L l  
M D  MD M D  M D  
L 2  L l  L 2  
L 2  
MD 
Linguistic variables in italics were tilled manually 
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